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Abstract 
 
 
The performance of metal-on-metal total hip replacements is largely 
determined by their propensity to degrade in vivo. Degradation occurs 
through the complex interactions between wear and corrosion (termed 
tribocorrosion) and leads to the production of metallic particulate debris and 
metallic ions. The interaction of these degradation products with the body 
can lead to serious health complications, within patients, and is an important 
factor in determining the success of prostheses. 
 
Testing was undertaken on a reciprocating pin-on-plate tribometer and a 
single station hip joint simulator. Each test rig was instrumented, with a 3-
electrode electrochemical cell, to enable in-situ corrosion monitoring during 
tribological testing. Testing was focused around 36mm metal-on-metal 
bearing surfaces in both saline and bovine serum solutions but consideration 
was also given to metal-on-polymer interfaces. 
 
Corrosion was found to contribute substantially to material degradation 
within metal-on-metal contacts, both in the tribometer and in the hip 
simulator. Within metal-on-polymer interfaces, the material degradation, due 
to corrosion, was negligible when compared with metal-on-metal surfaces. 
In-situ corrosion measurements were influenced by the variance in 
tribological conditions of the bearing. These unique findings enabled, for the 
first time, observations of both the corrosion and tribological performance of 
the bearing to be assessed in real-time. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
 
In 2011 over 83,000 total hip replacements were implanted in England and 
Wales (1). 93% of these procedures were for the treatment of osteoarthritis. 
Osteoarthritis is a particularly painful and debilitating condition and THR has 
proved to be effective in treating the end stage of the disease by restoring 
motion and eliminating pain. 
 
Despite currently being the most effective treatment for osteoarthritis, THRs 
may sometimes fail. This can happen for a number of reasons the most 
popular being, aseptic loosening, dislocation/subluxation and implant failure. 
When failure occurs a patient must undergo revision surgery. This involves 
removal of all or part of the original implant and replacement with a new 
component. Revision surgery is more complex than primary surgery; it takes 
about twice as long and costs around twice much as primary surgery. 
 
Increasing popularity of the procedure coupled with large incidences of 
revision surgery place a financial burden on the National Health Service as 
well as expose patients to the inherent risks involved with major surgery. 
Hence, research into this field promises widespread returns both in terms of 
patient health and monetary savings (2-4). 
 
One current issue plaguing the world of total hip replacements is negative 
media attention (5, 6) prompted by the higher than expected failure rate 
associated with some modern metal-on-metal prostheses (1). Evidence 
collected from patients suggests that corrosion of the joints had taken place 
(7, 8), despite degradation formerly being considered as a purely mechanical 
system. By considering this system in terms of both electrochemical and 
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mechanical influences, a novel approach was be undertaken in the 
investigation of these joints.  
 
 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
 
 
• To investigate the degradation of metal-on-metal hip bearing 
materials in a tribocorrosion environment. 
 
• To extend studies of the sliding interface beyond tribometer studies to 
the use of an electrochemically instrumented hip simulator. 
 
• To determine the significance of corrosion, in terms of material 
degradation and metal ion release, for metal-on-metal bearing 
surfaces. 
 
• To investigate the formation of tribologically formed layers at the 
bearing interface, as well as their effect on the performance of it. 
 
• To link tribology models to the measurement of corrosion in-situ. 
 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
 
Following the literature review presented in the next chapter, the apparatus, 
methodology and results are split into two parts. Part 1 relates to 
experiments performed on a pin-on-plate tribometer, whilst Part 2 relates to 
experiments performed on a hip simulator.  
The methodology and results for each part are further subdivided into 
separate experimental procedures adopted on the different test rigs. Part 1 
contains details of two separate procedures referred to as ‘Procedure A’ and 
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‘Procedure B’. Part 2 contains details of 3 separate procedures referred to 
as ‘Procedure 1’, ‘Procedure 2’ and ‘Procedure 3’.  
Extensive surface analysis was performed following the procedures 
undertaken in Part 2, and for this reason is presented separately in Chapter 
9. 
A diagram of the experimental structure undertaken in this thesis is shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Experimental structure of thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 Total Hip Replacement (THR) 
 
 
2.1.1 Introduction 
 
 
Information from the UK ‘National Joint Registry’ shows that over 250,000 
people in UK have at least one total-hip-replacement (THR) or hip 
resurfacing. Predominantly, these contain one of four bearing material 
combinations: metal-on-polymer (MoP), ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC), ceramic-
on-polymer (CoP) and metal-on-metal (MoM). Their estimated abundance is 
64.4%, 12.6%, 11.0% and 7.9% respectively, with an additional 4.0% 
comprising an alternative or unknown design. In the case of THRs as 
opposed to hip resurfacing, the bearings are used in combination with a 
femoral-stem that is either cemented, un-cemented or a hybrid. The choice 
of bearing surface and fixation mechanism is determined by the surgeon and 
based on a number of factors (1) . 
In the UK, estimates in the National Joint Registry indicate that the risk of 
revision surgery is greatest for MoM bearing surfaces, and that the 
cemented stems are the fixation mechanism most prone to failure (1). It is 
difficult to determine whether this reflects shortcomings in prosthesis 
designs, or is a reflection of the cohort of patients in which a specific device 
is favoured. Metal-on-metal bearings tend to be implanted predominantly in 
younger (on average 63 years) male patients, as opposed to MoP bearings 
that are implanted into older (on average 73 years) female patients. Such 
factors as these may be important when estimating the level of expected use 
and the vigour with which such prosthesis are likely to be used.  
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2.1.2 Metal-on-Polymer (MoP) 
 
 
John Charnley first conceived the use of MoP bearing surfaces in 1959. His 
design, known as ‘the Charnley Low Friction Arthroplasty (LFA)’, comprised 
a monolithic stainless steel stem and head, which articulated against a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) acetabular cup. The design was engineered 
to minimise frictional torque, by combining low sliding friction with a small 
head diameter of just 22.2mm. Although the design produced very low 
friction, the wear rate limited the life of design to around 3 years. For this 
reason PTFE was replaced with Ultra-High-Molecular-Weight-Polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) which greatly improved its wear resistance.  The low friction 
arthroplasty was a huge success for many years, considered by many to be 
the ‘gold standard’ of total hip replacements. The maximum life of these 
prostheses was usually determined by the rate of polymeric wear; this gave 
an average life span of approximately 16 years, although some reports 
suggest that survivorship could greatly exceed this on occasion. Following 
the success of the LFA, Müller pioneered the use of CoCrMo in MoP 
articulations; an idea that led on to further designs including those of a 
modular system created by Weber (9, 10).  
 
Modern MoP designs make use of a polymer surface made from UHMWPE. 
It has been shown that gamma irradiation of this polymer at approximately 
50kGy can induce cross-linking in the polymer chains, improving its wear 
resistance. At doses greater than this subsurface oxidation can occur, which 
compromises its fatigue resistance.  Laboratory investigations have 
demonstrated that by doping UHMWPE with vitamin E, the oxidation by 
irradiation can be mitigated (11, 12). This has the potential to allow a greater 
irradiation dose to be used, which may further improve the wear resistance 
of the material without compromising its fatigue life. 
 
An issue, which limits the effectiveness of MoP designs, is their propensity to 
produce micron scale polymeric wear debris (10, 13). Although chemically 
inert, the size of this debris means it can have deleterious effects when 
liberated into the body (14). Polymeric wear debris of the 0.1-1µm scale has 
been shown to be the most effective in stimulating a macrophagic response. 
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This results in the production of cytokines, in particular TNF-α, leading to 
bone reabsorption and osteolysis (15). Studies have shown that osteolysis is 
a major cause for aseptic loosening in MoP THRs and can lead to premature 
prosthesis revision (14, 16-19). 
 
 
2.1.3 Ceramic-on-Ceramic (CoC) 
 
 
Ceramic-on-ceramic bearings were first conceived by Boutin in the 1970s 
(10, 20). Despite initial popularity in Europe the design had lost favour by the 
1980s due to issues with fracture and fixation (20). By the 1990s, 
improvements in manufacture headed to the development of high purity 
alumina with reduced grain sizes (10, 21, 22). This new generation of 
ceramics were more resilient to fracture and contributed to the renewed 
popularity of CoC THRs (10) 
 
Ceramic-on-ceramic bearings are renowned for their outstandingly low 
volumetric wear rates. They produce considerably lower wear rates than: 
MoP, CoP and even MoM designs (10, 20, 23). The superior wear 
resistance of CoC bearings can be partly attributed to their extremely hard 
surfaces (7.6GPa<Vickers hardness<17.5GPa)(24, 25), and low surface 
roughness (5nm<Ra<10nm)(23, 26). It has been shown that, like MoM 
bearings, MoC bearings also exhibit a ‘running-in’ period. After this, a shift 
towards partial or full fluid film lubrication is made (10, 22). The wear debris 
produced in CoC contacts tends to be of the nanometre scale (13, 23), and 
is generally much less biologically reactive than MoP particles (13, 21). 
 
Despite these developments, there are some concerns with the performance 
of CoC bearings. Improvements in material manufacture have not 
completely eliminated the risk of femoral head fracture. In addition, stripe 
wear and grain pull-out has been identified on the surfaces of ceramic 
bearings (20, 22), which may be a concern for long-term implantation. 
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2.1.4 Ceramic-on-Polymer (CoP) 
 
 
An alternative soft-on-hard bearing combination to MoP is CoP. These 
consist of an acetabular cup made of UHMWPE and a femoral head made 
from either alumina or zirconia. The ceramic surfaces used are smoother 
and harder than their metal counter parts, which results in a reduction to the 
volumetric wear of the polymer cup (10, 13). Zirconia is used in conjunction 
with alumina because of its superior fracture toughness (10). 
 
 
2.1.5 Metal- on-Metal (MoM) 
 
 
Metal-on-metal THRs were first widely implanted in the 1960s, popularised 
by the ‘McKee-Farrer’ (10). This design was initially made from a stainless 
steel head and cup, which was replaced by the use of the more wear 
resistant cobalt-chromium (CoCr).  These early joints were generally 
associated with high failure rates, although reports of well functioning joints 
lasting in excess of 20 years have been recorded. In the 1990’s a 
renaissance in the use of MoM bearing surfaces was observed. This was 
fuelled by the advantages offered over MoP bearings in terms of volumetric 
wear rate and particle size. Although much more abundant, the smaller size 
of metallic particles makes them less likely to induce osteolysis than MoP 
debris.  
 
Modern MoM THRs are almost exclusively made from some form of CoCr 
alloy usually containing Molybdenum (Mo) and/or Nickel (Ni). Alloys can be 
separated into high- or low-carbon designs depending on their carbon 
content. High-carbon alloys tend to have a greater hardness and a greater 
wear resistance than low-carbon alloys (27). It has also been shown that 
high-carbon alloys contain precipitated carbides, whereas low-carbon alloys 
tend to contain carbon in solid solution (27, 28). 
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The resurgence of MoM THRs has been hindered in recent years due to fear 
of the effects of the release of metallic debris into the body. Metal-on-metal 
hip replacements have attracted a significant amount of media attention 
following higher than expected failure rates in some prosthesis (5, 6). 
Instances of soft-tissue inflammation and hypersensitivity have led to a 
number of restrictions to the use of MoM bearing surfaces in the UK. To date 
the MHRA has issued medical device alerts relating to the use of metal-on-
metal bearing surfaces in hip replacements, some of these being 
amendments to previous alerts or instructions involving specific devices (29). 
The use of these alerts has resulted in restrictions on the use of some 
combinations of MoM devices, as well as invoking mandatory blood ion 
monitoring for patients already implanted with certain MoM prostheses. 
 
 
2.2 Corrosion of Biomaterials 
 
 
2.2.1 Introduction 
 
 
Corrosion is the degradation of a material, usually a metal, by chemical 
interaction with its environment. It involves a transfer of a species from that 
of a high-energy state to a lower energy state i.e. from a pure metal to a 
metal oxide. Usually this transformation involves the transfer of electrons, 
and where this is the case it is defined as an electrochemical process, 
simultaneous reduction and oxidation take place, termed redox. This can be 
demonstrated by the oxidation and reduction (named anodic and cathodic 
respectively) reactions taking place as a metal corrodes in an aqueous 
environment. This is shown in Equations (2.1) and (2.2). 
 
 𝑀   → 𝑀!! + 𝑛𝑒!   (2.1) 
 
 12   𝑂! +   𝐻!𝑂 + 2𝑒! → 2𝑂𝐻!   (2.2) 
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Where, 
M – Metal species 
n – Valence number 
 
Whenever metals are implanted into the body corrosion can take place. This 
is a concern because of the damage caused to implants by corrosion and 
the effects that corrosion debris can have on patient health.  
 
For corrosion to proceed spontaneously it must be thermodynamically 
favourable. This can be determined from the Gibbs free energy see Equation 
(2.3).  
 
 𝛥𝐺 =   𝛥𝐺! + 𝑅𝑇 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡    (2.3) 
 
Where, 
G – Gibbs Free energy 
G0 – Standard free energy of a cell reaction 
R – Ideal gas constant 
T – Temperature 
 
If ΔG > 0 then the reaction requires energy to be supplied in order for it to 
occur, if ΔG < 0  then the reaction releases energy and can happen 
spontaneously. This considers the energy associated with enthalpy and 
entropy however, there is also energy associated with the separation of 
charge. This charge separation is known as the electrical double layer and 
its behaviour is similar to that of a capacitor; a rise to a potential across the 
interface between the metal and the solution occurs. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 
show how potential can vary across the double layer. 
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Figure 2.1: The interface of a metal surface in contact with an aqueous 
environment, where the metal is covered by an oxide layer, through which 
metal ions can pass into the solution as shown (30). 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Variation of potential across the oxide/EDL interface (30). 
 
This potential can be represented by Equation (2.4). 
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 𝛥𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸   (2.4) 
 
Where, 
G – Gibbs Free energy 
n – Valence number 
F – Faraday constant 
E – Potential difference between two half-cells 
 
Hence, under equilibrium conditions the electrical energy and chemical 
energy are equal and can be combined to give the Nernst Equation (shown 
in Equation (2.5). 
 
 𝛥𝐸 = 𝛥𝐸! +   𝑅𝑇𝑛𝐹   𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠    (2.5) 
 
Where, 
E – Potential difference between two half-cells 
E0 – Standard potential difference across a cell 
R – Ideal gas constant 
T – Temperature 
F – Faraday constant 
n – Valence number 
 
This potential gives rise to the electrochemical series, from which the relative 
reactivity of metals is established. It is important to note that this scale does 
not indicate the rate at which a reaction will proceed; it is only a comparison 
of the tendency for a reaction to occur. The electrochemical series for some 
metals is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Standard reduction potentials for some active and passive metals 
(metals commonly used in orthopaedics are shown in blue).  
 
It can be seen from Figure 2.3 that some widely used biomedical alloys have 
a low potential indicating a strong tendency to oxidise, but are still 
considered to be corrosion resistant. This can be explained by reaction 
kinetics. Materials such as gold obtain their corrosion resistance by having a 
very noble potential. However, corrosion resistant materials with a very 
negative potential, such as aluminium, obtain their corrosion resistance from 
kinetic barriers, which limit the rate of reaction. This usually occurs as a 
result of the formation of a very dense metal oxide film that spontaneously 
forms on the surface of the metal as a result of corrosion. Its formation 
impedes further corrosion from taking place by acting as a physical barrier 
between the oxidative species in the electrolyte and the metal surface. 
These oxide layers are known as passive films, as they limit the rate of 
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corrosion of the metal to a level at which the metal can be deemed passive 
(extremely corrosion resistant). The corrosion behaviour of materials can be 
investigated in the laboratory using a similar setup to that shown in Figure 
2.4 (31). In this configuration a potentiostat is used to pass a current through 
the working electrode and the auxiliary electrode whilst immersed in an 
electrolyte. When corrosion of the working electrode takes place metal ions 
leave its surface and a current is drawn from it. Simultaneously a current is 
supplied to the counter electrode and cations are drawn towards its surface. 
With this configuration, a potential can be applied to the working electrode. 
This is done with reference to the reference electrode. When this is 
undertaken, the current is measured. Useful information can then be 
obtained from graphical plots of the current produced at a given potential. 
The behaviour of both an active and passive material under anodic 
polarisation is shown in Figure 2.5, where Eb is the breakdown potential, Epp 
is the passivation potential and Ecorr is the open circuit potential (OCP). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Diagram of a 3-electrode electrochemical test cell. 
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Figure 2.5: Example anodic polarisation scan for a passive and an active 
alloy showing corrosion potential (Ecorr) passivation potential (Epp) and 
breakdown potential (Eb). 
 
The passive film that develops on the surface of species is dependent on the 
applied potential. It has been suggested that oxide film formation will 
proceed to maintain a constant electric field across the interface of the metal 
surface and the solution. When a negative potential is applied the film 
thickness reduces to maintain a high electric field (106-107 V/cm) but when a 
positive potential is applied the film will thicken. This technique has been 
used in many studies to predict the thickness of metal oxide films (32-34). 
Under large anodic potentials the film will lose its stability and will 
breakdown. This results in the loss of passivity from the metal and is 
accompanied by a large increase in current flow.  
 
 
2.2.2 Corrosion of Total-Hip-Replacements 
 
 
Most metals exposed to aqueous electrolytes will succumb to some level of 
general corrosion over the whole exposed surface, but in specific instances 
localised corrosion may also proceed causing a high level of damage to be 
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concentrated over a small area. For THRs this usually takes the form of 
pitting or crevice corrosion.  
Numerous studies have found evidence of crevice corrosion and pitting on 
the necks and stems of retrieved THRs. Studies have demonstrated that 
titanium and steel stems are particularly vulnerable when coupled with CoCr 
heads (35-37).  It is thought that this is caused by the formation of a galvanic 
cell between the passive CoCr and the crevice-corroded steel/titanium. In 
this scenario the CoCr acts as a net cathode, which increases the anodic 
dissolution of the coupled metal.  
 
The mechanism by which crevice corrosion can cause the loss of passivity 
has been outlined by Oldfield et al (38, 39), it can be split into four stages 
(40). 
1. Depletion of oxygen within the crevice solution. 
2. Increase in acidity and chloride content of the crevice solution.  
3. Permanent breakdown of the passive film and the onset of rapid 
corrosion. 
4. Finally, propagation of crevice corrosion.  
Crevices form due to tight geometries between surfaces; in total hip 
replacements this occurs at the interface between the head/neck taper found 
in modular designs, or at the stem/cement interface of cemented devices. 
Initially, within the crevice the surfaces corrode at a passive rate and 
generally water is reduced forming OH- ions as shown in Equation (10.2).  
 
 2𝐻!𝑂 + 𝑒! → 𝐻! + 𝑂𝐻!   (2.6) 
 
If the rate of oxygen consumption in the anodic reaction exceeds the rate of 
oxygen diffusion into the crevice, then over time the crevice will become 
deoxygenated. Once deoxygenated, the cathodic reaction ceases to take 
place within the crevice and moves outside. This induces a mini galvanic 
circuit between the anodic reactions within the crevice and the external 
cathodic reactions (see Figure 2.6). Metal ions formed in the crevice are 
hydrolysed, as their concentration increases metal hydroxides begin to 
precipitate from the solution. The precipitation of these metal hydroxides 
removes OH- ions from the solution leaving an increased concentration of H+ 
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ions, which then lowers the pH. The large H+ concentration causes cations 
to migrate from the crevice and anions, specifically Cl-, to enter it. The 
reduced pH and increased chloride ion content can render the electrolyte 
aggressive enough to breakdown the passive film at the crevice walls. The 
rate of corrosion will then increase from that of a passive alloy to that of an 
active alloy. As corrosion proceeds, anodic dissolution of the surface takes 
place and the crevice is propagated. Under these conditions corrosion can 
take place in the form of pitting, in which the anodic reaction takes place 
over a very small area at a high rate (39, 40). Pitting takes place by a very 
similar mechanism to crevice corrosion, a large H+ ion concentration 
develops in the pit causing rapid penetration of the surface (35, 39). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Crevice corrosion in a saline environment. 
 
Retrieval studies performed on modular femoral hip prostheses revealed 
substantial corrosion damage around the head/neck interface. This was 
exhibited as inter-granular corrosion, pitting and the removal of machining 
marks (35, 36). In both studies it was found that corrosion of single-metal 
assemblies, either consisting of titanium or CoCr, showed little evidence of 
corrosion damage, or were devoid of observable damage altogether. Whilst 
mixed-metal assemblies consisting of a CoCr head and titanium stem/neck, 
were corroded as previously stated. In a study of 139 components, 25 
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displayed definite corrosion damage and an absence of fretting (35). There 
appeared to be a direct correlation between the implantation duration and 
the level of degradation of the explants. Corrosion was not observed on 
either single- or mixed-metal assemblies that were implanted for under 9 
months. Additionally, every component that was implanted for at least 40 
months displayed evidence of corrosion damage.  
 
The corrosion of metals is heavily affected by environmental factors such as, 
pH, temperature, chloride concentration and the presence of other 
compounds; for example, inhibitors and organic species. The environment 
within the body consists largely of aqueous, chloride rich solutions, which 
are suitable conditions for corrosion to arise. As THRs are implanted within 
the joint capsule, it is important to understand the effects of proteins on 
corrosion. Studies have shown that for some biomaterials such as CoCr the 
presence of proteins caused a considerable increase in the rate of anodic 
dissolution of the metal (41, 42). Albumin was shown to cause an increase in 
the dissolution of cobalt by over 20 times and almost 5 times for chromium. 
However, it had very little effect on the dissolution of aluminium, no effect on 
titanium and inhibited the dissolution of molybdenum (41). In addition, sites 
within the joint capsule have frequently been shown to suffer from 
inflammation following surgery, which can cause a reduction in pH from 7.4 
to 5.5 (43, 44). 
 
 
2.3 Cobalt Chromium (CoCr) Alloys 
 
 
2.3.1 Strain Induced Transformation 
 
 
During wear testing, it has been shown that alloys of cobalt can undergo a 
phase transformation from a face-centred-cubic (FCC) crystal structure to a 
hexagonally closed packed (HCP) one. This occurs as a result of strain-
induced transformations (SITs) from γ- to ε-martensite, arising from shear 
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occurring at the alloy surface (45-50). This phenomenon has been detected 
on numerous occasions in a variety of different conditions including, pin-on-
plate tribometer studies, hip simulator studies and from explanted hip 
bearing surfaces. It was detected through the use of X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (28, 46, 50-53). XRD spectra 
have been used to identify the formation of wear-induced ε-martensite. This 
was achieved through observation of prominent spectral peaks occurring at 
approximately 2θ=440 and 2θ=470 corresponding to the <0001> and <1011> 
planes of the HCP lattice (52). The HCP planes are illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
TEM images have been used to identify subsurface ε-martensite observed 
as orientated needles present within the top 1µm of both simulator tested 
and explanted hip bearing surfaces (46). 
 
 
Figure 2.7: HCP basal and prism planes. 
 
CoCr alloys are susceptible to SITs owing to their low stacking fault energy. 
This can result in the formation of Shockley partials as lattice dislocations 
become dissociated; propagation of Shockley dislocations down close 
packed plains can lead to twinning in the alloy (47-49). This produces strain 
hardening in the alloy since both twins and ε-martensite platelets will impede 
plastic deformation (46, 48). It has been shown that strain hardening occurs 
normal to the direction of shear since the HCP basal planes orientate 
parallel to shear (51-53).  Observations determined that basal plane 
orientation only occurs within the top 30nm of the surface, not extending 
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beneath the tribofilm. In dry conditions this has been shown to reduce both 
friction and galling (51). 
Despite the associated strain hardening of SITs it was advocated by Varano 
et al (28) that FCC-HCP phase transformation is detrimental to the wear 
performance of CoCr alloys . This concept was justified by the suggestion 
that HC-CoCr alloys have superior wear rates compared to low-carbon ones, 
due to the effect of carbon on stabilizing the FCC phase and inhibiting SIT. 
However, it was demonstrated that when heat treatment was used to induce 
FCC-HCP phase transformation there was little effect on the wear resistance 
of the alloy. These ideas conflict with those presented by Bücher et al (46) 
who believe SIT from FCC to a HCP structure to be beneficial in reducing 
wear through strengthening of the alloy.   
 
It was established by Bücher et al (46) that CoCr alloys form a nano-
crystalline layer in the top few hundred nanometres of the surface. In this 
region crystallites are approximately 40nm in diameter but may reach as low 
as 10nm. Evidence suggests that the generation of round nano-scale wear 
debris arises as a consequence of the removal of these crystallites from the 
bearing surface. Whilst the larger needle like particles observed in patients 
could be produced by the fracturing of the HCP ε-martensite needles, 
observed in the subsurface of the alloy (46). This would suggest that SIT 
serves to reduce wear by acting as a precursor to the formation of a nano-
crystalline layer reducing the average globular particle size, but may also be 
responsible for the simultaneous release of larger needle like particles. The 
role of the nano-crystalline layer in the wear mechanisms of CoCr alloys 
could suggest that wear is dominated by the structure present in the top few 
hundred nanometres; this may explain why authors have found wear 
performance to be largely independent of the bulk grain size. 
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2.3.2 Metallic Ion Release and Patient Health  
 
 
Patients implanted with THRs have been shown in many cases to 
experience increased concentrations of metal ions (8, 54, 55). The levels of 
specific metal ions are dependent on a number of factors such as the type of 
prosthesis implanted, the time since surgery and how the joint is functioning 
in terms of wear or loosening. Metal ions are usually detected using 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy (ICPS) on samples taken from 
patients’ joint capsules, whole blood, serum and renal excretions (7, 8, 54, 
56). Studies have shown that patients with prostheses containing a MoM 
bearing surface have significantly greater levels of Co and Cr than patients 
implanted with MoP or CoP bearings (8, 55). It can be inferred from this that 
the majority of Co and Cr ions detected arise from degradation of MoM 
bearing surfaces. This is consistent with the observed correlation between 
the metal ion concentration measured in the serum and the joint capsules of 
patients, and the level of degradation on their MoM bearing surface (56).  
 
Metal ions are formed when a metal corrodes, which can take place either 
from the bulk surface or from the surface of the wear debris. Observations of 
corrosion debris in patients have confirmed that the latter occurs both intra 
and extra-cellularly, and high ion concentrations may be detected in distant 
lymph nodes, away from the prosthesis (57, 58). It has been posited that the 
level of renal excretion of Co closely matches the estimated rate of 
production, assuming immediate ionisation of the wear debris (59). This 
would suggest Co does not accumulate internally, in the same way that Cr 
does (59, 60). Studies of both the short- and medium–term ion release in 
patients have demonstrated that metal ion concentrations tend to increase 
over the first 1-2 years, but have declined after 4-5 years (7, 54). This has 
been attributed to the reduction of wear taking place following running-in; 
however, the reductions in metal ion concentrations are less dramatic than 
would be expected, based on the reduced wear rate (7). This may be 
partially explained by the previously discussed observations of a Cr 
containing passive film, which formed on the surface of wear particles (61). 
The presence of a chromium oxide passive film would substantially reduce 
their rate of anodic dissolution. Particles produced during the running-in 
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stage could continue to ionise well into the medium-term, causing a delayed 
release of ions. This effect would be enhanced by the difference in particle 
size produced in both the short- and medium-term. As previously discussed, 
Catelas et al (62) observed that particles produced in the first 0.25 million 
cycles were larger than those produced at around 2 million cycles. These 
particles would have a smaller surface area per unit mass than those 
produced later. It has been shown that the rate of chromium release from 
CoCr is proportional to particle surface area, hence a reduction in particle 
size can lead to an increase in the rate of ion production (63). 
 
Cobalt chromium alloys tend to form mostly Co2+ and Cr3+ ions, although 
more toxic Cr6+ ions may also be produced (59, 60). Co2+ has been shown to 
be more toxic than Cr3+ by its propensity to cause a greater release of TNA- 
α upon exposure, even at reduced doses (60). It has also been 
demonstrated that cobalt can kill synovial fibroblasts, monocytes and 
chondrocytes at given concentrations more readily than chromium (59). Cr6+ 
is produced in significantly less abundance than Cr3+ but is substantially 
more toxic. When Cr6+ is reduced it can produce a number of intermediate 
species, which cause further reactions to proceed, leading to genetic lesions 
(60). Positive metal ions will readily react with most proteins, as they are 
mostly zwitterions (contain both a positive and negative charge) that are 
negative in neutral or alkaline conditions. This causes changes in the body’s 
pH and produces organometallic complexes, which can cause 
hypersensitivity in patients (57, 59, 60, 64). It has been shown that Co and 
Cr ion concentration in the joint capsule are at least an order of magnitude 
greater than those measured in the serum. This may be the cause of 
inflammation and necrosis observed in the joint capsule of patients 
experiencing joint loosening. Suggestions that local effects of metal ions 
may be dose-dependent concur with these findings (8, 56, 57). 
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2.3.3 Cobalt Chromium Alloy Passivity 
 
 
It was shown that when immersed in simulated physiological fluid, the rate of 
dissolution of pure molybdenum and cobalt greatly exceeded that of 
chromium. However when alloyed, the release of Mo and Co were greatly 
reduced at the expense of a small increase in the release of Cr (65). The 
relative release of Co from the alloy exceeded its stoichiometric amount 
indicating that it was preferentially leached out (65, 66). 
 
The resistance of cobalt chromium to corrosion can be attributed to its 
formation of a passive film (32-34, 65-67). The passive film is a thin oxide 
layer that forms spontaneously on the surface of the alloy. It chiefly 
comprised of Cr(III) oxide which, makes up approximately 90% with the 
remainder comprising of oxides of Mo and Co (34, 66, 68). When in aqueous 
solution, a hydroxide layer has been found to form on the outside of the 
oxide layer. The presence of this oxide/hydroxide layer gives CoCr alloys 
electrochemical properties that closely mirror those of pure Cr (33, 66, 68).  
 
Under an applied anodic potential the amount of Co and Mo in the passive 
film is increased. This results in thickening of the film, but also causes a 
decrease in passivity due to the greater solubility of Mo and Co oxides (34). 
When the potential is increased into the transpassive region, the preferential 
release of Co is less pronounced and the relative dissolution of the alloying 
elements approaches their stoichiometric quantities (66).  The properties of 
the passive film can also be affected by immersion in a solution containing 
complexing species such as EDTA. It was found that the presence of EDTA 
reduced the thickness of the passive film and reduced its passivity (68).  
Alternatively, when exposed to PBS solution the passive film was found to 
increase in thickness over time, also increasing in passivity (66). 
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2.4 Tribology of Metal-on-Metal Total Joint Replacements 
 
 
2.4.1 Introduction 
 
 
The formal definition of tribology is the science and technology of interacting 
surfaces in relative motion, and related subjects and processes. This 
includes the study of friction lubrication and wear. Total joint replacements 
provide a unique set of tribological engineering problems due to their 
biological operating environment. These issues typically relate to the 
production of wear debris, which is liberated into the body, and lubrication 
using a natural lubricant that cannot be artificially replaced.  
 
 
2.4.2 Lubrication Regimes 
 
 
Lubrication falls into 3 basic categories: boundary, mixed and fluid film. In 
boundary conditions the separation of the two opposing surfaces is almost 
entirely supported by elastic deformation of the surface asperities.  The 
surfaces are covered with a very thin film of lubricant that serves to reduce 
friction. In these conditions, the wear rate is relatively large and friction is not 
greatly affected by the bulk properties of the lubricant. In mixed conditions 
the partial separation of the surfaces arises from a combination of the relief 
of elastic deformation of the surfaces and also from the pressure exerted by 
a thicker interstitial lubricating film. In moving from boundary to mixed 
lubrication the wear rate is reduced, owing to a lessening in the severity of 
mechanical contact between opposing asperities. In fluid-film conditions the 
surfaces are completely supported by fluid pressure since the lubricating film 
is thick enough to completely separate opposing asperities. Under these 
conditions wear is at its minimum and friction is dominated by fluid rheology 
(69). 
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Using the film thickness and surface roughness, the lubricating regime can 
be estimated from the lambda ratio. The lambda ratio is defined below 
(Equation (2.7)). 
 
 Λ = h!"#R! !"#$%&'  !! + R! !"#$%&'  !!  (2.7) 
 
Where, 
hmin – Minimum lubricating/elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
Ra – Average surface roughness 
 
Generally lambda ratios below 1 indicate that a system is operating in the 
boundary regime, and ratios above about 3 (70) or 5 (71), depending on the 
test geometries, indicate fluid-film lubrication is taking place. Mixed 
lubrication exists between these two ratios, with lower values indicating a 
more severe mixed regime. It is important to consider that this only gives an 
indication and that other factors, such as surface skew, are not taken into 
account. Figure 2.8 shows a Stribeck curve, which relates certain operating 
parameters to lubrication regime and friction.  
 
It should be noted that although this approach is useful in estimating the 
lubricating regime in which a system resides, there are a number of 
limitations to its approach. Film thickness is generally determined 
numerically with the assumption that surfaces are smooth. This value is then 
used in conjunction with the materials roughness (Ra) to determine the 
degree of mechanical contact. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9. Hence the 
influence of Ra on lubricant film thickness is usually ignored. In addition, 
there is no differentiation between two surfaces of equal Ra but with different 
roughness profiles. 
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Figure 2.8: Example Stribeck diagram illustrating: boundary-, mixed- and 
fluid-film-lubrication regimes. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Determination of Lambda ratio from a theoretically smooth 
surface. 
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2.4.3 Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication  
 
 
It has been observed that many systems involving classically unfavourable 
tribological parameters, such as high loading or poor conformity, perform as 
though operating in a state of fluid-film lubrication. For many years this 
contradicted lubrication theory, and the high performance of components 
such as gears could not be explained. It was later demonstrated that this 
was due to a phenomena known as elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) 
(69, 72). Elastohydrodynamic lubrication arises from two formerly overlooked 
factors that are significant in tribologically severe conditions: variation of the 
lubricant properties, notably viscosity with pressure, and deformation of the 
opposing surfaces (69, 72). Lubricants such as mineral oils have a pressure-
viscosity dependence that can be modelled approximately by the Barus 
Equation, see (2.8).  
 
 𝜂 = 𝜂!  𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛼𝑝    (2.8) 
 
Where, 
η – Dynamic viscosity 
η0 - Standard dynamic viscosity 
α – pressure viscosity coefficient 
p – Pressure 
 
It can be seen that under increased pressure the viscosity will increase and 
cause the formation of a thicker lubricating film. However, this effect alone is 
often not significant enough to promote the low friction and wear that have 
been observed in practice. Under severe loading, surface deformation can 
drastically alter the geometry of a lubricating film and hence the pressure 
distribution at the interface (69, 72). Pioneering work by Dowson and 
Hamrock led to a non-dimensionalised solution to the governing elastic and 
lubrication equations. An example of this equation when applied to contacts, 
such as synovial joints, is given below (Equation (2.9)) (73, 74). Since 
lubricants such as synovial fluid and bovine serum are essentially isoviscous 
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under the conditions experienced in natural joints, the lubrication regime 
resides within the elastic-isoviscous region of EHL (74). 
 
 𝐻!"# = ℎ!"#𝑅! = 7.43 1− 0.85𝑒!.!"! 𝑈!.!"𝑊!!.!"   (2.9) 
 
Where, 
Hmin – Dimensionless minimum elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
U - Dimensionless speed parameter (η0u/E’Rx) 
W – Dimensionless load parameter (w/ E’Rx2) 
k – Ellipticity ratio (unity for spherical components) 
hmin – Minimum lubricating/elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
Rx – Equivalent radius in the x-direction 
 
In MoM THRs the film thickness is in the order of tens of nanometres whilst 
elastic deformations are in the order of tens of micrometres. This large ratio 
indicates that elastohydrodynamic action must be considered when 
analysing the lubrication of prostheses of this type. By considering the ball 
and cup of a hip as a two dimensional problem it can be solved using the 
equation described by Dowson and Hamrock (73) (see Equation (2.9)). 
 
This equation can be simplified by making the ellipticity ratio equal to 1 and 
assuming that the diametrical clearance between the head and cup is small, 
relative to their diameters. When expressed in terms of the individual 
variables the following equation is given (2.10). Displaying the equation in 
this manner is useful as it demonstrates the relative significance of each 
term on film thickness (74). 
 
 
 ℎ!"# = 0.66685𝑑!.!"𝑐!!!.!!𝜂!.!"𝛺!.!"𝑤!!.!" 𝐸! !!.!!   (2.10) 
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Where, 
cd – Diametrical clearance 
Ω – Angular velocity 
E’ – Effective elastic modulus 
w – Load 
hmin – Minimum lubricating/elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
η – Dynamic viscosity 
 
 
From these parameters designers can vary only the head/cup diameter, the 
clearance between the two, and the effective elastic modulus. From 
Equation (2.10) it can be seen that a large head diameter accompanied by a 
small clearance and a low modulus of elasticity will favour the formation of a 
greater minimum film thickness. In recent years, full 3D modelling of EHL 
film thickness by computational methods has been possible. Studies have 
predicted the significant effects of radius and clearance on minimum EHL 
film thickness (75-77). Small increases in head/cup radii cause substantial 
increases in the film thickness and reductions in the contact pressure. 
Typically the lubricating fluid is modelled as being a Newtonian, isoviscous, 
incompressible fluid. Studies have demonstrated that this is an accurate 
approximation for the operating conditions found within MoM joint 
prostheses (78), particularly at the very high shear rates (105-106s-1) 
encountered in hip joint replacements. The significance of radius and 
clearance on the lubrication on MoM THRs has been demonstrated in both 
numerical simulations, and through laboratory experiments. (10, 74, 79-84). 
Figure 2.10 demonstrates the average film thickness predicted by Equation 
(2.10) for a range of MoM bearing diameters and clearances. The values 
obtained are based on a typical gait frequency, viscosity and body mass. 
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Figure 2.10: Average minimum film thickness variation with clearance and 
head diameter. 
 
Dowson et al (81, 82) detected the cyclic film thicknesses between MoM 
bearings by using an electrical resistivity technique. In one investigation the 
effect of different lubricants on the film of 36mm bearings was assessed; 
whilst in another study, the effects of bearing size were determined. It was 
found that protein-containing lubricants provided the greatest separation of 
the bearing surfaces, providing longer periods of separation than the more 
viscous carboxy-methyl-cellulose (CMC). It was also determined that 100% 
bovine serum provided significant improvements in the longevity of 
lubrication than the 25% bovine serum solution (81). This may indicate the 
significant role of adsorbed proteins on lubricating the interface. When 
comparing the effects of head diameter all tests were run using 25% bovine 
serum solution. When comparing 16, 22.25, 28 and 36mm bearings it was 
observed that surface separation did not take place between 16mm and 
22.25mm joints. This observation was also reflected in the relative wear 
rates of the two joints; the larger bearing experienced greater wear caused 
by the larger relative sliding distance between its surfaces. For the 28mm 
and 36mm joints, separation of the surfaces was evident for both, and 
accounted for the vastly increased longevity of the larger bearings. This was 
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also demonstrated in their wear rates, the 36mm bearing showed substantial 
reductions in wear compared to the 28mm joint, and can be explained by the 
superior lubrication afforded by its increased diameter. The results observed 
were in complete agreement with the predicted values of lambda, which 
suggest that the two smaller joints would have lambda ratios of less than 1, 
whilst the 28mm and 36mm bearings were calculated to operate in the 
mixed lubrication regime (82). These observations have been confirmed in 
other studies. It was also found that by using bearings with diameters larger 
than 36mm, such as 54mm, that further gains in terms of lubrication and 
wear could be made (85). In the same study it was also demonstrated that 
diametrical clearance played an important role in the lubrication of both 
36mm and 54mm diameter bearings. For each bearing diameter the wear 
rate was reduced when bearings with smaller clearances were used (85). 
These findings coupled with EHL theory, demonstrate that from a purely 
tribological perspective MoM hips should be designed with as large diameter 
and as small a clearance as is feasible. This combination would result in the 
greatest lubricating film thickness and the greatest opportunity to achieve 
hydrodynamic lubrication throughout longer periods in the gait cycle (74, 79, 
81, 85). It has been demonstrated in a study of results spanning over 70 
tests undertaken in 8 different laboratories, from the USA, Canada and the 
UK, that running-in- and steady-state-wear are both heavily affected by EHL 
film thickness (74). A noteworthy reduction in wear rate can be achieved 
upon increasing the EHL film thickness towards 25nm, but films beyond this 
yield diminishing returns in terms of wear. 
 
 
2.4.4 Wear Mechanisms 
 
 
For studies investigating the wear between CoCr MoM interfaces, the 
governing wear mechanisms are very much dependent on the exact 
experimental set up. In linear tribometer experiments many authors have 
observed scratching of the surfaces in the direction of motion, either caused 
by 2nd or 3rd body abrasion (86-89). In some studies, pitting and surface 
fatigue have also been observed, and is attributed to high contact pressure 
developed by the pin plate geometry (87, 89). Similar observations have 
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been made in hip simulator studies, which demonstrate that these 
mechanisms arise at locations of increased stress (90). It has been 
demonstrated by several authors that when a rotating motion is introduced, 
in addition to sliding in the tribometer, the wear rate of MoM contacts can be 
significantly reduced (86, 88, 91). This is explained by a self-polishing 
mechanism, whereby raised metal is folded back into the wear scar. This 
concept is supported by observations of roughness being either, 
independent of wear or significantly reduced when compared to simple 
sliding tests. Tribometer tests incorporating both sliding and rotation appear 
to produce a more realistic wear mechanism than sliding alone. Simulator 
studies of MoM bearings have demonstrated that average surface 
roughness (Ra) is not critically altered by wear, but that the surface skew 
may change as peaks are worn flat and valleys deepened by self-polishing 
(26, 79, 82, 92).  Figure 2.11 demonstrates the effect of self-polishing motion 
on the wear of CoCr pins (88). 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Wear of pin surface after sliding only (top); wear of pin surface 
after sliding and rotating (88). 
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An example of the change in surface topography of 2 femoral heads as a 
result of simulator testing is shown in Figure 2.12 (92). Increased roughness 
in the loaded regions of MoM hip bearing surfaces has been reported, but it 
was also acknowledged that self-polishing had taken place (20). Adhesive 
wear is not frequently observed between CoCr MoM bearing surfaces, 
despite being a major failure mechanism when like metals come into contact 
(93, 94). This has been explained by the subsurface micro-structural 
changes that take place as a result of wear induced strain in the alloy (46).  
 
 
Figure 2.12: Change in surface topography as a result of material 
degradation (92). 
 
Numerous wear studies on CoCr MoM contacts have reported that they 
exhibit running-in (20, 82, 85, 92, 95-98). Running-in is characterised by an 
initial high wear rate that subsides over time to a lower rate, often referred to 
as the steady-state. This phenomena has been observed in both tribometer 
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studies and in hip simulator studies. The initial high level of metal ions in 
patients with MoM THRs suggests that it also happens in vivo. Typically 
running-in occurs over the first 0.5 million (M) -1.0 million (M) cycles in hip 
simulator testing, however, it has been shown that factors such as bearing 
size can influence this (82, 85). There is no definitive answer to what causes 
running-in, however, during operation the surface roughness can be reduced 
which, limits the mechanical interaction of the surfaces. It has also been 
suggested that the local reductions in clearance taking place at the wear 
scar may promote more favourable lubrication between the surfaces (20, 62, 
92, 98). It has also been shown that reductions in surface skew can take 
place and were observed with a reduction in friction, characteristic of that 
approaching fluid film lubrication (92). Other studies have demonstrated that 
tribological layers may form on the surface as a result of interaction with the 
lubricant and that the action of these layers may serve to reduce wear (99-
102).  
 
 
2.4.5 Effect of Carbon Content 
 
 
 There are a variety of different CoCr alloys used in MoM THR 
bearings that contain different amounts of other alloying elements such as 
molybdenum and nickel. In general these alloys can be split into two 
categories: those containing a high carbon content, typically around 0.2-
0.35%, and those containing a low carbon content, typically around 0.05-
0.07%. In the low-carbon alloy, the bulk of the carbon resides in solid 
solution (86) although the sparse presence of carbides has been observed 
(103, 104). Increasing the carbon content of the alloy encourages the 
precipitation of carbides, which cause a refinement of the grain structure and 
an increase in the hardness of the alloy (86, 103, 104). Studies on the wear 
characteristics of both high- and low-carbon alloys have demonstrated 
differences in their performance, both in tribometer studies and hip 
simulators. In general the wear rate of low-carbon alloys is greater than in 
high-carbon alloys. This effect is heightened in the extreme conditions found 
during linear sliding in the tribometer (27, 86, 91, 103, 104). Under 
simultaneous sliding and rotation, a self-polishing action takes place, which 
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reduces the total wear. This action was more effective on the low-carbon 
alloy (91), possibly due to its increased ductility. When high- and low-carbon 
alloys are paired together, tribometer studies have shown that the combined 
pin/plate wear rates are greater than for high-carbon/high-carbon pairings, 
and are less than low-carbon/low-carbon pairings. However, in some 
instances, pairing of high and low-carbon alloys can increase the wear of the 
low-carbon surface (86, 103).  
 
In addition to varying the carbon content of alloys, the microstructure can be 
altered by a variety of different heat treatments. In general the carbide 
fraction is decreased with increasing temperature and exposure time (105). 
Bowsher (106) found that, when comparing a cast alloy to a heat treated 
alloy, heat treatment produced both finer grains and finer carbides. In this 
study there was no significant difference in the wear characteristics between 
the as-cast and heat treated samples, despite showing differing 
microstructures. Varano et al (107) found that cast CoCr outperformed 
wrought or heat treated samples in wear tests. However, the effect of heat 
treatment, which dissolved carbides and coarsened the grain structure, was 
beneficial to the reduction of wear when compared to the wrought 
specimens. 
 
 
2.4.6 Particle Generation 
 
 
During normal use the bearing surfaces of MoM hip replacements are 
subject to wear. Wear rates are usually measured as an estimated volume 
loss from explants, or a measured mass loss from simulator tests. They are 
typically in the region of 0.1 mm3/million cycles in steady state conditions 
(74). A proportion of this material loss forms metallic particles that are 
liberated into the joint capsule. Estimates based on typical particle size and 
wear rates predict that as many as 1014 particles may be released from the 
bearing surface each year (46, 61). 
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In a study by Catelas et al (62) over 1000 wear particles were characterised 
from hip simulator tests. It was found that most particles were round or oval 
in shape, although some needle-like particles were also identified. Figure 
2.13 shows some of the particles imaged in this study, during both running-in 
and steady state conditions. These results were consistent with a survey of 
particles found in the tissue of patients who were undergoing revision of 
MoM hip replacements (57, 61). Catelas et al (62) demonstrated that, on 
average, particles were generally larger in the first 0.25 million cycles 
compared with 1.75-2 million cycles; these were 52nm and 46nm 
respectively. It was also shown that a greater amount of needle-like particles 
were liberated in the early cycles.  Martensitic needles may be more easily 
released from the subsurface under severe running-in wear as opposed to 
steady state conditions.  Similar particle sizes have been measured both in-
vivo and in other simulator studies, with particle sizes rarely exceeding 
100nm (13, 46, 96, 108). Table 2.1 presents the particle sizes from a 
number of studies. All particles were produced from MoM articulation, either 
in vivo or in vitro. Laboratory experiments were all performed on hip 
simulators employing a physiologically representative gait cycle. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13: TEM images of particles produced during running-in (E) and 
steady state (F) from low-carbon MoM articulation (62). 
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Name Year Vitro/ 
Vivo 
Bearing 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Operation 
Conditions  
Time of 
particle 
sample 
(Million 
cycles) 
Size 
range 
(nm) 
Average 
diameter 
(nm) 
Number 
of 
particles 
measured 
Doorn 
(61) 
1998 Vivo 28-45 - Following 
revision 
6-834 42 >308 
Tipper 
(13) 
2002 Vitro - Standard 
gait 
0-5 9-66 30±5 >100 
Catelas 
(62) 
2003 Vitro 28 Standard 
gait 
0-0.25 14-
253 
20-84 3129 
1.75-2 11-
225 
17-76 1599 
Catelas 
(109) 
2006 Vivo 28-50 - Following 
revision 
- 29-59 9970 
Bowsher 
(96) 
2006 Vitro 40 Standard 
gait 
2.5-3.0 10-
1500 
99-135 314 
Simulated 
jogging 
3.0-3.6 10-
1500 
132-169 378 
Brown 
(108) 
2007 Vitro 28 Standard 
gait 
0.67-1 8-116 35 150 
Micro 
separation 
1.17-1.5 8-107 36 150 
3.67-4 6-146 31 150 
Table 2.1: Summary of measured particles from in vivo and in vitro studies. 
 
In an effort to determine the size and shape of particles under realistic 
conditions, authors have measured the particles released under loading 
cycles of increased severity compared with the commonly used Paul-type 
loading, which replicates an ideal walking cycle. Bowsher et al (96) 
compared particles produced in a hip simulator under walking conditions and 
jogging conditions and found significant differences between the two. The 
two different loading cycles are shown in Figure 2.14 (96). Under jogging 
conditions there was a 7-fold increase in total wear volume, which translated 
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to a 14-fold increase in the total number of particles. Particles were also 
larger, with a greater proportion having a needle-like shape. The change in 
particle shape and volume caused by the more extreme jogging cycle had 
an overall effect of increasing the particle surface area by a factor of 20. This 
astonishing increase could have significant implications when considering 
the in-vivo dissolution of such particles. Brown et al (108) investigated the 
effects of increased loading severity on particle morphology; this was 
achieved through the use of a loading profile containing micro-separation.  
Micro-separation causes the femoral head to make contact with the rim of 
the cup prior to striking its centre, resulting in a greater wear volume. 
Despite this, micro-separation produced no statistically significant difference 
to particle size or shape for MoM bearing surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 2.14: ‘Force profiles timed over 4 s for (a) normal walking cycles 
(2450 N maximum; 1 Hz) and (b) simulated fast-jogging cycles (4500 N 
maximum; 1.75 Hz)’ (96). 
 
Studies of the chemical composition of metallic wear particles have shown 
that they can differ stoichiometrically from that of the bulk alloy. Doorn et al 
(61) identified particles from periprosthetic tissue consisting of an 
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amorphous CoCr layer surrounded by a crystalline chromium oxide layer. It 
has also been shown that the cobalt content of particles varied from no 
cobalt to an equal amount of cobalt, as is found in the base alloy (61, 110). 
This was explained by the idea that cobalt preferentially dissolves from 
particles originally consisting of CoCr (110). In contrast, Catelas et al (62) 
identified 3 types of particle from simulator studies: particles containing no 
cobalt, particles containing more Cr than Co, and finally, particles which 
contained both a low or absent carbon content and a greater abundance of 
Co than Cr.  The fact that Catelas et al found particles with more Co than Cr, 
when others did not, may be explained by the differences in particle 
environment and dwelling times. The environment in a hip-simulator may be 
less corrosive than that found in vivo. In addition, hip-simulator tests 
accelerate the wear rate, producing a year’s worth of debris in 12 days but 
without also accelerating the particle dissolution rate. These two factors 
could contribute to variations in the chemical changes taking place in the 
particles up to the point when they were measured. 
 
Studies have shown that once particles are released into the joint capsule 
they are not confined to it and are disseminated around the body. Debris is 
sufficiently small to be transported by the lymphatic system where it has 
been found to accumulate at lymph nodes.  Where this is the case, necrosis 
of the nodes has been observed (58). Particles were also found to 
accumulate in organs, particularly the liver, spleen and in bone marrow. The 
amount of disseminated wear material was greatest in patients who had 
experienced prosthesis loosening, or whose prosthesis contained a highly 
worn bearing surface (58). Despite the mobility of wear debris, a vast 
amount remains in or local to the joint capsule and is an additional cause for 
concern regarding patient health.  
 
 
2.4.7 Surface Engineering 
 
 
One technique for minimising the wear of MoM THRs is through surface 
engineering. This usually involves the coating of one or more bearing 
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surfaces with a thin hard coating. Fisher et al (111, 112) conducted two 
studies, which investigated the potential merits of utilising surface 
engineering to improve the wear resistance of 28mm MoM bearing surfaces. 
In one study (111), differential hardness bearings were coated with either no 
coating, the same coating, or a combination of coatings. These were applied 
by either arc evaporative physical vapour deposition or plasma assisted 
chemical vapour deposition, which produced thin coatings of between 2-
12µm. The coatings tested were titanium-nitride (TiN), chromium-nitride, 
chromium-carbonitride (CrCN) and diamond like carbon (DLC). For both 
heads and cups, the wear rate over 2 million cycles was significantly 
reduced by the use of coatings, irrespective of the coating used. The 
presence of coatings had a notable effect on the release of metallic ions, 
reducing the concentration by at least 20 times. Overall CrN and CrCN were 
identified as demonstrating significant potential for reducing wear. After 5 
million cycles the wear rate, compared to uncoated samples, was diminished 
by 36 times. In a different study (112), low-carbon femoral heads were 
coated with the same coatings as previously mentioned, but the high-carbon 
cups were not. For CrN, CrCN and DLC the wear rate was reduced on both 
the head and the uncoated cup. However, for TiN the overall wear rate was 
increased. This manifested as increased wear of the cup since the TiN 
coating provided superior protection of the head. Despite this, the ion 
concentrations for bearings with a coated head were lower than those 
without. This observation raises questions when comparing the performance 
of the uncoated bearing and the bearing with a TiN coated head. In 
determining which one gave the superior performance it is necessary to first 
establish whether it is more important to reduce the total wear volume or the 
total ion release. These findings demonstrate a great potential for surface 
engineering in the design of modern MoM prostheses, and is reflected by the 
on-going research into coatings for THRs in recent years (113-116). 
 
 
2.4.8 Biological Lubrication and the Influence of Proteins 
 
 
Total joint replacements are lubricated by a biological fluid that resembles 
the native synovial fluid prior to surgery (117, 118). It contains a combination 
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of dissolved salts, proteins, hyaluronic acid and phospholipids. The most 
abundant protein present is human serum albumin (HSA), but a-1-globulin, 
a-2-globulin, b-globulin, and c-globulin are also present. It has been 
demonstrated that patients suffering from osteoarthritis or rheumatoid 
arthritis have greater total protein concentration in their joint fluid than 
healthy patients.  In addition, they also demonstrate a depletion of hyaluronic 
acid. In laboratory tribology experiments, bovine serum solution is frequently 
used as a simulated biological lubricant. It contains the same proteins as are 
present in human joint fluid, albeit in differing ratios, and a different total 
protein concentration (117, 118). Current guidelines recommend diluting 
serum to a total protein concentration of 17g/l, although this has been 
demonstrated to be inconsistent with that measured in vivo (117). In 
addition, upon dilution with distilled water the osmolality of bovine serum is 
reduced, hence it has been recommended that dilution with phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) may be more relevant (117). Another potential 
shortcoming of using bovine serum is the absence of hyaluronic acid, which 
has a strong influence over fluid viscosity and its shear rate dependence 
(118). Figure 2.15 is a ribbon diagram of the HSA molecule, showing its 
secondary structure (shown in red)(119). 
 
Figure 2.15: : ‘Schematic drawing of the HSA molecule. Each subdomain is 
marked with a different color (yellow for subdomain Ia; green, Ib; red, IIa; 
magenta, IIb; blue, IIIa; and cyan, IIIb). N- and C-termini are marked as N 
and C, respectively. Arg117, Lys351 and Lys475, which may be binding 
sites for long-chain fatty acids, are colored white.’ 
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Proteins are long chain biological molecules consisting of carbon chains and 
side chains that contain both an amino (NH2) group and a carboxyl group 
(COOH). Protein chains are folded into a 3 dimensional shape containing 4 
levels of structure. As previously mentioned, proteins are zwitterions and 
their net charge is dependent on the pH of the solvent in which they are 
dissolved (60). Each protein has an iso-electric point at which it has no net 
charge. In solutions with a pH lower than the iso-electric point, the amino 
group becomes protonated by the excess H+ ions present in the solution to 
form -NH3+. This gives the protein a net positive charge. In solutions with a 
pH higher than the iso-electric point, the presence of OH- ions in the solvent 
causes the carboxyl group to lose a H+ ion. This forms –COO-, which gives 
the molecule a net negative charge. The pH of joint fluid is approximately 
7.4, which is greater than the iso-electric point of the contained proteins, 
rendering them with a net negative charge.  
 
The way in which proteins affect the friction and wear of biomaterials is 
complex and is subject to wide variability caused by the precise conditions 
imposed. The influence has been shown to be dependent on protein type, 
protein concentration, material, surface wettability, lubrication regime, 
loading conditions, shear rate, the presence of dissolved salts, surface 
charge, time, pH and the structure of the protein (natural or denatured) (120-
133). 
 
When a biomaterial surface is exposed to a proteinaceous solution, proteins 
in the solution adsorb onto the material surface. Depending on the wettability 
of the surface and the nature of the protein this can occur though either 
hydrophilic or hydrophobic reactions (130, 131). Pin-on-plate tests have 
demonstrated that for MoP tribo-couples the presence of albumin can 
increase the wear due to increased surface adhesion (128, 134). However, 
studies have also shown that upon increasing the adsorption of albumin, by 
altering the wettability of the surface, the friction in MoP contacts can be 
reduced (130).  It should be considered that lower friction does not always 
translate to lower wear. Natural albumin will adsorb to a polymer surface by 
hydrophilic attraction and will form a thick, uniform, low shear film that can 
reduce friction (121, 130). The presence of this film can inhibit polymeric 
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transfer to a metallic counter-surface, which may result in increased wear 
(128, 134). Denatured protein will tend to adsorb via strong hydrophobic 
reactions (121). This produces a denser, thicker film, which affords a greater 
degree of surface protection without the lubrication advantages associated 
with low shear resistance (121, 130). Albumin has little effect on CoC 
systems, as the amount of adsorbed protein is limited by the low wettability 
of commonly used ceramics such as alumina (134). For MoM tribo-couples, 
the presence of proteins has been shown to reduce friction and wear (128, 
129, 134). This is caused by a multitude of factors that will be discussed in 
more detail. 
 
Upon separate investigation of the lubricating properties of albumin and 
globulin, it has been demonstrated that they offer different properties. When 
lubricating CoCr MoM surfaces, solutions rich in globulin provide coefficients 
of friction close to those obtained for synovial fluid, and lower than that for 
albumin (129, 135). In addition, when solutions of bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) and bovine serum globulin (BSG) were exposed to temperatures of 
600C, it was found that there was a loss of BSA but not of BSG from the 
solution, indicating the superior thermal stability of BSG to BSA (136). 
Although 600C is above the normal expected operating temperatures of a 
THR, flash temperatures are expected to reach as high as 670C (87, 102). 
Conversely, when used in a hip simulator wear test, BSG was found to 
degrade under the action of shear at a greater rate than BSA, altering the 
BSA/BSG ratio by 24% over 500,000 cycles (136). Studies performed on the 
lubricating film thickness between CoCr femoral heads and a rotating glass 
disk revealed that BSG solution formed considerably thicker films than BSA 
or serum solutions. This thicker film served to significantly reduce wear on 
the femoral head, when compared with either BSA or serum (120, 132). 
 
The adsorption of albumin onto metallic biomaterials is affected by a number 
of different factors. As previously discussed, wettability of a surface and 
protein conformation may affect adsorption mechanisms. In addition to this, 
it has been demonstrated that the presence of magnesium cations can 
substantially increase the adsorption of albumin on to stainless steels (125). 
It is thought that the cations act as bridges between the metal surface and 
the protein, although this effect was not observed in the presence of calcium 
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cations, which may be attributed to their greater atomic radii. Other studies 
have also demonstrated that albumin adsorption is affected by the presence 
of phosphates which competitively adsorb onto metal surfaces (42). 
Mechanical factors also affect protein adsorption.  During pin-on-disk 
experiments, preferential adsorption within the wear track of both UHMWPE 
and CoCr was observed using fluorescent staining (as illustrated in Figure 
2.16) (134, 137). This may be an effect of increased protein denaturing, 
however, in the case of CoCr the wear track could have an increased 
surface activity due to depassivation. In addition, the effect of pH on the film 
developed between a CoCr/glass interface has been investigated (133). It 
was shown that increasing the pH from 7.4 to 8 resulted in a substantial 
increase in film thickness, but interestingly, it also increased the wear rate. 
 
 
Figure 2.16: ‘Fluorescent images on CoCrMo after sliding against a 
UHMWPE pin at a load of 2 N in (a) BSF, (b) BSA’ (137). 
 
It is known that proteinaceous solutions reduce both the friction and wear 
between MoM surfaces relative to saline solutions (129, 134, 135). This may 
not be surprising considering that the addition of proteins to a solution 
increases its viscosity. For most pin-on-plate tests and hip simulator tests, 
this would produce more favourable lubrication. However, it has also been 
demonstrated that proteinaceous solutions provide more favourable 
lubrication for MoM surfaces than carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), despite its 
higher viscosity (81, 135). This is an important finding, which demonstrates 
that the interactions of proteins at the metal/solution interface play an 
important role in reducing friction and wear. It has been observed in different 
wear studies that proteins may precipitate from solution due to denaturing 
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from temperature and shear (134, 136). Upon denaturing, the protein 
containing solution has been shown to increase in viscosity (134). This is in 
agreement with experimental evidence, which suggests that close to the 
metal surface, albumin forms a high viscosity gel-like layer capable of 
separating the surfaces, even in static conditions (120, 127, 132, 133).  
Repeated experiments between a CoCr femoral head and a rotating glass 
disk have utilised optical interferometry to explore the effects of proteins on 
lubricating film thickness (120, 132, 133). Observations of the film behaviour 
under an array of different test conditions suggested that proteins form a 
biphasic lubricating film, comprising a thin film adhered to the surface and a 
thick gel-like viscous overlay. This is caused by shear-induced protein 
aggregation at the inlet, where aggregated proteins form a viscous 
precipitate that adheres to the surface, which then acts as a lubricating film. 
Observations made in these studies demonstrated that the behaviour of 
proteinaceous lubricants departed from that predicted by current EHL theory. 
There was a much greater sensitivity to the effects of loading, and the effect 
of entrainment velocity on film thickness was dependent on protein 
concentration (120, 132, 133).   These studies may explain the observations, 
made by Dowson (81), Scholes and Unsworth (135, 138, 139), of improved 
lubrication in protein containing solutions compared with CMC, despite their 
lower viscosity.  
 
Proteinaceous films have been observed on bearing surfaces of metallic 
biomaterials that have been either explanted (46, 101, 102), or tribologically 
tested in vitro (46, 87, 106, 133). These layers are referred to as tribofilms or 
tribo-chemical reaction layers (TRLs) (often referred to as tribolayers). These 
differ from the adsorbed protein layers that form outside the contact region, 
as they are much thicker, ~100nm, compared with those in the non-
contacting region ~1nm (101). It has also been reported that they are more 
compact and resilient to removal (133). Figure 2.17 shows the 
macroscopically visible TRLs reported by Wimmer et al (102). 
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Figure 2.17: ‘Cup (a) and head (b) of an explanted McKee–Farrar 
prosthesis.’ (102) 
 
The composition of TRLs is rich in carbon, which has been identified as 
organic, confirming it originated from proteins present in the lubricant (102). 
Other elements such as phosphorus, sulphur, nitrogen and oxygen were 
also identified using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). It has 
been proposed that these layers are not simply made from layers of 
denatured protein, but chemical reactions took place to form an complex 
organometallic layer (101). Despite elevated flash temperatures and 
mechanical stress, the time taken to form an organometallic layer would be 
expected to exceed that of the in vitro test time. This was explained by the 
mechanism of ‘mechanical mixing’, of the organic layer and the alloy 
substrate (101). It has also been identified that, within this layer, debris can 
become trapped and, in some situations, may become compacted and fused 
together in surface grooves. This mechanism is thought to reduce the 
surface roughness and reduce wear (46).  
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Recent investigation of the carbon rich TRLs formed on MoM bearing 
surfaces suggests that partial graphitisation may be taking place within the 
film (100). This remarkable notion has been qualified through the use of 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and Raman spectroscopy. EELS 
spectra of the carbon k-edge from a sample of the TRL revealed a prominent 
sp2 π* component which was deemed indicative of graphitisation. Upon 
investigation, with Raman spectroscopy, the presence of a D- and G-line 
peak were identified at 1383cm-1 and 1567cm-1. The shift in G-line position 
from 1580cm-1 in pure graphite suggested that the sample was between 
nano-crystalline graphite and amorphous carbon with 80% sp2 bonding. This 
estimate is close to the 82% sp2 bonding predicted from the EELS spectra 
after calibrating against highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (100). In 
the study, the effect of beam damage, from the TEM (in which EELS was 
conducted), was considered, however, this was not done for Raman 
spectroscopy. Usual mechanisms for graphitisation require pressure and 
temperature in excess of those expected in MoM hip prostheses, even when 
under the influence of catalysis (140, 141). It was also suggested that 
graphitisation in TRLs could promote solid lubrication, since graphite is a 
known lubricant in both dry and aqueous conditions (100). An issue with this 
concept is the lack of long range ordering in the carbon contained in the 
TRL. Graphite gains its lubricating properties through inter-lamella shearing 
of its graphene layers, which requires a high level of ordering that is not 
present in partially nano-graphitised carbon (142, 143).  
 
 
2.5 Biotribocorrosion 
 
 
2.5.1 Introduction 
 
 
Hitherto, corrosion and tribology have been considered exclusively. This 
simplification is useful for describing the underlying principles of each, 
however, in a MoM bearing system, corrosion and tribological mechanisms 
occur simultaneously in the presence of organic species. The concurrent 
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interaction of tribology and corrosion, including their effect over one another, 
is termed tribocorrosion. In a tribocorrosion system, the total surface 
degradation (T) can be attributed to three main mechanisms. These are: 
degradation due to pure corrosion reactions (C), degradation due to pure 
mechanical wear (W), and the change in the level of degradation caused by 
the synergism (S) between corrosive damage and mechanical damage. The 
synergism term can further be divided into two sub-categories: the change in 
corrosion rate as a result of mechanical wear (Cw), and the change in 
mechanical wear rate as a result of corrosion (Wc). This is demonstrated in 
Equation (2.11) and (2.12). 
 
 𝑇 = 𝐶 +𝑊 + 𝑆   (2.11) 
 
 𝑆 =   𝐶! +   𝑊!      (2.12) 
 
Where, 
T – Total degradation due to tribocorrosion 
C – Degradation due to pure corrosion 
W – Degradation due to wear 
S – Degradation due to synergy between corrosion and wear 
Cw – Degradation due to wear-enhanced corrosion 
WC – Degradation due to corrosion-enhanced wear 
 
Modelling tribocorrosion in this way has been implemented with reasonable 
success in both erosion-corrosion and sliding contact systems. 
Electrochemical testing in the absence of wear gives C, which can be 
subtracted from the corrosion rate in tribological conditions to give Cw. To 
obtain the level of pure mechanical wear, a cathodic potential is usually 
applied to the sample during testing. This is done to suppress the anodic 
dissolution of the alloy, so that material degradation is exclusively caused by 
wholly mechanical interactions (W). By subtraction of C, and W from the total 
degradation under normal conditions, the contribution from Wc and Cw can 
be obtained. In practice, there are weaknesses with this approach, which 
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arise from the use of cathodic protection. If a sufficiently negative potential is 
applied, then water ceases to be thermodynamically stable and significant 
hydrogen evolution can proceed. It has been shown that hydrogen 
enbrittlement of metals will affect their wear behaviour and can cause 
substantial variability in results. Other issues with cathodic protection can 
arise in the presence of adsorbent species in the electrolyte, such as 
proteins or inhibitors. By varying the net surface charge, the mechanisms 
that govern species adsorption can be altered, changing the way they 
interact with the environment. Nakanishi et al (123) demonstrated that by 
varying the charge across both a silicone/steel and a silicone/titanium 
tribological interface, the relative adsorption of HA and γ-globulin was 
affected. This resulted in changes in friction and wear, depending on the 
strength of the electric field between the surfaces. In THRs there are a 
number of interfaces that succumb to degradation by tribocorrosion 
reactions. This can occur as a result of micro-motion between interfaces 
such as the stem/cement junction, the head/neck interface or as a result of 
relative motion between the bearing surfaces (see Figure 2.18). 
 
 
Figure 2.18: Total hip replacement, with tribocorrosion-prone areas 
highlighted. 
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2.5.2 Laboratory studies of biotribocorrosion 
 
 
A slightly different method of characterising tribocorrosion relies on splitting 
the total degradation into a mechanical factor (km) and a chemical factor (kc). 
The chemical factor is defined as the material degradation due to anodic 
dissolution, hence it includes both C and Cw (defined in the synergism 
model) but does not differentiate between them. The mechanical factor is the 
remaining damage, and can be thought of as a combination of W and Wc 
from the synergism model. By comparing the ratio of kc/km, the degradation 
mechanism can be characterised by one of four systems. In a sliding 
contact, these are: wear 𝑘! 𝑘! ≤ 0.1 , wear-corrosion 0.1 < 𝑘! 𝑘! < 1.0 , 
corrosion-wear 1.0 < 𝑘! 𝑘! ≤ 10  and corrosion 𝑘! 𝑘! > 10 . In erosion-
corrosion systems, these are: erosion, erosion-corrosion, corrosion-erosion 
and corrosion. Degradation in a tribocorrosion environment is significantly 
affected by the mechanism of particle generation, and their egress from the 
interface. This was shown to be significant through the work of Barril et al 
(144), who found that tribometer stiffness affected the anodic current during 
the fretting of Ti6Al4V. It was thought that, in stiffer contacts, particles were 
ejected from the interface more readily, whereas reduced stiffness increased 
the tendency for particles to become trapped and deform in the contact 
(144).  
 
Yan et al (95, 104, 145) demonstrated that the degradation of CoCr alloys, in 
conditions simulating those found on THRs bearing surfaces, was dominated 
by tribocorrosion mechanisms. Mechanical abrasion caused damage to the 
Cr2O3 passive layer within the wear scar. This resulted in local depassivation 
of the alloy and accelerated ion release. It was shown that in solutions of 
50% bovine serum, corrosion and synergy contributed, by 20-24%, towards 
the degradation of HC-CoCr, when sliding was performed against a SiN ball 
(95, 104). These values were even higher for LC-CoCr, with corrosion and 
synergy making up 31% of material loss. When experiments were repeated 
in both Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) and 0.3% NaCl, the 
proportion of corrosion and synergy was altered. In DMEM the proportion 
was the highest, making up 47% and 50% for HC- and LC-CoCr 
respectively, whereas, in 0.3% NaCl proportions were within 5% of those 
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measured in bovine serum (104). This highlights the significance of ions and 
biological species present in the solution. Serum contains proteins and 
DMEM contains amino acids whereas NaCl solution only contains ions. The 
presence of amino acids and proteins in Serum and DMEM, was shown to 
adversely affect the breakdown potential under sliding, when compared to 
0.3% NaCl as shown in Figure 2.19. This did not, however, govern the total 
material loss, as DMEM was found to produce the lowest wear rates for both 
HC- and LC-CoCr. 
 
 
Figure 2.19: Breakdown potential, for different materials in different solutions 
(104). 
 
Interestingly, and contrary to other studies, serum was found to produce the 
greatest wear rates (104), which generally show that proteins present in 
serum tend to reduce wear of CoCr (44, 129, 134, 135). This could be an 
artefact of the test setup; contact pressure between the ball and pin was in 
the region of 800MPa, which is substantially greater than that achieved in 
standard hip simulator testing. This increased loading severity could produce 
high volumes of abrasives, leading to a critically increased level of 3rd-body 
wear. In sliding contact, the addition of 3rd-body debris increases wear in 
both serum and NaCl solutions (44, 146-148). When larger concentrations of 
abrasives are present, the effects are more pronounced in serum. It has 
been shown that in the absence of 3rd body abrasives serum is effective at 
reducing the material degradation due to tribocorrosion between alumina 
and CoCr (149). 
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In addition to tribometer studies, Yan et al (150, 151) preformed studies on a 
pendulum hip simulator integrated with an electrochemical cell. Tests were 
performed on 36mm, HC-CoCr, MoM bearing surfaces. These studies 
showed that a similar breakdown of the surfaces occurred in the simulator as 
in the tribometer. Upon the transition from static conditions to dynamic, 
loaded conditions, the passive film on the CoCr surface was mechanically 
damaged, leading to corrosion. In both test configurations, this was 
demonstrated by a negative shift in OCP at the onset of dynamic loading, 
which remained low, only recovering upon a return to static conditions. 
Furthermore, the OCP was found to be greatly affected by the simulator 
loading cycle, and the presence of 3rd-body wear particles (151). A 
considerably lower OCP was measured when the loading cycle reflected a 
twin-peak Paul-type cycle, with a 2kN peak load, as opposed to a constant 
300N load. This may reflect an increase in the severity of contact brought 
about by the more aggressive loading cycle (150). In moving from a 
tribometer to a hip simulator, the action of mechanical depassivation 
increases in complexity since the lubrication regime moves from boundary- 
to mixed-lubrication. In the mixed-lubrication regime, it is more difficult to 
predict the influence of factors such as: gait frequency, and load, on 
mechanical depassivation. When aliquots of Co nano-particles were added 
to the bearing interface, the OCP shifted in the negative direction, indicating 
increased depassivation (151). This is demonstrated in Figure 2.20. The 
presence of particles may affect electrochemical measurements in a number 
of different ways. Pure Co particles that are smeared onto the interface will 
actively corrode, and since they are electrochemically coupled to the surface 
by contact, they will contribute towards any electrochemical observation 
made of it (152). Similar effects on OCP have been observed with SiC and 
Al2O3 particles; with increasing particle concentration, both the total material 
degradation and level of depassivation increased (44, 147, 148). 
Additionally, the roughness (Ra) of metal THR bearing surfaces is of the 
nano-scale, as are the lubricating films generated (75, 79). Hence, particles 
introduced to the interface may increase the degree of MoM contact, 
reducing the effective lambda ratio of the joint, and increasing the level of 
3rd-body abrasion depassivation. This mechanism is more detrimental when 
harder abrasives are present (148). Pure Co particles are relatively soft in 
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comparison to CoCr, suggesting that the level of 3rd-body abrasion they 
impart is diminutive. 
 
 
Figure 2.20: 'OCP as a function of time with different weight of particles at 
300N in (a) 0.3% NaCl and (b) 25% serum.’ (151) 
 
As previously mentioned, tribocorrosion can also take place in regions where 
fretting is prevalent. Goldberg et al (32, 153, 154) demonstrated that the 
head/neck interface in MoM THRs suffers from mechanically assisted 
crevice corrosion, due to fretting. Electrochemical testing was undertaken, 
during fretting, on head/neck couples that were made from aluminium, CoCr, 
or a combination of both. It was found that upon the initiation of fretting there 
was a negative shift in OCP for all material combinations. This was 
accompanied by an increase in the fretting current, due to mechanical 
abrasion of the passive film (153, 154). When loading ceased, there was not 
an immediate recovery in OCP, as has been observed in other tribocorrosion 
systems. This was indicative of the initiation of crevice corrosion. Based on 
the total level of metal ion release, it was determined that mixed-metal tribo-
couples were more susceptible to this mechanism of degradation, than 
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either CoCr/CoCr or Ti6Al4V/ Ti6Al4V (153). It was also shown that, in static 
tests, Ti6Al4V provided superior corrosion resistance over a wide range of 
applied potentials compared to CoCr. However, the oxide layer on Ti6Al4V is 
less robust and a greater corrosion current ensues in dynamic conditions, 
compared to CoCr (154).  
 
When considering the tribocorrosion performance of components such as 
those demonstrated by Yan et al and Goldberg et al, it is important to 
consider that, in reality, these systems occur concurrently and are 
electrochemically coupled (see Figure 2.18). By having numerous systems, 
each of which contain passive and active regions coupled together, multiple 
galvanic cells may be produced, leading to complex corrosion reactions.  
 
 
2.6 Summary of the Literature Review 
 
 
Metal-on-metal THRs show good performance in terms of wear and 
corrosion due to the use of robust CoCr alloys which are self-passivating. 
Care must be taken, however, when estimating the in vivo performance of 
these materials based on in-vitro testing. Individual tribology and corrosion 
performance of an alloy may not accurately indicate its tribocorrosion 
performance. It has been demonstrated that passive biomaterials can 
become depassivated chemically, in the case of crevice corrosion, and 
mechanically, by 2nd- and 3rd- body abrasion, including fretting. In addition, 
even tribocorrosion testing of components may be unrepresentative of the 
in-vivo environment because components are usually tested individually 
rather than as an entire electrochemically coupled system. 
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Part 1 Tribometer Testing 
 
 
Tribometer studies are useful in providing an initial insight into how a 
material combination will perform in a simplified situation. By reducing a 
complex tribological system, such as a THR bearing, to a simple pin-on-plate 
sliding configuration, individual mechanisms can be isolated and 
investigated. Part 1 includes the findings from two separate tribometer 
experiments. The first investigated the tribocorrosion performance of HC- 
and LC-CoCr alloys in MoM contact, in addition to MoP contact between LC-
CoCr and UHMWPE. The second was a more detailed investigation of MoM 
contact between HC-CoCr/HC-CoCr couples. Details of the equipment and 
testing methods used for the two experiments are given in the following 
chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Tribometer Apparatus 
 
 
3.1 Instrumented Tribometer  
 
 
All the tests conducted in both experiments were performed on a Biceri 
reciprocating pin-on-plate tribometer. The plate samples used were 35mm 
diameter CoCr plates polished using a Buehler automatic polishing machine.  
A diagram of the tribometer is shown in Figure 3.1. For this configuration two 
different pin geometries were used: truncated cone polymer pins made from 
GUR 1050, which is a non-irradiated UHMWPE; and hemi spherically-tipped 
CoCr pins with a tip radius of 100mm. A normal load was applied to the pin 
sample through a pivoted beam and dead weight and reacted by the 
reciprocating plate, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. For the polymer pins, the 
contact pressure at the pin/plate interface was the normal load divided by 
the pin surface area (initially 12.6 mm2). For the metallic pins the pressure 
was calculated using Hertzian contact analysis.  
The contact was modelled as a sphere against a flat surface (Figure 3.2), 
which gave rise to an uneven pressure distribution across a circular contact 
patch. The pressure was calculated using Equation (3.1). Although Hertzian 
contact analysis is used to model dry contact, it can be used with reasonable 
efficacy for contacts operating in the boundary-lubrication regime. The plate 
and lubricant bath were driven across a linear slider bearing by a crank 
mechanism, causing them to slide in a linear reciprocating path. The stroke 
length could be varied to be between 5mm and 20mm at a frequency of 0-
2Hz, but it was set to 10mm and 1Hz for all tests performed. This produced 
a constant normal load and a sliding velocity that varied sinusoidally over 
each cycle.  The friction force imparted on the cantilever arm, by the 
pin/plate interface, was resisted by contact with a load cell. Measurement of 
the oscillatory force against the load cell enabled calculation of the friction 
between the static pin and the reciprocating plate. This data was fed into a 
Labview programme, where it was converted into a coefficient of friction 
between the pin and plate.  
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Figure 3.1: Tribometer and load cell configuration. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Spherical contact and associated pressure distribution. 
 
 𝑃!"# = !!𝑃!"#$ = !!! !!!!"!! !!                (69, 155)   (3.1) 
 
Pmax - Maximum Hertzian contact pressure 
Pmean – Mean Hertzian contact pressure 
R – Effective radius (1/Rx + 1/Ry)-1 
Rx/y – Radius in x/y direction (1/RA + 1/RB)-1 
RA/B – Radius of surface A/B 
w – Load 
E’ – Effective elastic modulus 
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In order to permit electrochemical testing, the tribometer was instrumented 
with a 3-electrode, electrochemical cell. The 3-electrode cell consisted of: a 
working electrode, a silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) reference electrode, and 
a platinum (Pt) counter electrode. In each test the working electrode was the 
metallic test specimen. This was the plate for MoP tests, and the combined 
pin and plate for MoM tests. The reference electrode used was a non-
refillable, glass, RE-5B/RE-6, supplied by Bioanalytical Systems, Inc (Basi). 
The counter electrode was a piece of Pt mesh with a surface area of 
approximately 4cm2. The counter and reference electrode were positioned 
either side of the working electrode, within 2cm of it. This small separation 
distance was maintained to reduce the effects of solution resistance on 
electrochemical measurements. All electrodes were connected to a 
Versastat 4 potentiostat, which was controlled using VersaStudio software. 
An illustration of this configuration is shown in Figure 3.3. To prevent the 
samples becoming electrochemically coupled to the metal tribometer, 
sample holders made from Delrin were used. Delrin is a poor thermal 
conductor; hence temperature control was maintained by encasing the entire 
tribometer in an insulated Perspex case, and heating from within using a 
60w bar heater. This was regulated to within ±0.50C by a thermocouple 
positioned in the lubricant bath.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Tribometer instrumented with a 3-electrode cell. 
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3.2 Potentiostat 
 
 
A potentiostat is a piece of electronic hardware that maintains the potential 
of a working electrode with respect to a reference electrode by adjusting the 
current supply to a counter electrode. The first 3-electrode potentiostats 
were used by Hickling (156) in 1942. The simple function of a potentiostat is 
to measure the potential difference between the working electrode and the 
reference electrode, and to apply a current through the counter electrode. 
The current is measured as an iR voltage drop over a series resistor (Rm). 
Several potentiostats were used in the studies outlined in this thesis: a 
Versastat 4 supplied by Princeton Applied Research, A Solartron SI 1280 
supplied by Ametek and an Autolab PGstat 101. 
 
 
3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Focused Ion 
Beam (FIB) Etching 
 
 
A Philips XL30 SEM was used to enable visual examinations of the sample 
surfaces to be made under high magnifications. The microscope was 
instrumented with secondary electron detectors, and back-scattered electron 
detectors, as well as an energy-dispersive spectrometer to enable EDX 
analysis. Image intensity from back-scattered electrons is related to the 
atomic mass of sample material. This facilitated determination of the 
elemental distribution of a surface, which would otherwise be unachievable 
using secondary-electron images. In addition, focused ion beam (FIB) 
etching was used to expose cross-sections of the sample (Figure 3.4). An 
FEA Nova 200 Nanolab dual beam FIB was also used to allow cross-
sectional SEM images to be taken of the sample surfaces. Bulk etching was 
performed at 30keV, with a beam current of 5nA. Polishing was performed 
with a beam current between 0.1nA and 50pA and SEM images were taken 
at 5keV. Sputter coating was applied to the surface before a thicker 1 mm Pt 
layer was applied by a gaseous injection system. This was done in order to 
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protect the surface from the ion beam. Samples prepared in this manner 
enabled visual inspection by SEM of both tribofilms and the subsurface alloy. 
 
. 
Figure 3.4: Diagram of sample prepared by focused ion beam etching. 
 
 
3.4 Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) Analysis 
 
 
When a high-energy electron beam from the SEM reaches the sample 
surface, inner shell electrons may become excited to higher energy states. 
This results in the formation of an electron hole, which is subsequently filled 
by an outer shell electron from a higher energy state. The transition from a 
high-energy state to a lower energy state results in the emission of an X-ray 
of equal magnitude to the energy associated with the change in state.   
Since the X-ray energy corresponds to the specific energy levels within an 
element they can be used to identify the elemental composition of a surface.  
In addition, the quantity of X-rays produced is affected by the abundance of 
the element emitting them; hence the quantity of a specific element can be 
ascertained to within a reasonable level of accuracy, depending on the 
sample being analysed. Although EDX is considered a surface analysis 
technique, electrons do penetrate the subsurface and the signal measured 
reflects a volume of material rather than a surface area. The depth of 
penetration is largely influenced by atomic number; elements of a low atomic 
number are penetrated more readily than elements with a high atomic 
number. 
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3.5 Scanning White Light Interferometry 
 
 
White light interferometry was performed using a Wyko laser interferometer. 
Interferometry is an example of non-contacting profilometry, and enables 
precise measurements of surface topography to be made. White light is 
focused onto the surface and reflected back; this produces interference with 
a reference light source, reflected from an internal mirror. When the optical 
path length of the two light signals differs by less than half of the coherence 
length of the light, diffraction fringes are produced. White light is used as it 
has a low coherence length and enables a finer resolution to be obtained. 
Images taken using interferometry were post-processed in Talymap Gold to 
give statistical parameters relating to surface roughness such as Ra. CoCr 
samples were ideal for analysis by interferometry due to their high 
reflectivity, however, CoCr pins were more challenging to image as their 
domed surfaces were prone to scatter light. 
 
 
3.6 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-
MS) 
 
 
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy is a technique capable of 
performing a chemical assay on given samples, to within parts per trillion 
accuracy. Detection can be performed on most elements with the exception 
of: H, C, N, O, Fl, Cl, Po, At, Fr, Ra and Ac, as well as some lanthanides and 
actinides. Samples are usually liquids, however, some gaseous samples and 
solids may also be analysed using specific preparation techniques. Liquid 
samples are vaporised by a nebuliser forming a fine aerosol. The aerosol is 
then subjected to a high-energy plasma beam, which ionises the atomic 
species. An ion lens focuses the charged particles onto a detector; this 
beam consists of species ionised in the spectrometer and species that were 
present as dissolved ions in the initial sample. Species are then separated 
based on their mass/charge ratio and directed towards the detector.  Ions 
strike the detector causing a release of electrons. This enables quantification 
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to be made based on the current produced when compared to a calibration 
curve of known standards. Some limitations to the use of this technique arise 
when samples contain a colloidal suspension. This can be an issue for 
proteinaceous solutions or those containing nano-scale particles, which must 
first be removed before ICP-MS can be assumed.  
 
 
3.7 Centrifuge 
 
 
Centrifugation was used to separate agglomerated proteins and metallic 
particles from serum prior to ICP measurement. The centrifuge used was an 
Eppendorf 5415C with a maximum rotation speed of 14,000 revs/minute, 
giving a centripetal acceleration 15,996g. 
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Chapter 4 Tribometer Materials and Methods 
 
 
Tribometer testing was split into two procedures referred to as Procedure A 
and Procedure B. Procedure A was performed as an initial investigation of 
both MoM and MoP tribocouples. Procedure B was a more detailed 
investigation of MoM contact only, in which the experimental procedure had 
been refined. 
 
 
4.1 Electrochemical Measurements 
 
 
4.1.1 Open Circuit Potential 
 
 
Open circuit potential (OCP or free corrosion potential Ecorr) is the 
electrochemical potential measured between the working and reference 
electrodes. The potential is achieved when the electrode is not polarised, 
that is to say, when no net current is flowing in the circuit between the 
working and counter electrodes. In this condition, the rates of the anodic and 
cathodic reactions at the surface of the working electrode are equal. A 
change in OCP demonstrates a change in the rate of anodic and cathodic 
half reactions, and can be used to give a semi-quantitative assessment of 
the level of passivation of the working electrode sample (114). A shift of 
OCP towards more negative values is indicative of an increase in the ratio of 
products in the anodic half reaction of the metal. When a substantial 
negative shift in OCP takes place this may be interpreted as a breakdown of 
passivity of the surface. Analogously, when the OCP becomes considerably 
more positive (ennobled) this is usually interpreted as the recovery of the 
film and the restoration of passivity (104, 157, 158), however it may also be 
caused by a change in the cathodic reaction. 
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4.1.2  Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) 
 
 
Linear polarisation resistance is a widely used electrochemical technique 
used for measurement of corrosion rate. A linearly varying potential is 
applied to the sample, evoking a linearly increasing measured current 
between the working and counter electrode. An example LPR plot is shown 
in Figure 4.1. The change in current as a function of the applied potential 
gives the polarisation resistance (Rp). This can be used in conjunction with 
the Stern and Geary (159) Equation (3.1) to calculate the rate of corrosion 
(Icorr) of the sample. Linear polarisation is considered to be a non-destructive 
technique due to the low level of polarisation from OCP (±70mV and ±50mV 
in this study). The time taken for a single LPR test can be deduced from the 
scan rate and the scan range. Typical scan rates are between 0.167mV/sec-
0.25mV/sec and occur over a 40mV-140mV range. Hence, the Rp calculated 
from a single LPR test is indicative of the corrosion rate over a period of 
minutes.  It cannot be used to interpret short-term events such as 
oscillations in tribocorrosion occurring over a single cycle. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Illustration of a typical LPR plot. 
 
Where, 
∆E – Change in potential 
∆i – Change in current 
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 𝐼!"## =    𝛽!𝛽!2.303𝑅!(𝛽! + 𝛽!)   (4.1) 
 
Where. 
Rp – Polarisation resistance 
βa – Anodic Tafel constant 
βc – Cathodic Tafel constant 
Icorr – Corrosion current 
 
 
4.1.3 Tafel Plotting 
 
 
A Tafel plot is produced from data obtained from two separate 
electrochemical tests; an anodic polarisation test and a cathodic polarisation 
test. The Tafel region is approximately ±250mV from OCP. The data is 
plotted on a E vs. log i plot, on which there is a linear relationship between 
potential and the logarithmic current (or logarithmic current density), in the 
approximate ranges of +50mV to +250mV (Vs. OCP) and -50mV to -250mV 
(Vs. OCP), as shown in Figure 4.2. By comparing the rate of logarithmic 
increase in current to the applied potential, the constants βa and βc, known 
as the anodic- and cathodic-Tafel constants (measured in mV/decade), can 
be obtained. These are necessary for calculating icorr (corrosion current) 
density) or Icorr (corrosion current) from the Stern Geary (159) Equation (4.1). 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the polarisation diagrams (anodic 
and cathodic) which comprise a complete Tafel plot. 
 
 
4.1.4 Cathodic Protection 
 
 
In order to suppress the anodic dissolution of the working electrode, it can 
be supplied with a cathodic current. The surface is given a net negative 
charge, which inhibits oxidation of the alloy from taking place. This technique 
is used to de-couple the electrochemical and mechanical effects leading to 
material loss. For tests performed under the influence of cathodic protection, 
it is considered that the total material loss is uniquely attributable to pure 
mechanical wear.  
The potential applied must be sufficiently negative to inhibit the dominating 
anodic half reaction of the metal, whilst being of a level that will avoid 
evoking hydrogen evolution. This is determined by inspection of the relevant 
Pourbaix diagram. Figure 4.3 shows that, at pH 7.4, the anodic half reaction 
for the oxidation of cobalt 𝐶𝑜   → 𝐶𝑜!! +   2𝑒!  is thermodynamically 
unfavourable when a potential below -0.5V (Vs the standard hydrogen 
electrode (SHE)) is applied (160). It can be seen, however, that hydrogen 
evolution also becomes favourable below a potential of -0.5V (Vs SHE). This 
diagram only gives a basic understanding of the stability of cobalt in an 
aqueous environment at 250C. The conditions found in the tribometer depart 
from this due to the increased temperature and presence of ionised species 
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in the electrolyte. For this reason cathodic protection was applied at -
0.602V(SHE) or -0.8V (Ag/AgCl) (27, 88, 161). 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Pourbaix diagram for cobalt - water system (referenced against 
the standard hydrogen electrode) (162). 
 
An important consideration when running tribocorrosion tests under the 
influence of cathodic protection is the influence of polarisation. This affects 
the ability of species in the solution to effectively adsorb and desorb from the 
bearing surface. It has been demonstrated that surface charge can influence 
the adsorption of charged species, such as proteins (123), as has been 
presented in section 2.5.2. 
 
 
4.2 Tribometer Procedure A 
 
 
Pin-on-plate tribometer tests were performed on a reciprocating tribometer, 
instrumented with a three-electrode electrochemical cell, as described 
earlier. In all tests performed, the plate specimen consisted of either a low-
carbon (LC) or high-carbon (HC) wrought CoCr plate. The sliding length was 
10mm and was maintained at a frequency of 1Hz. This reflects the 
frequency of oscillation typically measured during normal gait, as well as the 
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sliding length that a 36mm hip experiences between heel-strike and toe-off 
(163).  Plates were passivated in 30% nitric acid for 30 minutes to develop a 
uniform passive film across the surface. The pins used were truncated-cone 
polymer pins and hemi-spherically tipped LC/HC-CoCr pins. Table 4.1 gives 
details of the pin/plate tribocouples. Two different lubricants were used: 
0.35% NaCl solution and 25% foetal bovine serum. This was done in order 
to isolate the effects of organic species present in the serum. Both solutions 
had a conductivity of 0.68mS/cm, however, serum contains a greater 
chloride content, equivalent to 0.9% NaCl(aq). Tribological contact was 
maintained for a period of 6 h at 370C to approximate in-vivo temperatures. 
During the test, linear polarisation resistance (LPR) tests were performed to 
determine the polarisation resistance (Rp). This was done at the start of the 
test and every 90 minutes thereafter, and again 30 minutes following the end 
of the dynamic test. In between linear polarisation the OCP was measured 
and recorded.  
The materials and roughness of the pins and plates were selected to 
represent materials currently used in commercially available THRs. The load 
used was selected to give initial contact pressures comparable to the initial 
maximum Hertzian contact pressures experienced during a normal walking 
cycle. These were calculated using Equation (3.1). In the tribometer, the 
initial contact pressure developed was 2.5MPa and 58.4MPa for the MoP 
and MoM configuration respectively. These were based on a 75kg body 
transmitting 4 times body weight during heel strike, for CoCr-MoM and MoP 
36mm THRs, with 100 and 225 mm diametrical clearance, respectively. The 
resulting contact areas between the pin and plate were 12.6 mm2 and 
0.023mm2 for MoP and MoM, respectively. Assuming dry Hertzian contact, 
the maximum contact area expected between a MoP and MoM hip bearing 
surface would be approximately 990mm2 and 75mm2, respectively. Due to 
the geometry of the polymer pin, it does not entrain a lubricating film when 
properly aligned. The metal pin, however, has a domed surface that may 
entrain a fluid film. Using the Dowson-Hamrock equation (73, 74) , the film 
thickness was calculated to be sufficiently thin to be considered as a severe 
mixed or boundary film. To improve reliability, each test condition was 
repeated three times. 
Hemi-spherically tipped pins are commonly used for tribometer studies, as 
they do not produce edge loading, even when slightly misaligned. It is 
difficult to produce polymer pins with a hemispherically tipped surface, which 
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is why truncated cone pins were used instead. The truncated cone design 
allows the pin body to have the necessary girth to resist flexion caused by 
friction at the pin surface, whilst has a reduced surface area to increase the 
pressure at the contact interface. Anodic and cathodic Tafel constants of 
120mV were used in the calculation of corrosion current. 
 
Pin Plate Initial Contact 
Pressure 
(MPa) 
Pin (Ra) Plate (Ra) 
UHMWPE LC CoCr 2.5 0.8-1.0µm <10nm 
LC CoCr LC CoCr 58.4 <10nm <10nm 
HC CoCr HC CoCr 58.4 <10nm <10nm 
Table 4.1: Material combination, contact pressure and surface roughness for 
Procedure A tribocouples. 
 
Tribofilms developed on the surfaces were imaged using FIB SEM (see 3.3) 
and a chemical assay was performed using EDX (see 3.4). Following testing 
the surface topography of pins and plates was mapped using white light 
interferometry (see section 3.5). 
  
  
4.3 Tribometer Procedure B 
 
 
The same instrumented tribometer configuration and lubricants were used 
as described in Procedure A. In addition, the stroke length of 10mm and 
frequency of 1Hz was also maintained. In this procedure, however, only 
high-carbon CoCr pins and plates were investigated, two repetitions were 
performed under each condition. The pins and plates were passivated using 
the procedure previously described and a greater load was applied to 
account for the reduction in pressure caused by the domed pin being worn 
flat. A 126N load was applied to generate an initial Hertzian contact pressure 
of 210MPa. The initial point-contact, caused by the domed surface of the 
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pin, became a flat area-contact as it began to wear. This caused a decrease 
in contact pressure over the duration of the test, finally reaching a value of 
approximately 30MPa. The calculated change in contact pressure, as a 
function of wear is shown in Figure 4.4. 
To assess the contribution of corrosion to total material degradation, both 
lubricant tests were run under free corrosion conditions and under the 
influence of cathodic protection (CP), as described in section 4.1.4. 
Throughout the test, open circuit potential (OCP), friction, and LPR were 
measured. LPR was performed at the start of each test, and every hour 
thereafter, until the cessation of friction, whereupon it was measured once 
more after 10 minutes. For LPR measurements, the scan range used was ± 
70mV from OCP at a rate of 0.25mV/sec. Tafel slopes were obtained to 
determine the Tafel constants necessary for converting polarisation 
resistance into corrosion current. For two tests at each condition, lubricant 
samples were taken, and ICP-MS (see section 3.6) was used to measure 
the concentration of metallic ions. To prepare for ICP-MS, samples were 
diluted in a 1:1 ratio with 5% nitric acid, and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 
minutes. The supernatant was collected and passed through a 1µm filter 
prior to further dilution in a 1:4 ratio with 2.5% nitric acid. Table 4.2 gives 
details of the pin/plate tribocouples.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Change in contact pressure as a function of pin wear. 
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Polarisation 
Conditions 
Pin Plate Initial 
Contact 
Pressure 
(MPa) 
Pin (Ra) Plate (Ra) 
Free 
corrosion  
HC CoCr HC CoCr 210 <10nm <10nm 
Cathodic 
Protection 
HC CoCr HC CoCr 210 <10nm <10nm 
      
Table 4.2: Material combination, contact pressure and surface roughness for 
Procedure B tribocouples. 
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Chapter 5 Tribometer Results 
 
 
5.1 Results from Procedure A (Testing of MoM and MoP 
sliding pairs) 
 
 
5.1.1 Open Circuit Potential 
 
 
For all tests, the transition from static to dynamic conditions was met with an 
immediate negative shift in OCP.  This is shown for MoP, LC-MoM and HC-
MoM couples in Figures 5.1, 5.3 and 5.5 respectively, and quantified in 
Figures 5.2, 5.4 and 5.6. A negative shift may be interpreted as an increase 
in the anodic dissolution of the surface caused by mechanical depassivation 
of the passive film formed on the surface before testing, as previously 
discussed. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Initial open circuit potential response for 3 replicates of metal-on-
polymer couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the first 
5000s. 
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Figure 5.2: Negative shift in open circuit potential at the onset of motion for 
metal-on-polymer samples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the initial OCP response for the MoP systems at the onset 
of motion. In a solution of NaCl, there was an immediate negative shift in 
potential. This was followed by a gradual recovery in potential. When serum 
solution was used, there was a slight negative shift in OCP, followed by a 
rapid ennoblement. The magnitude of the negative shift in OCP for each of 
the tests is shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the change in OCP for 
tests performed in serum was relatively small. However, in NaCl(aq) the 
negative shift was much greater, and took longer to recover. This suggested 
that the proteins present in serum initially provided a level of protection 
against mechanical depassivation. It has been shown that serum can inhibit 
polymeric transfer between MoP surfaces, leading to an increase in wear 
(128, 134).  
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Figure 5.3: Initial open circuit potential response for low-carbon metal-on-
metal couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the first 
5000s. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Negative shift in open circuit potential at the onset of motion for 
low-carbon metal-on-metal samples over the first 5000s. 
 
For the LC MoM couples, there was a negative shift in potential at the start 
of motion (shown in Figure 5.3). Unlike the MoP samples, the OCP of MoM 
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samples continued to decrease after 5000s. This indicated that there was no 
recovery of the passive film during this period, and a 
depassivation/repassivation equilibrium was created. For LC MoM samples, 
the greatest negative shift occurred in serum. However, it should be noted 
that for the tests performed in NaCl, ‘Test 1’ showed little initial 
depassivation. This is because its initial OCP (prior to motion) was 
substantially more negative than for the other tests. This could have been 
caused by accidental depassivation during the experimental test setup.  
 
 
Figure 5.5: Initial open circuit potential response for high-carbon metal-on-
metal couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the first 
5000s. 
 
For the HC MoM couples there was also a negative shift at the start of 
motion (shown in Figure 5.5), however there was no clear difference 
between the shift of potential in serum or NaCl(aq). The potential of the first 
test in serum and the first test in NaCl were slightly more negative than any 
of the others. This could suggest that the reference electrode potential might 
have drifted, causing a shift in the measured potential of the sample. Small 
changes in potential can be attributed to fluctuations in temperature or the 
chloride concentration in which electrodes are stored. In addition, disposable 
reference electrodes (such as the RE-5 and RE-6 used in this experiment) 
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have a finite lifespan for which they maintain a constant potential. After 
which the potential will drift and the electrode must be replaced. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Negative shift in open circuit potential at the onset of motion for 
high-carbon metal-on-metal samples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum 
solution. 
 
 
Comparing MoM and MoP tests, it can be seen that the negative shift at the 
onset of motion was greatest for MoP tests in serum. This occurred despite 
lower contact pressure in the MoP system and the soft UHMWPE counter 
face. However, this may be explained by the greatly increased contact area 
in the MoP system compared to the MoM system, 12.6mm2 as opposed to 
≈0.1mm2. 
 
The response of OCP over the entire test duration for each of the materials 
pairs are shown in Figures 5.7-5.9 Figure 5.7. It is clear that the response in 
OCP is sensitive to both the lubricant and the material of the pin and plate. 
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Figure 5.7: Open circuit potential response for 3 replicates of metal-on-
polymer couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the test 
duration. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Open circuit potential response for low-carbon metal-on-metal 
couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the test duration. 
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Figure 5.9: Open circuit potential response for high-carbon metal-on-metal 
couples tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution over the test duration. 
 
Figure 5.7 shows that there was little variation in OCP for the MoP pairs 
following the initial depassivation repassivation, with the exception of the 
third test performed in NaCl(aq). In this test there appeared to be a 
secondary depassivation event. This may be attributable to the action of 3rd 
body debris, such as a metal carbide, becoming lodged in the pin counter 
face and scratching the metal surface. 
Figure 5.8 shows that the low-carbon alloy was depassivated, and remained 
depassivated for the duration of sliding, only recovering upon the return to 
static conditions. The tests performed in serum appeared to have a 
continuously decreasing potential over the test duration whereas the tests 
performed in NaCl(aq) had a fairly constant potential following 
depassivation.  
Figure 5.9 shows a fairly large amount of variability between the behaviour 
of the high-carbon samples tested in serum. The first test performed in 
serum finished with a potential more noble than at the start of the test. It is 
unlikely that the surface would be more passive at the end of the test hence 
it may indicate that the sample was initially in a state of partial depassivation 
(this could occur by accidental scratching during the test set up). 
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5.1.2 Corrosion Current (measured by LPR) 
 
 
As indicated by the response in OCP, the sliding action between the pin and 
plate caused an increase in corrosion, indicated by a reduction in 
polarisation resistance of the entire sample. This was converted into a 
corrosion current from the whole surface, as previously outlined. The 
variation of total corrosion current for MoP couples is shown in Figure 5.10 
and, for MoM couples in Figure 5.11. It is clear that the increase in corrosion 
caused by depassivation was substantially greater for MoM tribo-couples 
than for MoP tribo-couples. This was supported by interferometry images 
showing severe abrasion of the MoM surfaces, and SEM images showing 
minor wear of the MoP surfaces. It should be noted, however, that despite 
the absence of considerable wear to the plate, there was an increase in 
corrosion current, although not enough to suggest that the surface had 
become depassivated. For MoM tribocouples, the vast increase in current 
suggested that localised depassivation had taken place.  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Variation of corrosion current for  metal-on-polymer couples 
over the test duration tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution at 1Hz for a 
sliding distance of 216m. 
 
Typically, in corrosion studies, the corrosion rate per unit area (known as the 
corrosion current density) is calculated to compare the rate at which surface 
dissolution took place. This is more complex for a tribocorrosion system as 
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there is a passive region and a depassivated region, as shown in Figure 
5.12. In this configuration the regions outside of the wear scar are assumed 
to corrode with the passive current density, measured prior to the onset of 
sliding. Regions inside the wear scar are assumed to corrode with a current 
density, which would balance the increased current over the whole sample 
during sliding.  
 
 
Figure 5.11: Variation of corrosion current for metal-on-metal  and metal-on-
polymer couples over the test duration tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum 
solution at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
It has been shown that under anodic polarisation, over a single cycle, the 
current is proportional to the absolute sliding velocity of the pin (161). Since 
a single LPR measurement takes minutes to complete, the cyclic variation in 
current density caused by the sliding velocity of the pin is disregarded for 
this analysis. For MoP tests, the area of metal contacted by the pin over one 
cycle was 52.6mm2, which is 8.4% of the entire sample. For MoM samples, 
elevated corrosion also took place from the pin surface. The initial wear scar 
size was 2.5mm2, which accounted for 0.33% of the total metal surface 
exposed to the electrolyte. However, this area increased rapidly as the 
domed pin surface was worn away. The currents tended to be lower for high-
carbon samples, and lower for tests run in serum, although not significantly.  
The large variability of the measurements shown in Figure 5.11 reflect the 
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inherent difficulties with measuring currents in the sub µA scale, where noise 
is a considerable portion of the measured signal.  
 
Figure 5.12: Plate specimen showing wear scar, passive and depassivated 
regions. 
 
 
As explained previously, corrosion current can be converted into a mass loss 
using Faraday’s Equation (5.1). This was done for each of the test 
conditions; the results are shown in Figure 5.13. Showing the mass loss due 
to corrosion in this way emphasises the increased anodic dissolution in 
between MoM sliding pairs.  
 
 𝑚 =    𝑄𝐹 𝑀𝑧    (5.1) 
 
Where, 
m – Mass of corroded material 
Q – Total charge transfer 
M – Atomic mass 
z – Number of electrons lost in anodic half reaction 
F – Faraday constant 
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Figure 5.13: Total electrochemical mass loss over the test duration tested in 
either NaCl(aq) or serum solution at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
5.1.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
 
Visual inspection of the surfaces of polymer pins, and their corresponding 
low-carbon metal plates, after testing showed them to be largely unworn. To 
investigate this in greater detail SEM images were taken of the surfaces of 
both worn pins and plates. To view non-conducting polymer pins in the SEM, 
they were splutter coated with a thin (approximately 40nm) gold layer. 
 Scanning electron microscopy images showed that pin surfaces, from both 
serum and NaCl(aq) lubricated tests, retained most of their original 
machining marks (Figures 5.14-5.16) which indicated that the wear of the pin 
surfaces was very mild. For pins that had been lubricated in NaCl(aq), mild 
wear, observed as the absence of visible machining marks, appeared to 
have taken place at the edge of the flat surfaces as shown in Figures 5.17-
5.18. 
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Edge wear is indicative of misalignment of the pins, which is a common 
problem when using flat tipped pins. For pins lubricated in serum, edge wear 
was less apparent; however, under larger magnifications slight smearing of 
the pin surface could be seen and may have indicated adhesive wear 
(Figure 5.19). 
 
 
Figure 5.14: Polymer pin surface after testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding 
distance of 216m. 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Polymer pin surface showing machining marks after testing in 
NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.16: Polymer pin lubricated showing machining marks after testing in 
serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.17: Polymer pin surface showing the partial removal of machining 
marks after testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.18: Edge of polymer pin surface showing removal of machining 
marks after testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.19: Polymer pin surface, displaying slight directional smearing after 
testing in NaCl at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
Images of plate surfaces lubricated in NaCl(aq) also indicated that the wear 
that had taken place was only very mild (Figure 5.20). This was not 
surprising as the softer polymer pins would only be able to scratch the 
surface if loose or embedded 3rd body debris, such as carbides, were 
present. Scratches in the direction of motion were identifiable, although 
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these were often isolated. In addition, samples that had been lubricated in 
NaCl(aq) contained dark carbon rich streaks across the surface in the worn 
regions, indicating a surface deposited layer.  The surfaces that had been 
lubricated with serum were entirely covered in an adherent carbon rich layer 
originating from the lubricant. In order to assess the level of wear of these 
surfaces, they were cleaned in acetone to remove their respective carbon 
layers. The ease with which the organic layer was removed from the sample 
tested in serum suggested that it comprised physically adsorbed protein, as 
opposed to a chemically adhered biofilm, such as that reported by Yan et al 
(99). However, the carbon layer adhered to the sample tested in NaCl(aq) 
was tenacious, and remained in place after cleaning with acetone. This 
suggested that it was a polymeric transfer film, originating from the pin 
surface. Previous studies have indicated that polymer transfer can occur as 
a result of sliding between UHMWPE and metals, but is inhibited by the 
adsorption of proteins onto the metallic surfaces (124, 137). Following 
removal of the organic layer, surface scratches on the serum-lubricated plate 
could be observed as shown in Figures 5.20-5.23.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.20: Plate indicating little evidence of wear after testing in NaCl(aq) 
at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.21: Increased magnification of surface showing the presence of 
black patches in the direction of motion after testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a 
sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.22: High magnification image showing dark surface deposits after 
testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
. 
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Figure 5.23: High magnification image showing surface deposits after testing 
in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
For MoM tribocouples, visible wear scars were evident on both the pin and 
plate, when lubricated by either NaCl(aq) or serum. By viewing these wear 
scars under the SEM, it was evident that they comprised a number of 
parallel ploughed valleys and peaks. Within these marks, evidence of plastic 
deformation could be observed. It is clear from Figures 5.24-5.26 that the 
level of wear between MoM sliding surfaces was considerably more severe 
than between MoP surfaces. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show that similar 
abrasive wear took place on both the surfaces of the metal pin and plate as 
well as evidence plastic deformation. In Figure 5.26, evidence of plastic 
deformation can be seen, as well as evidence of the formation of shard-like 
particles.  
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Figure 5.24: Pin surface, showing deep scratches after high-carbon MoM 
contact in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
. 
 
 
Figure 5.25: Plate surface, showing deep scratches following high-carbon 
MoM contact in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.26: Image showing plastic deformation of surface following high-
carbon MoM contact in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
Typically in vivo, the wear rate of MoP hip replacements is substantially 
greater than for MoM hip replacements (10, 164) but this was not reflected in 
the tribometer. This could be explained by the difference in lubrication 
between MoP and MoM bearing surfaces. For THRs, lubricating film 
thicknesses are larger in MoP hip replacements but the smooth surfaces 
produced on MoM designs lead to an increased lambda ratio. MoP joints 
operate between the boundary- and severe mixed-lubrication regimes, 
whereas MoM joints operate between the mixed- and fluid-film regime (10). 
This was not reflected in the tribometer since the pins and plates used do 
not entrain fluid in the same way as a full prosthesis does. In the tribometer, 
both tribo-couples were tested in the boundary regime, which may account 
for the high level of wear on the MoM surfaces. 
 
 
5.1.4 Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
 
The surface deposits produced in both lubricants were investigated using 
electron microscopy. FIB etching was used to allow cross-sectional images 
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of the film to be taken. The procedure for this was outlined in 3.3. Images of 
the sample preparation are given in Figures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29, 5.32 and 5.33. 
Viewing the films in this manner enabled measurements of their thickness to 
be taken. The black film developed in the presence of NaCl(aq) measured 
up to 262nm thick in places (shown in Figures 5.30 and 5.31). The thickness 
of this film varied by a substantial percentage over a short distance. This 
transfer film had the appearance of the ‘lumpy’ film described by Makinson 
et al (165) and Crocket et al (137). The organic films had a maximum height 
of 300nm (see Figures 5.34 and 5.35). It was also observed that the 
organometallic film appeared to contain particles embedded within it. These 
particles appear similar to ‘roll up’ (148, 166) particles that form as a result of 
proteins reacting with metallic debris. SEM images of this area, however, 
suggest that coverage was patchy and the thickness of this layer appeared 
to vary across the surface (Figure 5.32). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.27: Plate surface after FIB preparation, following testing in NaCl(aq) 
at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.28: Plate sample after FIB preparation showing surface film 
following testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.29: Plate sample after FIB preparation showing surface film 
following testing in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.30: FIB SEM image showing film cross-section following testing in 
NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.31: FIB SEM image showing film cross-section following testing in 
NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.32: Plate surface after FIB preparation, following testing in serum at 
1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.33: Plate sample after FIB preparation showing surface film 
following testing in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.34: FIB SEM image showing film cross-section following testing in 
serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.35: FIB SEM image showing film cross-section following testing in 
serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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5.1.5 White Light Interferometry 
 
 
White light interferometry was used to analyse the wear of the surfaces of 
both pins and plates that had been tested in MoM contact. Figures 5.36-5.43 
show 3D images of the samples tested in both NaCl(aq) and serum. It was 
observed that surfaces lubricated in NaCl(aq) showed signs of more severe 
surface abrasion, and had much rougher surface profiles than those tested 
in serum. This can be ascribed to the known boundary lubricating properties 
of proteins (128, 129, 134).  Although the surfaces of samples tested in 
serum were generally smoother, they showed signs of increased roughening 
at the edges of the wear scars. The raised material at the edge of the wear 
scars could be generated as a result of plastic deformation or the egress of 
particles. The high-carbon samples showed less evidence of severe 
abrasive wear compared to the low-carbon samples, which is consistent with 
previous findings. In general, the harder high-carbon alloy is more resistant 
to abrasion than the softer low-carbon alloy (27, 86, 89, 91, 103). The 
difference between samples tested in NaCl(aq) and serum was less 
pronounced for high-carbon tribo-couples. As with the low-carbon samples, 
high-carbon plates displayed increased roughening, in the form of raised 
material, towards the edge of the wear scar, although to a lesser extent. 
 
 
Figure 5.36: Interferometry image of a low-carbon pin, tested against a low-
carbon plate in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.37: Interferometry image of a low-carbon pin, tested against a low-
carbon plate in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.38: Interferometry image of a low-carbon plate, tested against a 
low-carbon pin in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.39: Interferometry image of a low-carbon plate, tested against a 
low-carbon pin in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.40: Interferometry image of a high-carbon pin, tested against a 
high-carbon plate in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.41: Interferometry image of a high-carbon pin, tested against a 
high-carbon plate in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.42: Interferometry image of a high-carbon plate, tested against a 
high-carbon pin in NaCl(aq) at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
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Figure 5.43: Interferometry image of a high-carbon plate, tested against a 
high-carbon pin in serum at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 216m. 
 
 
5.2 Results from Procedure B (MoM testing with metal ion 
measurements) 
 
 
5.2.1 Mass Loss 
 
 
Due to the increased load employed in Procedure B, there was an increase 
in total mass loss relative to the tests performed in Procedure A, despite the 
reduced test duration. The mass losses produced by Procedure B were 
large enough to be measured gravimetrically.  
The average mass loss at the end of the test indicated that wear was greater 
in NaCl (aq) than in serum solution (Figure 5.44). This is consistent with the 
observations made from Procedure A, indicating that more severe MoM 
abrasion took place in NaCl(aq) than serum. It also supports previous 
findings that demonstrate the boundary lubricating properties that proteins 
offer to MoM interfaces (128, 129, 134). 
The average wear rate was also affected by the application of cathodic 
protection (CP). It reduced the total gravimetric wear by 41% and 47%, in 
NaCl(aq) and serum correspondingly. This is shown in Figure 5.44. CP 
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inhibits the dissolution of the alloy, effectively eliminating pure corrosion, 
wear enhanced corrosion and corrosion enhanced wear, leaving only pure 
wear (see Equations (2.11) and (2.12)). The difference between tests run 
with and without cathodic protection is equal to the magnitude of pure 
corrosion and the synergy between corrosion and wear.  
 
 
Figure 5.44: Total gravimetric mass loss over the test duration tested in 
either NaCl(aq) or serum solution in the presence and absence of cathodic 
protection (CP), at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 144m. 
 
 
5.2.2 Friction 
 
 
Friction was considerably lower in serum than NaCl(aq). This can be 
explained by the boundary lubricating properties of the proteins found within 
serum, as previously discussed in section 2.4.8.  For tests run in serum 
under the effects of CP, a slight increase in friction was observed. This may 
be attributed to the net surface charge, caused by cathodic protection 
affecting the adsorption of different serum constituents at the pin/plate 
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interface. Nakanishi et al (123) demonstrated that by varying the charge 
across a tribo-couple in proteinaceous solutions, the friction and wear could 
be changed. It was shown that, due to the presence of both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic species, a variation in surface charge could alter the relative 
adsorption of these species. The final coefficients of friction for each test 
condition are shown in Figure 5.45. 
 
 
Figure 5.45: Final coefficient of friction over the test duration tested in either 
NaCl(aq) or serum solution at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 144m. 
 
 
5.2.3 Open Circuit Potential 
 
 
Upon the initiation of motion, all tests produced an immediate negative shift 
in potential, indicative of depassivation, which is consistent with the 
observations made from Procedure B. This remained low for the entire test 
duration indicating that depassivation was sustained. At the cessation of 
motion, the potential was observed to ennoble for the next 10 minutes, 
reaching a value close to that measured at the start of the test. These 
observations were made for tests run both in NaCl(aq) and serum. In serum, 
the initial drop in potential was lower than in NaCl(aq), -450mV as opposed 
to -350mV, towards the end of the test it showed a slight ennoblement of 
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approximately +100mV. The response of the OCP in both test conditions is 
shown in Figure 5.46. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.46: Behaviour of open circuit potential over test duration tested in 
either NaCl(aq) or serum solution at 1Hz for a sliding distance of 144m. 
 
 
A greater negative shift would normally represent a greater rate of anodic 
dissolution, however, measurements of polarisation resistance revealed a 
lower corrosion current in serum than in NaCl(aq). This may be attributed to 
the effects of proteins on the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.47. When passive implant alloys corrode in simulated biological 
solutions, it has been shown that the presence of proteins in bovine serum 
can cause an increase in the anodic Tafel constant and a reduction in the 
cathodic Tafel constant (167), hence the OCP may be lower under sliding in 
serum without the corrosion rate being higher.  
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Figure 5.47: Evans diagram illustrating the effect of protein on the corrosion 
of Co in neutral pH aqueous solution. 
 
 
5.2.4 Corrosion Current 
 
 
Measurements of polarisation resistance were converted into a corrosion 
current over the test duration by using the Stern Geary Equation (3.1). 
Anodic Tafel slopes measured during sliding in serum and NaCl are shown 
in Figure 5.48. Cathodic Tafel slopes measured during sliding in serum and 
NaCl are shown in Figure 5.49. For the calculation of ICorr from Rp, anodic 
and cathodic Tafel constants of approximately 130mV/dec and 250mV/dec 
were measured in serum and approximately 190mV/dec and 150mV/dec 
were measured in NaCl(aq) respectively. The variation in calculated 
corrosion current over the test duration is shown in Figure 5.50.  
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Figure 5.48: Anodic Tafel slopes measured during sliding in Serum (top) and 
NaCl(aq) (bottom). 
 
 
Figure 5.49: Cathodic Tafel slopes measured during sliding in Serum (top) 
and NaCl(aq) (bottom). 
 
In static conditions the average corrosion current was approximately 0.05µA 
in NaCl(aq) and 0.07µA in serum. Upon mechanical depassivation, at the 
pin/plate interface, this immediately increased to 15µA in NaCl(aq) and 6µA 
in serum. It has already been demonstrated that wear was less severe in 
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serum than in NaCl(aq), due to the presence of improved boundary 
lubrication. It follows that the level of wear-induced depassivation in serum is 
less than NaCl(aq), despite serum being slightly more corrosive in static 
conditions. Measurements of Icorr, 15 minutes after motion was stopped, 
showed that complete recovery of the passive film had not taken place in 
either serum or NaCl(aq). Following 15 minutes of film recovery in static 
conditions, Icorr was still substantially greater than it was prior to the onset of 
sliding, remaining at approximately 0.3µA in NaCl(aq) and 0.4µA in serum.  
The increase in load used in Procedure B caused a substantial increase in 
corrosion current compared to Procedure A. This is to be expected because 
the increased contact pressure causes more severe asperity contact in the 
boundary lubrication regime, which leads to more severe abrasion of the 
passive film and hence an increased corrosion current. Compared to 
Procedure A, the results in Procedure B show a greater difference between 
the corrosion current produced in serum compared to NaCl(aq). This could 
be due to two influences. The lubricating effects of proteins may be more 
effective under the more severe loading employed in Procedure B. The 
increased current in Procedure B may have enabled more accurate 
determination of the results compared to Procedure A.  
 
 
Figure 5.50: Behaviour of corrosion current (ICorr) over test duration over 
the test duration tested in either NaCl(aq) or serum solution at 1Hz for a 
sliding distance of 144m. 
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Although tribometer tests are only an approximation to the response of a 
material in vivo, these findings illustrate that the rate of metallic ion release 
remains elevated for some time following periods of mechanical 
depassivation. Interestingly, there was only mild variation in the current 
during dynamic conditions in both serum and NaCl(aq), despite the constant 
reduction of contact pressure throughout the test. An explanation for this 
could be that the increasing surface area offset the decreasing pressures as 
the contact patch between the pin and plate grew with wear. The change in 
theoretical contact pressure, as a result of uniform wear to the pin surface, is 
shown in Figure 4.4.  
The corrosion current over the test duration was converted into a mass loss, 
as mentioned previously, to give the level of damage associated with pure 
corrosion (C) and wear-enhanced corrosion (𝐶). In addition, the mass loss 
associated with 4 hours 15 minutes of corrosion at the static corrosion rate, 
measured at the start of the test, was calculated. This gave the lone 
contribution of pure corrosion (C). The measured mass loss under cathodic 
protection gave the contribution of pure wear (W). This then enabled the 
contribution of corrosion-enhanced wear (𝑊) to be obtained without direct 
measurement (see (2.11) and (2.12)). The percentage contribution of each 
towards the total mass loss is given in Figures 5.51-5.52.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.51: Proportions of total material loss in NaCl(aq). 
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Figure 5.52: Proportions of total material loss in serum. 
 
 
5.2.5 ICP-MS 
 
 
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) of solution 
samples revealed that the highest total concentrations of metal ions were 
found in the tests that had not been cathodically protected. It was also 
shown that for either cathodically protected, or non-cathodically protected 
samples ion release was greater in serum than in NaCl(aq). This trend was 
observed for the release of Co and Cr ions, however the increased ion 
release in serum was more pronounced for Cr than for Co, shown in Figures 
5.53-5.54.  
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Figure 5.53: Measured cobalt ion concentrations measured after a total 
sliding distance of 144m between MoM samples. 
 
 
Figure 5.54: Measured chromium ion concentration measured after a total 
sliding distance of 144m between MoM samples. 
 
From the metal ion measurements, it is possible to infer the amount of 
particle dissolution over the duration of the test. The relative contribution of 
debris dissolution and depassivation to ion release can also be calculated. 
For tests run in the absence of cathodic protection, the concentration of ions 
in solution accounted for 39% and 28% of the total material loss in serum 
and NaCl(aq) respectively. The ions detected were produced by the passive 
dissolution of the alloy outside of the wear scar, the dissolution of the 
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depassivated alloy within the wear scar and the dissolution of the wear 
debris. The contribution to ion release from the passive region was a fraction 
of the pure corrosion and was small enough to be neglected. The relative 
contributions of depassivation and debris dissolution in serum were 19% and 
81% respectively, and 25% and 75% in NaCl(aq) respectively. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.55.  
 
 
Figure 5.55: Sources of metal ions during tribometer testing after a sliding 
distance of 144m between MoM samples. 
 
Cathodic protection inhibits the contribution of depassivation to metal ion 
formation; the ions that are formed are produced by the dissolution of the 
debris. Comparing samples run with and without CP, it can be seen that the 
amount of debris that dissolved was different. For tests run in serum, a 
slightly greater percentage of the debris was ionised with CP (40%) than 
without (34%). However, in NaCl(aq), only a very small proportion of the 
debris was ionised with CP (6%) compared to without CP (8%). These 
observations may be attributed to the effects of corrosion on wear. The 
reactions which cause re-growth of the passive film, and hence oxide 
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generation, are inhibited by CP which may lead to the production of particles 
with a reduced metal-oxide/metal alloy ratio. Particles with a reduced metal-
oxide/metal alloy ratio have a reduced resistance to dissolution, and a 
greater capacity for ion release. These particles would more readily dissolve 
in serum, as studies have shown that metal ion release from CoCr alloys is 
greatly enhanced by the presence of bovine serum albumin (41, 66). 
Another factor that may affect the dissolution rates of particles with CP is the 
effect of particles being trapped in the wear scar, or remaining in contact 
with the plate surface. In the absence of CP, these particles would continue 
to corrode, and may possibly depassivate if they remain in the wear scar. 
However, under the influence of CP, these particles would be protected from 
dissolving for as long as they remain in electrical contact with the polarised 
surface. This may explain the reduction in particle dissolution observed in 
the NaCl(aq) environment whilst under CP. 
It is interesting to observe that, although tests in serum produced lower 
corrosion currents and lower wear rates, the total metallic ion release was 
greater than in NaCl(aq). This can be attributed to the greater chloride 
content in the 25% serum solution compared to the 0.36% NaCl(aq) solution, 
and by the acceleratory effect of proteins on corrosion, as discussed earlier. 
Under free corrosion conditions there was a preferential release of cobalt. 
This is consistent with studies that have investigated the ion release from 
CoCr in simulated physiological solutions. It has been found that the ratio of 
cobalt ion released will exceed its stoichiometric abundance in the alloy in 
both saline and proteinaceous solutions (41, 66). Under the influence of CP 
the ratio of the release of cobalt to chromium was approximately 2:1, which 
is very close to their relative abundance in the alloy. This may indicate, as 
previously mentioned, the influence of CP on the dissolution of particles, 
either by altering their morphology, or by inhibiting their dissolution as they 
remain in contact with the polarised surface. 
It is important to consider that, in serum, only 34% of the debris produced 
had ionised by the end of the 4-hour test; however, the contribution to ion 
release was still a substantial fraction of the total. This may be important 
when considering the use of blood ion concentrations as a diagnostic tool for 
patients with MoM hip replacements. Ion release caused by the latent 
dissolution of particles may exceed that caused by immediate depassivation 
and short-term particle dissolution. As a result, long-term studies on the 
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dissolution of CoCr based particles may be of relevance in interpretation of 
blood-ion concentrations in patients implanted with MoM prostheses. 
 
 
5.3 Tribometer Summary 
 
 
Wear enhanced corrosion can take place in MoP contacts, but is mitigated 
by the adsorption of proteins to the surfaces. 
 
MoM contact results in severe depassivation within the wear scar even 
under low contact pressure, but is exacerbated by an increase in pressure. 
 
The proteins present in serum reduce the level of wear-enhanced corrosion 
between MoM surfaces. 
 
Cathodic protection reduced the total material loss under sliding, due to the 
inhibition of oxidation reactions at the surface. 
 
Pure mechanical wear accounted for 52.9% and 59.2% of the total material 
loss between MoM surfaces in NaCl(aq) and serum respectively. Pure 
corrosion contributed less than 0.1%, and the remaining material loss was 
caused by the synergism between corrosion and wear. 
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Part 2 Hip Simulator Testing 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
A hip simulator allows the testing of actual hip components in conditions 
approximating those found in vivo. Compared to a tribometer, a hip simulator 
provides a more realistic simulation of the operational environment. 
However, the complexity in setting up and instrumenting a hip simulator for 
electrochemical studies make it more time consuming and expensive than a 
tribometer. The hip simulator was used to determine whether the initial 
findings on the tribometer would translate to a more realistic environment, 
and to advance these concepts to a level where they provide useful insights 
about the operation of metal-on-metal joints in vivo. 
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Chapter 6 Hip Simulator Apparatus 
 
 
6.1 Instrumented Hip Simulator 
 
 
All tests were run on a Prosim Deep Flexion hip simulator, shown in Figure 
6.1.  All the components used were 36mm diameter metal-on-metal hip 
bearing surfaces. Cups were cemented into place at a 450 inclination angle 
using polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) bone cement, and heads were 
attached to a resin neck with a 12/14 taper which was screwed into a 
polymer base plate. The whole configuration was sealed within a silicone 
gaiter, as shown. The gaiter was flooded with approximately 450ml of 
lubricant/electrolyte, which was heated to 370C ±0.50C by an external heated 
fan, regulated by an internal thermocouple.  To permit electrochemical 
measurements, the simulator was instrumented with a 3-electrode 
electrochemical cell. In this cell, the hip bearing operated as the working 
electrode.  The combined platinum counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode (supplied by Thermo Scientific) were housed within the gaiter. 
Prior to testing, the potential of the reference electrode was checked and 
noted. This was then repeated at the end of the test and compared to the 
initial value to ensure that the potential had not drifted throughout the 
experiment. All electrodes were connected to an external potentiostat using 
coaxial cable. 
A diagram of the instrumented hip simulator is given in Figure 6.2. The 
simulator was used to provide a load and motion cycle which was 
representative of a normal gait cycle. The periodic loading and displacement 
used over a single cycle are shown in Figure 6.3. The load was applied 
pneumatically and calibrated between each test.  
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Figure 6.1: Components of the Prosim instrumented hip joint simulator. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Diagram of an instrumented hip simulator. 
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Figure 6.3: Hip simulator load and displacement profile shown with the bodily 
planes (168). 
 
 
Two different lubricants were used in the hip simulator. The first was bovine 
serum, diluted to 25% v/v with ultra pure water, and supplemented with 
0.03% v/v sodium azide solution. The second was bovine serum diluted to a 
total protein concentration of 17g/l with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 
supplemented with 0.03% v/v sodium azide solution. The motivation for 
diluting to 17g/l of protein, and diluting with PBS rather than distilled water, 
was that literature has demonstrated that this produces a solution with a 
comparable osmolality to that of natural fluid (117).  
 
 
6.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 
 
A transmission electron microscope (TEM) operates much like an SEM, 
however, the beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra thin sample. 
The beam is then focused onto a fluorescent screen or is detected with a 
charge-coupled device. Since the beam is transmitted, as opposed to 
reflected, a number of techniques can be used in conjunction with TEM. 
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These include electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and selected area 
electron diffraction (SAED). 
Focused ion beam transmission electron microscope (FIBTEM) sections 
were prepared from the femoral heads using an FEI Nova 200 Nanolab dual 
beam scanning electron microscope (SEM)/FIB, fitted with a Kleindiek 
micromanipulator. The ion column was operated at 30kV and 5kV and at 
beam currents between 5nA and 0.05nA, and the electron column at 5kV 
and 29pA. The surface was initially covered in a 40nm gold spluttered 
coating. The site of interest was then protected with a 200nm electron 
deposited platinum layer, and then a 1-micron thick platinum layer deposited 
using the gallium ion beam. Surrounding material was then removed using 
the ion beam, and a section from the site of interest was removed using the 
micromanipulator and attached to a TEM support grid. The section was then 
thinned to <100nm. TEM imaging, SAED and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
mapping was carried out using a FEI Tecnai F20 FEGTEM operated at 
200keV and fitted with a Gatan SC600 CCD camera and a high angle 
annular dark field (HAADF) scanning (S)TEM detector. EELS analysis was 
carried out using a Philips CM200 FEGTEM operated at 197 keV and fitted 
with a Gatan GIF 200 imaging filter. All image, diffraction pattern processing 
and EELS spectrum processing was performed using Gatan Digital 
Micrograph software. Several steps in the sample preparation are illustrated 
in Figure 6.4. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Schematic of basic steps in TEM slide preparation. 
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6.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
 
 
Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) is a technique for determining the 
chemical composition of a material. EELS is a type of absorption 
spectroscopy and is usually employed in a TEM. A beam of electrons is 
allowed to interact with a material, whereupon electrons are scattered. The 
scattered beam is analysed spectroscopically to produce an energy 
spectrum (169).  Electrons are either scattered elastically or inelastically. 
The former are used in imaging and the formation of diffraction patterns, 
whilst the latter are used to form EELS spectra. When a beam of electrons 
interacts with atoms in the sample it is possible for the beam to excite inner 
shell electrons. Species in the beam then lose energy that is equal to the 
ionisation energy of a core electron released as a result of the interaction. 
Electron energy loss is used to identify the particular atoms present within 
the sample. For example, a high volume of transmitted electrons that have 
lost 285eV would indicate the presence carbon (285eV is the ionisation 
energy of a carbon K 1s electron). EELS was performed by an electron 
energy loss imaging filter (Gatan GIF 200) in diffraction mode, with a 
convergence and collection angle of approximately 1 and 1.7 mrads, in order 
to satisfy magic angle conditions for spectroscopy of graphitic materials 
(170). 
 
 
6.4 Selected Area Electron Diffraction 
 
 
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) relies on the wave-like nature of 
an electron beam as it passes through a sample. The sample acts like a 
diffraction grating to the beam, which is scattered according to its De-Broglie 
wavelength. Due to the high accelerating voltages (200keV) used in the 
TEM, electron speeds are great and relativistic effects must be accounted 
for (see Equation (6.1)). Interference of two waves occurs when the path 
difference between them is equal to an integer multiple of their wavelength 
(see Figure 6.5) as demonstrated by Bragg’s law (see Equation (6.2)). 
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 𝜆 =    ℎ𝑚!𝑒𝑈 11+ 𝑒𝑈2𝑚!𝑐!   (6.1) 
 
 𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃   (6.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Bragg diffraction of coherent electron beams, by the 
first two planes of a crystal lattice. 
 
Where, 
λ – Wavelength 
h – Planck’s constant 
m0 – Electron rest mass 
e – Charge on an electron 
U – Accelerating voltage 
c – Speed of light in a vacuum 
n – Integer 
d –Atomic plane spacing 
θ – Angle of incident wave 
  
The diffraction patterns produced by the crystal lattice are unique to its 
crystal structure and can be used to identify it, similarly to X-ray diffraction 
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techniques. The advantage of SAED over X-ray diffraction is that small 
localised areas within a single sample can be identified separately. 
 
 
6.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
 
 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface analysis technique 
capable of measuring the chemical composition, chemical state and bond 
energy of a material, for all elements with the exception of hydrogen and 
helium. XPS takes advantage of the photoelectric effect and a beam of X-
rays is used to liberate photons and electrons from a surface. The X-ray 
energy is known; hence the electron binding energy can be determined by 
Equation (6.3).  
 
 𝐸!"#$"#% =   𝐸!!!"!# −    𝐸!"#$%"& +   𝜙    (6.3) 
 
Where, 
E – Energy  
Φ – Work function of spectrometer 
 
XPS measurements were performed using a VG Escalab 250 XPS with 
monochromated aluminium K-alpha X-ray source. The spot size was 500µm 
with a power of 150W. Detailed spectra of individual peaks were taken at an 
energy of 20eV. Etching was performed using an argon ion gun, calibrated 
to the sample, with a current of 0.1uA per mm2. Binding energy was 
calibrated by setting the carbon 1s peak to 285eV. Detailed spectra had a 
Shirley background fitted to them and peaks were deconvoluted using mixed 
Gaussian-Lorentzian fits (using CASAXPS software). 
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6.6 Previously Mentioned Equipment 
 
 
In addition to the aforementioned equipment, the following equipment was 
also used and has been described in Chapter 3: scanning electron 
microscope, energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer, inductively coupled 
plasma spectrometer and a centrifuge.  
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Chapter 7 Hip Simulator Materials and Methods 
 
 
As with the tribometer, a number of different testing methodologies were 
employed on the hip simulator. These are referred to as Procedure 1, 
Procedure 2 and Procedure 3. 
 
 
7.1 Hip Simulator Procedure 1 (long-term tests performed 
in 25% bovine serum) 
 
 
In this procedure, the lubricant used was a 25% dilution of benchmark foetal 
bovine serum as previously mentioned. Hip bearing surfaces were tested for 
approximately 0.66 million seconds at 1Hz. At approximately 1/3 million 
cycles the test was stopped and the surfaces were rinsed with distilled 
water. The gaiter and base plate were cleaned with Trigene, rinsed and 
reassembled. Throughout the tests the OCP was monitored and sequential 
LPR measurements were performed every 10,000 cycles as described 
previously. Anodic and cathodic Tafel constants were taken as 120mV/dec. 
All measurements were performed on a Solartron SI 1280. Following testing, 
samples were stored in a desiccator in preparation for surface analysis. The 
samples were not weighed, since they were used for surface analysis. 
Hence, no attempt to remove the adhered tribological layers was made 
following testing. The tests conducted are summarised in Table 7.1 
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Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Completed No Yes No No Yes Yes 
Test 
duration 
(s) 
Electrode 
failed at 
200,000s 
662,000 Electrode 
failed at 
90,000s 
Electrode 
failed at 
230,000s 
651,000 661,000 
Ra head 
(nm) 
4.4 4.8 4.3 4.8 4.3 4.3 
Ra cup 
(nm) 
6.6 6.0 6.9 6.1 6.4 6.6 
Clearance 
(μm) 
83.4 69.3 64.0 87.3 74.3 82.3 
Notes      Data not 
available 
for initial 
1000s 
Table 7.1: Testing matrix for Procedure 1. 
 
 
7.2 Hip Simulator Procedure 2 (short-term potentiostatic 
tests) 
 
 
In order to assess the impact of tribology on corrosion over a small time 
scale, a number of short-term tests were performed. In these tests, an 
overpotential of 100mV was applied to the sample and the change in current 
was observed at a high sampling rate. A 100mV overpotential was chosen 
so that passivity was maintained outside of the wear scar but depassivation 
could still take place within the wear scar without producing an excessive 
corrosion current. This was done to observe the effect of both load and 
frequency on the current over a single cycle. The same lubricant and hip 
simulator set up was used as described in the previous procedure 
(Procedure 1). Additionally, a rotary variable resistor was attached to the 
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rear of simulator so that when it oscillated in the sagittal plane the resistance 
was varied. The resister was then connected to a voltage supply so that it 
acted as a potential divider. The oscillating potential output was sampled by 
an Autolab PGstat 101. This enabled measurements of current to be 
synchronised with the gait cycle. Due to the large number of tests being 
performed, a single sample was used to perform all of them. To limit the 
effect of wear on the signal, the conditions that were deemed to be less 
severe were tested first. To further limit the effect of wear on the bearing 
surface, all tests were performed for less than 1000s.  Following testing at 
varying velocity and varying load the sample was removed. Using silicon 
carbide grit paper, the femoral head was roughened to approximately 80-
90nm Ra, then to a coarser 140-179nm Ra. This was done by hand, using 
1500-grit paper and the current was again monitored. The process was then 
repeated using 400-grit paper. The different test variables are summarised in 
Table 7.2. 
 
Conditions 1 Hz Frequency 3.5kN Peak 
Load 
Roughened Surface 
(1Hz 3kN) 
1 1kN peak load 0.5Hz 
frequency 
1500-grit 
(80-90nm Ra) 
2 2kN peak load 0.75Hz 
frequency 
400-grit 
 
3 3kN peak load 1.25Hz 
frequency 
N/A 
(140-179nm Ra) 
Table 7.2: Testing matrix for Procedure 2. 
 
 
7.3 Hip Simulator Procedure 3 (long-term tests performed 
in bovine serum diluted with phosphate buffered saline) 
 
 
In this Procedure, 3 tests were performed under the same simulated gait 
cycle as the previous long-term tests (Procedure 1). The lubricant used 
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differed from that used in Procedure 1; instead European foetal bovine 
serum diluted to 17g/l with PBS was used, as discussed previously. The pH 
was buffered to 7.4 and the conductivity was measured as 14.6mS/cm. 
Tests were run for 1 million cycles in total, but were stopped every 333,000 
cycles to permit replacement of the serum solution. The test samples were 
not removed from the simulator when the serum was replaced. Serum was 
drained from the simulator, and the test cell, then refilled and rinsed with 
distilled water 3 times before refilling with fresh serum. This was done in 
order to minimise disturbance to the tribofilm. At this point, a sample of the 
used serum was taken for ion analysis by (ICP-MS) (as described in section 
3.6). Following testing, surfaces were rinsed with distilled water, weighed. 
After rinsing, the roughness and roundness of the bearing surfaces was 
tested using a Taylor Hobson Talysurf PGI 800. Finally, surfaces of the 
samples were cleaned vigorously with a solution of 5% nitric acid to remove 
most of the adherent protein layer, before repeated profilometry and mass 
loss measurements were undertaken. The third sample was not treated in 
this manner; instead, it was prepared for XPS analysis (as described in 
section 6.5). OCP and LPR were monitored as was described in the 
previous long-term tests (Procedure 1), and Tafel constants were 
determined by anodic and cathodic polarisation during simulated gait. In 
addition potentiostatic current measurements were also taken. All 
measurements were taken on an Autolab PGstat 101. This involved applying 
100mV anodic potential to the sample (similar to the short-term tests 
described in Procedure 2) for 100s. This was performed 10 times throughout 
the entire test, at approximately 100,000-second intervals. Although 
polarisation of the sample can damage the surface, this effect was 
minimised by only applying 100mV for a brief amount of time (0.1% of the 
total test duration). In order to synchronise measurements of current with the 
gait cycle, the same method was employed for the short-term tests 
described in Procedure 2.  
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TEST 1 2 3 
Completed Yes (1 million s) Yes (1 million s) Yes (1 million s) 
ICP-MS Yes Yes Yes 
Weight Loss Cup and Head Cup and Head Cup only 
XPS No No Yes (Head) 
Notes   Lab mishap lost 
data between 
1200-135,000s. 
7.3: Testing matrix for Procedure 3. 
 
To supplement the analysis of the tribological performance of the bearing 
surfaces, the transient EHL models of the THRs under experimental 
conditions were established and solved. In the EHL models, the lubricating 
serum was modelled as an isoviscous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid with 
a viscosity of 0.0009 Pa.s. This is a reasonable approximation due the very 
high shear rates encountered in the joint (171). The CoCr alloy was 
considered as a linear elastic material with the elastic modulus of 210 GPa 
and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The load was the actual loading cycle measured 
from the hip simulator. Only the flexion/extension velocity was considered, 
which was calculated from the actual measurement of the flexion and 
extension angle of the head. The governing equations of the EHL modes 
included the Reynolds equation, film thickness equation and load balance 
equations (172).   
The details of the numerical method can be found elsewhere (173). It is only 
briefly described here. The numerical analyses were performed under a 
spherical coordinate system. The governing equations were non-
dimensionalised to facilitate the numerical analysis and improve the stability 
of the numerical process. A cycle was divided into 128 time steps. At each 
time step, the Reynolds equation was solved using a multi-grid method; the 
elastic deformation of the bearing surfaces was calculated using a multi-level 
multi-integration technique (174, 175), and the load balance was satisfied 
through adjusting the eccentricities of the head according to the calculated 
load components from the film pressure. Three levels of grid were used in 
the multilevel solver. On the finest level, 257 nodes were arranged in both 
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the entraining and side leakage directions (172). Four simulation cycles were 
analysed. 
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Chapter 8 Hip Simulator Results 
 
 
8.1 Electrochemical Results from Procedure 1 (long-term 
tests performed in 25% bovine serum) 
 
 
8.1.1 Initial Response of Current and Potential 
 
 
The measured open circuit potential for the metal-on-metal hip assemblies in 
static conditions was between -27mV and -79mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). This was 
substantially more noble than the standard reduction potentials of the major 
alloying elements of the metal. Such noble potentials indicate that the 
bearing surfaces were covered with a well-developed passive film, inhibiting 
anodic dissolution of the surface. The OCP of the bearings surfaces was 
also nobler than for the MoM pin/plate samples used in the tribometer. This 
would suggest that the passive film developed on the bearings was thicker 
or more uniform than that on the pin/plate. The passive film on the bearings 
was produced during the manufacturing, and passivation, process whilst the 
film on the pin/plate was developed in the laboratory, following the sample 
preparation outlined in section 4.2. 
 
When the hip simulator was started, the motion and loading cycle began 
simultaneously. Initially, the loading cycle was lower than that desired but it 
was continually ramped-up over the first 10 cycles to reach the required 
value. Initiation of the hip simulator produced a simultaneous negative shift 
in the measured OCP, as shown in Figure 8.1. The magnitude of the change 
in OCP from static to dynamic conditions, for the first 10,000 cycles, is 
shown in Figure 8.2. The negative shift in OCP between static conditions 
and that observed after 10,000s was on average -253mV.  The shifts for all 
the tests are shown in Figure 8.2. These observations indicate that the 
passive film was damaged by interaction of the opposing surfaces, leading 
to an increase in oxidation of the base alloy. This is an interesting finding 
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since it demonstrates that, although the hip simulator operated in a different 
lubricating regime to the tribometer, depassivation still occurred.  
 
 
 
Figure 8.1: OCP response over the first 10,000 cycles (2h 47m). 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Shift in OCP from static to dynamic conditions over the first 
10,000 cycles (2h 47m). 
 
 
Depassivation of the surface was confirmed by the observation of a 
decrease in polarisation resistance following the onset of simulated gait. An 
example of this is given in Figure 8.3. The polarisation resistance was used 
to obtain the corrosion current (Icorr), as described in section 4.1.2. It is clear 
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from Figure 8.3 that the signal to noise ratio was large under static 
conditions. This may account for some variation in the calculated corrosion 
currents between separate tests, or in a single test over time. Anodic and 
cathodic Tafel constants of 120mV were used in the determination of the 
corrosion current from LPR data. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.3: LPR measurements under static and dynamic conditions used to 
calculate polarisation resistance (Rp).  
 
The variation in total corrosion current, as a result of wear-induced damage 
to the passive film, is shown on Figure 8.4. It can be seen that, over the first 
10,000s, there was an average increase in the total corrosion current of 
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2.28µA (shown in Figure 8.5). From this, it was possible to estimate the 
average current density in the depassivated region of the surfaces. This is 
illustrated by Equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3). 
 
 
Figure 8.4: Variation of corrosion current over the first 10,000 cycles (2h 
47m). 
 
 
Figure 8.5: Increase in corrosion current over the first 10,000 cycles (2h 
47m). 
 
 𝐼!"## !"#$  !"#$ = 𝑖!"##(!"#$%&!)𝐴!"#$  !"#$     (8.1) 
 
 𝐼!"## !"#"$% = 𝑖!"##(!"#"$%)𝐴!"!#$    (8.2) 
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 𝐼!"##(!"!#$) = 𝑖!"##(!"#"$%) 𝐴!"!#$ −   𝐴!"#$%&#$+    𝑖!"##(!"#$%&')𝐴!"#$%&#$    (8.3) 
 
Where, 
Icorr – Total corrosion current 
icorr – Corrosion current density 
 
The area of the wear scar can be estimated by calculating the size of the 
Hertzian contact patch between the head and cup, then calculating the 
distance that head moves across the cup surface during a single gait cycle. 
This produces a value that is an over estimate of the contact region. Since 
the hip is lubricated, the contact patch is smaller than that predicted by 
Hertzian analysis. Also, the load varies over a single cycle producing a 
changing wear scar size. It is also assumed that the current density on the 
head and cup are equal. Hence, this method gives an estimate of the 
maximum possible wear scar size. Using this method the maximum wear 
scar area was calculated to be 218mm2, which accounted for 3.6% of the 
total exposed bearing surface. 
 
Calculating the current density in this way assumes that it is uniform across 
the wear scar. This is unlikely, since there is a sliding point of contact 
between the surfaces. However, these assumptions give a basis for 
comparison and a similar analysis has been used to analyse other 
tribocorrosion systems (176). What is actually calculated is the average 
current density across the whole wear scar over a number of cycles. Figure 
8.6 shows the variation in the estimated corrosion current density in the load 
bearing conjunction from static to dynamic conditions. Figure 8.7 shows the 
increase in corrosion current density within the wear scar, over the first 
10,000s. By comparing Figures 8.5 and 8.7, it can be seen that the total 
corrosion current increased by just 9.6 times over the first 10,000 cycles, 
whereas the corrosion current density in the wear scar increased by close to 
300 times. The wear scar current density in the hip simulator was 
substantially lower than that produced in the tribometer, by at least an order 
of magnitude. Two points can explain this. In the hip simulator, the current 
density was an underestimate due to the over estimate of the wear scar 
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area. In addition, the lubricating conditions are very much more severe in the 
tribometer as it resides in the boundary regime, hence depassivation is likely 
to be more severe. 
 
 
Figure 8.6: Variation of corrosion current density of the wear scar. 
 
 
Figure 8.7: Increase in wear scar current density over the first 10,000 cycles 
(2h 47m). 
 
Figure 8.6 shows that for two of the tests, the current density within the wear 
scar reduced from that measured immediately after motion was initiated to 
that measured at 10,000s. One cause of this may be the lack of a lubricating 
film under static conditions. Prior to motion, there is no entrainment velocity, 
which according to the modified Dowson-Hamrock equation (Equation 
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(2.10)) gives a predicted film thickness of zero, and hence no lubricating film. 
Hence, the initial cycle is performed in conditions comparable to dry 
conditions, which could result in very severe depassivation of the surface. 
This effect may be mitigated by the ingress of serum proteins into the 
clearance gap during static conditions, which may explain why it did not 
occur in all 5 tests. 
 
 
8.1.2 Response of the current potential throughout the duration 
of the test 
 
 
The long-term data from the tests that were performed for approximately 
667,000 cycles are given below. For ease of interpretation, the corrosion 
current is plotted alongside the OCP for each test individually in Figures 8.8-
8.10. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.8: Variation of OCP and corrosion current throughout test 2. 
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Figure 8.9: Variation of OCP and corrosion current throughout test 5. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.10: Variation of OCP and corrosion current throughout test 6. 
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Figures 8.8-8.10 have been labelled to identify the distinguishing features. 
The OCP and corrosion current under static conditions are circled, and a 
horizontal line has been extended from them. The reduction in OCP and 
corresponding increase in corrosion current are indicated by the vertical 
arrows labelled ‘depassivation’. In each of the tests there was ennoblement 
in the OCP and a corresponding reduction in corrosion current, which have 
been labelled accordingly.  
 
The ennoblement of OCP in all 3 tests occurred between 350,000 and 
450,000 cycles, and was between 169mV and 187mV. The OCP remained 
at an elevated level throughout the remainder of the tests. The ennoblement 
in OCP indicates a reduction in the thermodynamic drive for the surface to 
react. This can be interpreted as a level of recovery of the passive film taking 
place and is consistent with previous findings by Yan et al in both tribometer 
(88, 104, 161) and hip simulator studies (150, 177). A similar trend was 
observed for the corrosion current. Close to the time when the OCP was 
seen to ennoble, there was a reduction in corrosion current. This was more 
difficult to quantify due to the large oscillations in the measured signal. 
Reduction in the corrosion current confirmed, the inference from OCP that 
anodic dissolution of the surface had reduced. This could be caused by a 
number of different phenomena.  
 
• The observed reduction was close to the timescale that has 
previously been reported for the running-in of MoM bearings (20, 92, 
106). If the observed electrochemical response correlated with 
running-in, then the reduction in corrosion could either be attributed to 
mechanical or chemical causes.  
 
• A reduction in surface roughness, or improved clearance or a 
combination of both could reduce the severity of mechanical contact. 
This would have the action of reducing the magnitude of the cyclic 
depassivation within the wear scar. A shift in the 
depassivation/repassivation equilibrium away from depassivation and 
would reduce the corrosion current.  
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• The build-up of tribochemical reaction layers could also produce a 
similar effect. If a tribolayer acted as a solid lubricant interposed 
between the surfaces, it could reduce the level of mechanical 
depassivation. It is worth noting that during the tests, neither the 
corrosion current nor the OCP returned to the levels recorded under 
static conditions. This indicated that, although some reduction had 
occurred, increased dissolution of the surface had arisen. Corrosion 
currents were converted into a cumulative mass loss using the 
Faraday equation (Equation (5.1)). The cumulative mass loss over the 
duration of the 3 tests is shown in Figure 8.11. 
 
 
Figure 8.11: Cumulative electrochemical mass loss of test duration. 
 
It can be seen that there was a remarkable agreement in the results 
between tests 2 and 5, however, the cumulative mass loss from Test 6 was 
substantially lower. It is not clear what caused this, although total weight loss 
measurements from previous studies have been shown to vary substantially 
over the first million cycles (74). From the sample of studies investigated by 
Dowson et al (74), a typical weight loss for a 36mm MoM joint with an 
average minimum film thickness of 18nm would be approximately 7mg for 
the first 0.67M cycles. Hence the amount of material liberated due to 
depassivation accounted for a substantial proportion of the expected total 
material lost over the test duration. 
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8.2 Electrochemical Results from Procedure 2 (short-term 
potentiostatic tests at +100mV Vs OCP) 
 
 
8.2.1 Effect of Varying Load 
 
 
For tests run at a frequency of 1Hz it was seen that increasing the load 
increased the current measured. When sampled at a frequency of 100Hz for 
50s, the average current was 7.12μA, 7.2μA and 9.23μA for peak loads of 
1kN, 2kN, and 3kN. These measured values are more than twice as great as 
those measured in the tests performed for an extended duration using linear 
polarisation. This indicated that enhanced dissolution was caused by the 
applied anodic potential. This is shown in Figures 8.12-8.14. It is clear from 
the figures that there was considerable oscillation of the current over a short 
time interval, as expected signal was cyclic and appeared too regular to be 
attributable to noise. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.12: Potentiostatic current under 1kN peak load at 1Hz. 
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Figure 8.13: Potentiostatic current under 2kN peak load at 1Hz. 
 
 
Figure 8.14: Potentiostatic current under 3kN peak load at 1Hz. 
 
When looking at just 5s worth of data, it can be observed that the current 
followed a defined repetitive pattern at the same frequency as the gait cycle 
(1Hz) (Figures 8.15-8.17). This oscillating current reflected the variation in 
the anodic dissolution of the sample over a single cycle, caused by 
mechanical depassivation.  
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Figure 8.15: 5s of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested under 1kN 
peak load at 1Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
 
 
Figure 8.16: 5s of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested under 2kN 
peak load at 1Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
 
 
Figure 8.17: 5s of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested under 3kN 
peak load at 1Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
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In each case the cyclic pattern appeared to consist of two peaks, with the 
larger of the two being forked. Upon increasing the load, the magnitude of 
whole signal of the current increased rather than just an increase in the 
magnitude of the peak. However, the range of the signal was also increased 
with an increasing load. A single current cycle is shown plotted alongside the 
applied loading cycle in Figure 8.18. 
 
 
Figure 8.18: Potentiostatic current over one cycle synchronised with the 
applied load. 
 
Clearly there was no direct correlation between the instantaneously applied 
load and the simultaneously measured current, but a general increase in 
current with increased load was observed. The increase in average current 
with peak load may be caused by a number of different factors.  
 
• The predicted minimum EHL film thickness under steady load is a 
function of load-0.21 (74) (Equation (2.10)). By reducing the minimum 
EHL film thickness, the lambda ratio is also reduced (Equation (2.7)). 
This causes an increase in the amount of load supported by asperity 
contact, as opposed to that supported by EHL film pressure. In 
addition, under dry contact, the Hertzian contact patch half width (a) 
increases as a function of load1/3, shown in Equation (8.4).  
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• Furthermore, since the load is balanced by the plastic flow stress of 
the surface, increasing the load in dry conditions increases the real 
contact area proportionally. Although the samples were tested in 
lubricated conditions, some mechanical asperity contact took place. 
Since this was altered, the level of mechanical depassivation was 
also altered, giving rise to the measured corrosion current. 
 
 𝑎 =    3𝑤𝑅𝐸! !!   (8.4)  
 
Where, 
a – Contact patch half width 
w - Load 
R – Effective radius 
E’ – Effective elastic modulus 
 
 
8.2.2 The Effect of Gait Frequency 
 
 
The effect of gait cycle frequency was not as clear as the effect of load. The 
average current over 50s when sampled at 100Hz was very similar (6.9µA, 
6.6µA and 6.7µA at gait frequencies of 0.5Hz, 0.75Hz and 1.25Hz 
respectively). This is shown in Figures 8.19-8.21. Although the average 
current for the three conditions did not vary substantially, it can be seen from 
the figures that, at higher gait frequencies, there was a greater range in the 
measured current signal. 
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Figure 8.19: Potentiostatic current under 3.5kN peak load at 0.5Hz. 
 
 
Figure 8.20: Potentiostatic current under 3.5kN peak load at 0.75Hz. 
 
 
Figure 8.21: Potentiostatic current under 3.5kN peak load at 1.25Hz. 
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As before, the current oscillations over a single cycle can be interpreted 
when displayed over a smaller timescale as shown in Figures 8.22-8.24. It 
can be seen that, as gait frequency was increased, the current oscillation 
frequency also increased to match it. At a frequency of 0.5Hz, the current 
response was similar to that observed previously at 1Hz. There were two 
peaks per cycle, with the major occurring at the very start of each, and the 
minor occurring just past the midpoint. At 0.75Hz, the distinction between the 
major and minor peak was less apparent. A cyclic pattern, however, was still 
observed. At a frequency of 1.25Hz, the two-peaked cycle changed to one 
approximating a sinusoidal response, with a maxima located at the centre of 
each cycle. 
 
 
Figure 8.22: 5 cycles of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested 
under a 3.5kN peak load at 0.5Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
 
 
Figure 8.23: 5 cycles of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested 
under a 3.5kN peak load at 0.75Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
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Figure 8.24: 5 cycles of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested 
under a 3.5kN peak load at 1.25Hz overlaid with a 10-point moving average. 
 
The lack of a clear trend between the average current observed over 50s 
and the applied gait frequency can be explained by a number of competing 
factors. In terms of EHL film thickness, a higher gait frequency produces a 
greater entrainment velocity and hence a thicker film. The predicted 
minimum EHL film thickness is a function of angular velocity0.65 (74) 
(Equation (2.10)). This effect would produce a greater average minimum film 
thickness at higher frequencies and reduce the severity of asperity contact, 
since a greater proportion of the load would be supported by fluid pressure. 
A competing factor is that, at higher gait frequencies, the bearing surfaces 
undergo a greater relative sliding distance in the same amount of time. This 
results in a greater amount of wear, and therefore depassivation. A second 
mechanism then arises.  At a higher gait frequency there is less time 
between the femoral head depassivating the same location on the 
acetabular cup. At a higher frequency, there is less time for the passive film 
to regenerate itself between successive cycles; hence, a greater current 
density will flow from the surface. Sun et al (67) demonstrated that cobalt 
chromium repassivates over a period of seconds following micro abrasion in 
solutions of NaCl and bovine serum. Where this was the case, repassivation 
produces an exponential decay in the corrosion current. An illustration of the 
repassivation process following abrasion is demonstrated in Figure 8.25. 
The small amount of change in the average current suggests that, over the 
range of frequencies tested, these factors largely cancel one another out. 
However, the change in appearance of the cyclic current response suggests 
that the depassivation mechanism was altered. Another factor, which is 
difficult to quantify, is the production of wear debris generated within the 
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bearing. Debris with a diameter greater than the minimum film thickness may 
cause depassivation when trapped in the joint capsule. At greater gait 
frequencies, the egress of the debris may be affected, as well as the particle 
morphology itself. Bowsher et al (96) demonstrated that, by altering the gait 
cycle, particle morphology was dramatically changed. 
 
   
 
Figure 8.25: Depassivation/repassivation of a surface. 
From Figure 8.25, the distance d depends on the sliding velocity (v1) and the 
rate of repassivation (v2). When reciprocating across a wear path of length 
d, the sliding velocity and repassivation velocity will determine the thickness 
of the passive layer (h) at a given location.  
 
 
8.2.3 The Effect of Bearing Roughness 
 
 
The effect of roughening the femoral head on the potentiostatic current 
signal is shown in Figures 8.26-8.27. The average currents over 100s were 
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8.79µA and 5.95µA respectively after roughening using 1500-(85nm Ra) and 
400-grit -(155nm Ra) SiC paper, respectively. The peak load was 3kN and 
the gait frequency was 1Hz. Surprisingly, roughening of the surface did not 
produce an increase in corrosion current when compared to that measured 
at 1Hz and a 3kN maximum load. As mentioned previously, all tests were 
performed on a single bearing surface; hence in the later tests the surfaces 
had already been subjected to wear and corrosion. It was unexpected that 
upon increasing the roughness of the surface from that obtained by 1500-grit 
SiC paper to that obtained by 400-grit SiC paper, the average current was 
substantially reduced. Figures 8.26-8.27 both demonstrate a fairly constant 
current over 100s. This suggests that the effect of gradual wear did not 
cause the observations made, and it was caused by the increase in surface 
roughness. 
 
 
Figure 8.26: Potentiostatic current under 3kN peak load at 1Hz after 
roughening with 1500-grit SiC paper. 
 
 
Figure 8.27: Potentiostatic current under 3kN peak load at 1Hz after 
roughening with 400-grit SiC paper. 
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Upon roughening the femoral head, the current exhibited a repetitive 
response at the gait frequency as was previously observed prior to 
roughening. The response contained the characteristic two-peaked profile 
previously mentioned, with peak positions occurring in similar locations 
throughout the cycle (see Figures 8.28 and 8.29). Interestingly, the signal 
resembled that produced at the same load and frequency prior to 
roughening. This is a significant finding. Prior to roughening, the surface 
roughness was below 10nm Ra on both the head and cup, however, 
following roughening this was substantially increased. The increase in 
roughness was sufficient to shift the theoretical lubrication regime towards 
more severe mixed lubrication. The only manifestation of the increase in 
contact severity was a sharpening of the measured signal. This suggests 
that the damage mechanism taking place was similar in both smooth and 
roughened systems. This may be explained by the presence of proteins. 
Although the minimum lubricating film thickness was predicted to be several 
tens of nanometres the protein molecules will result in a greater separation 
than this. It has been shown that protein lubricating films will behave 
differently to the EHL film (120, 132, 133), and can separate surfaces even 
when there is no entrainment velocity (81). Although, it must be considered 
that these findings were reported under steady-state conditions between a 
ball and plate configuration. It is feasible that at all points throughout the 
cycle the surfaces were partially separated by a combined proteinaceous 
and elastohydrodynamic film, whether they were roughened or smooth, 
hence the current cycle measured did not differ as dramatically as may have 
been expected.  
The observation of decreasing current when surface roughness was 
increased, by using 1500-grit paper to 400-grit paper was unexpected. 
Classic lubrication analysis would suggest that a higher surface roughness 
would result in a greater degree of mechanical contact and hence 
depassivation. However, it has been demonstrated that upon increasing the 
nano-scale roughness of a metallic surface, the adsorption of bovine serum 
albumin was dramatically increased (178, 179). For platinum samples, it was 
found that an increase in surface Ra from 1.49nm to 4.62nm caused an 
increase in adsorption (normalised against increased surface area) by up to 
34%, depending on the total protein concentration (178). Another possible 
explanation for the decreased current at an increased roughness could be 
the change in contact mechanics. By artificially roughening the surface the 
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asperity geometry may be altered in such a way that the net depassivation 
was less severe despite more severe contact taking place at asperity tips. 
The work of Johnson et al (180) suggests that asperity stiffness is 
considerably less than EHL film stiffness and large deformation occurs 
across them. This could alter the relative contribution of wear, corrosion and 
the synergy between the two. Hence, the total wear could be increased, 
despite a lower corrosion current being observed. This is illustrated in Figure 
8.30. 
 
 
Figure 8.28: 5s of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested under 3kN 
peak load at 1Hz after roughening with 1500-grit SiC paper overlaid with a 
10-point moving average.  
 
 
Figure 8.29: 5s of potentiostatic current sampled at 100Hz, tested under 3kN 
peak load at 1Hz after roughening with 1500-grit SiC paper overlaid with a 
10-point moving average. 
 
If the ratio between the total material removed and the amount of passive 
film removed is varied, it could affect the contribution of corrosion towards 
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material degradation. A situation could then arise in which an increase in the 
wear rate may not be related directly to an increase in the measured 
corrosion current.  
 
 
 
Figure 8.30: Asperity contact between rough and smooth surfaces. 
 
 
The potentiostatic current measurements exhibit important and consistent 
features. The current varies over a single cycle, and this variation is affected 
by altering the simulator operating parameters (motion and load). The signal 
was also sensitive to roughening from 1200- to 400-grit SiC polishing paper. 
Analysis of these competing parameters is not trivial as they combine 
complex tribological concepts with depassivation kinetics.  
These new findings on the interaction between tribology, corrosion and 
depassivation are most significant. 
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8.3 Electrochemical Results from Procedure 3 (long-term 
tests performed in bovine serum diluted with phosphate 
buffered saline) 
 
 
8.3.1 Initial Features Response of Current and Potential 
measurements 
 
 
The OCP in static conditions was on average -98mV (see Figure 8.31), 
which is slightly less noble than that observed in the previous long-term tests 
(Procedure 1). The different lubricant used in the two procedures can explain 
this, specifically the interactive effects of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) on CoCr. Munoz et al (42) demonstrated 
that phosphates can shift the OCP to nobler potentials, but the effect is 
reversed upon the addition of BSA. BSA and phosphates are both negatively 
charged at pH 7.4 and competitively adsorb onto the alloy surface. When 
this occurs, the role of albumin as an anodic catalyser dominates over the 
reduced mass transport caused by the two species. The overall effect is a 
reduction in OCP. It should be noted, here, that other studies suggest that 
competitive adsorption does not occur between albumin and phosphates 
and that protein concentration had no significant effects on corrosion current 
(181). The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy results presented, 
however, show that for solutions of 0.1M PBS the addition of bovine calf 
serum caused a reduction to Rf (the passive film resistance) by up to 23% 
(181). Although this change is not as substantial as that reported by Munoz 
et al (42), it demonstrates that BSA does affect the system, and hence must 
adsorb on to the surface. 
 
Upon initiation of the loading cycle, the OCP shifted in the negative direction. 
This is consistent with the observations made in section 8.1 and was not 
unexpected, considering that the conditions were very similar, with the only 
variation being the serum solution used. The results are shown in Figure 
8.32, it can be seen that there is limited data available for ‘Test 3’ this was 
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the result of a disruption to the measurement of corrosion which resulted in 
an absence of data between 1200s and 135,000s. 
 
Figure 8.31: OCP in static conditions. 
 
 
Figure 8.32: OCP response over the first 10,000s (2h 46m). 
 
The immediate negative shift in potential associated with depassivation was 
approximately -300mV (see Figure 8.33). This was a marginally greater shift 
than that observed over the first 10,000s for the un-buffered tests in 
Procedure 1. This may be attributable to the different lubricant used. By 
using PBS to dilute the serum, as opposed to distilled water, the osmolality 
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of the solution was increased. This is manifested as an increase in the 
chloride ion concentration and the presence of phosphate ions (which were 
not present in the two previous procedures). In addition there is also a higher 
concentration of bovine serum albumin (17g/l as opposed to 11.1g/l), which 
has been shown to catalyse anodic dissolution of the alloy (42). 
 
 
Figure 8.33: Immediate shift in OCP caused by depassivation. 
 
The negative shift in OCP was met by a corresponding increase in corrosion 
current as discussed previously. The increase in corrosion current over the 
first 10,000s for Test 1 and Test 2 was 6.9µA and 7.7µA correspondingly 
(see Figure 8.34). As before, the current density can be estimated for the 
wear scar, (see in Figure 8.35). Both the current and wear scar current 
density were much greater than for any of the long-term tests conducted in 
un-buffered 25% serum solution (Procedure 1). An increase in corrosion 
current could be caused in two ways; a greater amount of depassivation 
could take place, the removal of more of the passive film, or a greater 
amount of alloy dissolution giving an equal amount of depassivation. The 
former relates to the lubricating properties of serum proteins and 
phosphates, whilst the latter relates to the corrosive properties of the 
lubricant.  
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Figure 8.34: Variation of corrosion current over the first 10,000s (2h 46m). 
 
 
Figure 8.35: Variation of corrosion current density, in the wear scar, over the 
first 10,000s (2h 46m). 
 
Phosphates adsorb strongly onto CoCr surfaces (42, 181). The presence of 
phosphates may reduce the total protein adsorption on to the surface, via 
competitive adsorption. As discussed in section 2.4.8, adsorbed proteins can 
act as boundary lubricants between CoCr sliding interfaces, thus reducing 
wear, and also reducing depassivation (128, 129, 134). These actions may 
explain the observation of increased corrosion currents compared to those 
measured in un-buffered 25% serum solution (Procedure 1). Alternatively, 
the increased current could be a purely attributable to changes in the serums 
properties as an electrolyte.  This could be caused by the increased 
corrosivity of the different serum solution used. The corrosivity caused by the 
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increase in both protein and chloride concentration could offset the anodic 
inhibition caused by phosphate adsorption. This would also explain the more 
negative OCP measured in static conditions. Hence both chemical and 
mechanical factors may be relevant. 
As with the previous long-term tests (Procedure 1), the corrosion current 
was calculated from linear polarisation resistance (LPR) measurements with 
Tafel constants calculated from Tafel plots performed at the end of the 
experiment. Example LPR plots taken in static and dynamic conditions are 
shown in Figures 8.36 and 8.37, Figure 8.38 shows an example Tafel plot. 
As can be seen in Figures 8.36 and 8.37, noise was fairly large compared to 
the measured signal. Every effort was made to increase the signal to noise 
ratio, but, when measuring such low currents in a dynamically changing 
environment, there will always be difficulties in obtaining clean data. For this 
reason, it must be accepted that corrosion currents obtained from LPR 
measurements in these conditions contain a level of error. For the purpose 
of observing general trends in corrosion behaviour this does not pose an 
issue. It is more pertinent when attempting to convert corrosion 
measurements into an electrochemical mass loss. When this was the case it 
was assumed that due to the large amount of LPR measurements taken per 
test (approximately 100), errors due to noise or poor signal would largely 
average out.  
 
 
Figure 8.36: Linear polarisation in static conditions. 
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Figure 8.37: Linear polarisation in dynamic conditions at 5000s (1h 23m) and 
250,000s (2d 21h 26m). 
 
 
Figure 8.38: Tafel slope measured during normal simulated gait whilst 
lubricated with serum diluted with phosphate buffered saline following 
approximately 950,000s (10d 23h 53m). 
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8.3.2 Response of Current and Potential Over The Test Duration 
 
 
The variation of both calculated corrosion current and OCP is shown for 
each of the three tests in Figures 8.39-8.41. 
 
 
Figure 8.39: Variation of OCP and corrosion current over the duration of test 
1, during normal simulated gait whilst lubricated with serum diluted with 
phosphate buffered saline. 
 
Figure 8.39 shows a similar variation in corrosion current and open circuit 
potential as was observed in the previous long-term tests (Procedure 1). 
Initial depassivation occurred when the motion was initiated, shown by a 
negative shift in OCP and an increase in corrosion current. For the following 
400,000 cycles (4d 15h 7m) there were large oscillations in both potential 
and current, although the values of each suggest that the bearing was in a 
state of depassivation. Following 400,000s (4d 15h 7m), partial repassivation 
appeared to have occurred, evident in the ennoblement in OCP and 
reduction in current.  For the remainder of the test, the oscillation in OCP 
and corrosion current was diminished and the magnitudes of each suggest 
that the bearing remained in a state of partial repassivation. There was a 
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small temporary increase in current, which occurred at approximately 
670,000 cycles (7d 18h 7m), corresponding to the second time the serum 
was changed. 
 
 
Figure 8.40: Variation of OCP and corrosion current over the duration of test 
2, during normal simulated gait whilst lubricated with serum diluted with 
phosphate buffered saline. 
 
Figure 8.40 shows that a more complex oscillation of current and OCP 
occurred for the second test than the first test. The same depassivation 
observations were made following the initial onset of the simulated gait 
cycle, shown by the arrows labelled P1 and C1. However, a large period of 
partial repassivation followed until approximately 330,000 cycles (3d 20h 
30m), which corresponds to the first time the serum was changed. The 
current subsequently increased (arrow C3) and the OCP shifted in the 
negative direction (arrow P3). What followed were large fluctuations in 
current and potential, of similar magnitude to that of the first 400,000 cycles 
(4d 15h 7m) of Test 1 (Figure 8.39). Towards the final 300,000 cycles (3d 
11h 20m), the general current trend appeared to have reduced somewhat 
(arrow C4), and the OCP shifted slightly in the noble direction, but neither 
appeared to have reached a steady state.  
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Figure 8.41: Variation of OCP and corrosion current over the duration of test 
3, during normal simulated gait whilst lubricated with serum diluted with 
phosphate buffered saline.  
 
Figure 8.41 shows the variation of current and OCP for the test. As 
mentioned previously, due to a disruption to measurement by the 
potentiostat there was no electrochemical data available for the period at the 
start of the test following the initial depassivation. In this period, however, the 
simulator was not stopped and the gait cycle continued; the only lapse was 
in the sampling of data. Following the recommencement of the signal, it can 
be seen that temporary ennoblement appeared to have occurred, as was 
seen in the previous test (Figure 8.40). This came to an abrupt end close to 
200,000 cycles (2d 7h 33m). At this point there was a sharp negative shift in 
OCP (arrow P1) and a sharp increase in current (arrow C1). Repair of the 
passive film then appeared to occur between 350,000 (4d 1h 13m) and 
400,000 cycles (4d 15h 7m). Arrow P2 shows ennoblement in OCP at this 
time, corresponding to the first time the serum was changed. This 
ennoblement lasted until around 500,000 cycles (5d 18h 53m). 
Depassivation then occurred again, resulting in corrosion currents 
approaching 9µA. This period of increased corrosion was short-lived, and 
the current returned to less than 2µA (arrow C3) where it remained for the 
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remainder of the test. This was mirrored in the behaviour of the OCP, which 
stayed at a noble potential for the final 300,000 cycles (3d 11h 20m).  
 
 
8.3.3 Response of Potentiostatic Current over the duration of the 
tests 
 
 
Figure 8.43 shows the average potentiostatic current over the duration of 
each of the three tests. Each data point represents the average current 
measured over a period of 100s at an applied potential of 100mV (Vs OCP). 
It can be seen that the shape of potentiostatic current over a single test 
resembled the general shape of the corrosion current for each of the tests 
shown in Figures 8.39-8.41. The magnitude of the current, however, was 
increased by the 100mV applied potential. The peak currents measured 
during potentiostatic polarisation were approximately double those 
measured under free corrosion conditions (corrosion current – Icorr). This 
effect is quantified by the Butler Volmer equation (Equation (10.2)) and is 
illustrated in Figure 8.42. Viewing the data in this way does little more than 
confirm the trends in corrosion current obtained through linear polarisation. 
In order to gain more information regarding the transient cyclic current, the 
data must be viewed over a smaller time scale. 
 
 
I – External current density caused by applied overpotential 
Icorr – Total corrosion current 
α – Symmetry coefficient 
F – Faraday constant 
η – Dynamic viscosity 
R – Ideal gas constant 
T – Temperature 
 𝐼 =    𝐼!"## 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝛼𝑛𝐹𝜂/𝑅𝑇 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 1− 𝛼 𝑛𝐹𝜂/𝑅𝑇    (8.5) 
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Figure 8.42: Tafel slope measured during normal simulated gait whilst 
lubricated with serum diluted with phosphate buffered saline following 
approximately 950,000s (10d 23h 53m). Indicating the polarisation potential 
of the potentiostatic measurements. 
 
 
Figure 8.43: Variation of the potentiostatic current (averaged over each 100s 
measurements) over the three test durations.  
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When viewing the potentiostatic current over just a few seconds it can be 
seen that they took three forms. The first resembled the current trends 
observed from the previous short-term tests (Procedure 2). The current 
appeared to have cyclic periodicity equal to that of the gait frequency. The 
second was a current trace whose oscillations appeared to be noise, and 
showed no clear periodicity. The final was somewhere in between the 
previous two. Some periodicity could be identified, but no clear cyclic pattern 
was discerned. An example of each of the three trends is shown in Figure 
8.44. Generally, a clear repetitive pattern was observed when the current 
was high. Little or no cyclic periodicity was usually associated with a low 
average current. The presence of periodicity for each of the potentiostatic 
current measurements is indicated in Figure 8.45. 
 
 
Figure 8.44 Potentiostatic current measurements showing varying levels of 
periodicity. 
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Figure 8.45: Variation of potentiostatic current with periodicity of signal 
indicated. 
 
It can be seen that with the exception of two points, average potentiostatic 
current measurements below 4μA displayed no periodicity. Whilst all 
measurements above 4μA displayed at least some periodicity, and high 
average current measurements (above 14μA) all demonstrated clear 
periodicity. It should be noted that periodic trends were not all identical, 
although some similar features were identified. The location of minima and 
maxima during a cycle did not vary greatly from one measurement to the 
next, or indeed from one test to another. Figures 8.46-8.48 show 4s of data 
from potentiostatic measurements that displayed clear periodicity (as 
indicated in Figure 8.45)  
Initially, plots were measured at a higher frequency of 40Hz, this was later 
reduced to 20Hz to make the current trend easier to observe without the 
need for plotting a moving average. Measurements taken during a single test 
have been plotted on the same figure. The Y-axis has been made arbitrary 
to facilitate comparison. The X-axis has been normalised to show the point 
at which current maxima and minima occur over a single gait cycle, that is to 
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say, the gait cycle has been synchronised with the electrochemical 
measurements. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.46: Periodic current measurements for Test 1, sampled at 40Hz 
and overlaid with a 4-point moving average. Numbers correspond to those 
labelled on Figure 8.45. 
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Figure 8.47: Periodic current measurements for Test 2 sampled at 20Hz. 
Numbers correspond to those labelled on Figure 8.45. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.48: Periodic current measurement for test 3 sampled at 20Hz. 
Numbers correspond to those labelled on Figure 8.46. 
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It can be seen from Figures 8.46-8.48 that the current trend experiences a 
minima between 0.75s and 0.9s into the cycle. In addition the maxima often 
appears as two or perhaps three peaks, with the first occurring between 0.1s 
and 0.2s and the others following just after the midpoint of the cycle. The 
measurement shown in Figure 8.48 appears to contain a single broad 
maxima, however, upon close inspection three shallow peaks can be 
perceived within it. Differences in the signal can arise when comparing the 
data sampled at 40Hz to that sampled at 20Hz. Although a 4-point average 
serves to elucidate the general trend of the data it does not give a direct 
comparison of it.  
 
It is interesting to see that during a single 1 million-cycle test, there are 
periods when the current is strongly influenced by the gait cycle and there 
are periods when it appears to be independent. Furthermore, when a strong 
dependence is observed, the current tends to be much greater than when no 
dependence is observed. It was found that when mechanically induced 
depassivation occurred, the corrosion current was also increased. Hence it 
may be inferred, that the periodic current signal is caused by periodic 
changes in the intensity of depassivation over a single gait cycle. Both load 
and velocity vary as a function of time in the latter case. Their interaction 
affects a number of different parameters that can influence depassivation 
kinetics such as: EHL film thickness, Hertzian contact area, actual contact 
area and contact pressure. In addition, the relative influence of these 
parameters would be expected to vary throughout the tests. This is caused 
by wear of the bearing surfaces. Wear causes changes to both the surface 
texture and the geometrical form of the bearing, and causes the production 
of debris at the interface. These changes influence both the contact 
mechanics and the lubrication regime, hence it is no surprise that the exact 
current signal changes from one measurement to the next. It is also of 
interest to seek an explanation for reductions in current. The association 
between low average current and the lack of periodicity within the current 
measurement suggest that some form of interruption to the mechanical 
depassivation cycle may have taken place. This could, for example, occur if 
the separation of the surfaces was enhanced by the interposition of a 
lubricating tribofilm, or an increase in the lubricant film thickness.  
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8.4 Degradation and material loss from Procedure 3 (long-
term tests performed in bovine serum diluted with 
phosphate buffered saline). 
 
 
8.4.1 Mass Loss 
 
 
To assess the level of damage to the material surfaces, the head and cup 
from Tests 1 and 2 were weighed and the surface roughness was measured. 
This was not done for Test 3 as it was used for surface analysis as 
discussed later. In all 3 tests the metal ion concentrations were measured at 
1/3, 2/3 and 1 million cycles. Mass loss and profilometry measurements 
were performed following rinsing in distilled water, then repeated following a 
more thorough cleaning with 5% nitric acid. Cleaning in acid was necessary 
to remove the tribofilm from the surface, which developed during the test. 
The presence and composition of the tribofilm is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 9. Figure 8.49 shows the mass loss over the duration of Test 1 and 
Test 2, following both rinsing and thorough cleaning.  
 
 
Figure 8.49: Total mass loss from Test 1 and Test 2. 
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It can be seen from Figure 8.49 that for both tests the head sustained a 
greater material loss than the cup. During motion, the load is applied 
vertically through the taper of femoral head, which differs from the loading 
experienced in vivo. This results in a contact point on the top pole of the 
femoral head regardless of the angle of flexion or extension. This causes it 
to be in a state of nearly constant depassivation. Whilst on the cup the 
contact point moves, consequently at a fixed location a 
depassivation/repassivation shifting equilibrium is established. Therefore, 
the degradation mechanism governing material loss is slightly different on 
the femoral head and the acetabular cup. 
Figure 8.49 clearly demonstrates that the mass of the tribofilm is not trivial. 
By thoroughly cleaning the surfaces with a dilute nitric acid solution, 
approximately 1.5mg of additional material was removed. This was evident 
to the naked eye as the removal of a cloudy non-reflective layer from the 
whole surface, as well as dense black smears from around the wear scar. 
The total material losses of 3.9mg and 3.8mg in tests 1 and 2 give 
volumetric material losses of 0.47mm3 and 0.45mm3 respectively. These 
values are within the range of data analysed by Dowson (74). 
 
 
8.4.2 Surface Roughness 
 
 
Figure 8.50 gives the surface roughness values at the start of each test, then 
following rinsing and following thorough cleaning. Roughness was measured 
from three Talysurf line profiles taken from each head and cup.  
The pre-test average surface roughnesses were between 4-7nm for all the 
surfaces measured. This is typical of current MoM bearing surfaces. Cups 
were slightly smoother than heads, but the difference was marginal. 
Following testing, the adherence of a substantial tribofilm increased the 
roughness of all the surfaces. It should be considered that although the 
profilometer imparts a low (10mN) load, its small (2µm radius) tip produces a 
large pressure, which may scratch the tribofilm during measurement 
(although this was not evident that this had occurred). This increase was 
markedly greater for the bearing used in Test 2. Following the removal of the 
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tribofilm, by cleaning with acid, the measured surface roughnesses were 
reduced. There was, however, an overall gain in the roughness of all the 
surfaces. Other studies have shown that following hip simulator testing, the 
surface roughness generally may decrease (26, 92) or increase (20, 26, 92). 
Most of the surfaces remained fairly smooth with Ra <15nm. The surface of 
cup 2, however, was an exception to this. Its roughness (Ra) increasing to 
30nm. 
 
 
Figure 8.50: Surface roughness measured before testing and following it. 
 
 
8.4.3 Bearing Clearance 
 
 
The sphericity of the bearing surfaces were obtained from the profilometry 
traces. By subtracting the radii of the head from that of its corresponding cup 
the clearance of the assembly was obtained. Following testing, material loss 
caused local changes in the radii in the vicinity of the wear scars of both 
cups and heads. This was also measured, giving the effective clearance 
within the wear scar following testing. The measurements of clearance prior 
to testing, and from the wear scar following both rinsing and thorough 
cleaning are shown in Figure 8.51.  
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Figure 8.51: Diametrical clearance prior to, and following testing. 
 
Following testing the diametrical clearance between the surfaces was found 
to have reduced. This is caused by an increase in radius on the head and a 
decrease in radius on the cup. Figure 8.51 shows that the clearance was 
lower when the tribofilm was present compared to when it was removed with 
dilute acid. Figure 8.53 and Figure 8.52 illustrate how these conformal 
changes to the bearing surface occur. According to EHL theory, an increase 
in the conformity between surfaces produces an increase in the lubricating 
film thickness. This is discussed in more detail in section 8.5. 
 
 
Figure 8.52: Tribofilm remains on surface following their separation. 
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Figure 8.53: Conformal changes within the bearing following material loss 
and removal of the tribofilm. 
 
 
8.4.4 Metal Ion Release 
 
 
Figure 8.54 shows the different concentrations of metallic ions measured in 
each test solution by ICP-MS. In each case the major species present were 
cobalt, followed by chromium and finally molybdenum.  
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Figure 8.54: Metal ion concentrations measured from the bulk solution at 
333k, 666k and 1 million cycles for each of the 3 tests. 
 
The percentages of each element are shown in Figure 8.55 and can be 
compared with their abundance within the base alloy. The relative 
percentages of cobalt, chromium and molybdenum found in the alloy are as 
follows: 60.7%-69%, 26%-31.1% and 5%-7.2% respectively. 
 
It follows that the measured concentrations of cobalt and chromium ions 
were equal or less than their stoichiometric proportions within the alloy. 
Molybdenum, was measured in slightly greater proportions in the ions. This 
could indicate one of three things.  
• Molybdenum was preferentially removed from the alloy,  
 
• Cobalt/chromium ions were removed from the sample, 
 
• There was a source of ions present in the solution prior to testing.  
 
ICP-MS measurements of the PBS solution prior to testing gave metal ion 
concentrations of 3.36, 0.12, and 1.57ppb for Cr, Co and Mo respectively. 
These low levels could provide some distortion or the results, but are not 
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great enough to increase the perceived concentration of Mo ions from below 
7.2% to above 10%. It is known that proteins present in bovine serum will 
react with metal ions (41, 182). In the ICP-MS sample preparation the 
proteins are extracted from the solution. This results in extraction of any 
bound metal ions.  
From Figure 8.54, it follows that there was a general trend of decreasing 
metal ion release as the tests progressed. This supported the 
electrochemical observations, which demonstrated that there was a 
decrease in corrosion current as the test progressed, and an ennoblement in 
OCP.  
 
 
Figure 8.55: Ion percentages measured from the bulk solution at 333k, 666k 
and 1 million cycles for each of the 3 tests. 
 
The measurements of corrosion current throughout the test were converted 
into a rate of mass loss using Faradays equation, (Equation (5.1)). This was 
then be compared to the progressive increase in the mass of metallic ions in 
the solution measured by ICP-MS. ICP-MS can be used to calculate the total 
mass of ions arising from both dissolution of the alloy surface and dissolution 
of particulate debris. Whereas the mass loss calculated from the corrosion 
current is only a measure of the dissolution of the bearing surfaces. The 
formation of ions from surface dissolution is calculated from the corrosion 
current. This is illustrated in Figure 8.56.  
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Figure 8.56: Sources of metal ions and techniques to measure them. 
 
 
The progressive accumulation of ionic mass in the serum solution for each 
test is shown above the progressive release of ionic mass due to the 
corrosion current in Figure 8.57. As ‘Test 3’ contains an incomplete data set 
(as previously explained) the data was linearly interpolated between t=1200s 
(20m) and t=135,000s (1d 13h 30m). It is fully acknowledged that this may 
give rise to inaccuracies and has been considered in the analysis of the 
results. 
As expected, Figure 8.57 demonstrates that the total mass of Co, Cr and Mo 
ions in the solution was markedly greater than the total release of ions from 
the bearing surface. The additional ions measured in the solution can be 
attributed to the dissolution of surface debris particulates. An interesting 
point to consider is the similarity in the trend of cumulative mass loss from 
corrosion and cumulative metal ion loss (particularly for Test 1 and Test 2. It 
is not as clear for Test 3, which may be ascribed to the missing corrosion 
data). This suggests that ions are liberated by particle dissolution within a 
short time frame, relative to the length of the test. If particle dissolution was a 
slow progress there would be a lag in the trend between the two graphs 
shown in Figure 8.57. The percentage contributions of particle dissolution 
and surface dissolution to total solution ion concentration are shown in 
Figure 8.58. 
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Figure 8.57: Cumulative mass loss due to corrosion (measured by LPR)  
(top) and ionic mass accumulation in solution (bottom) throughout the test 
duration (measured by ICP-MS). 
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Figure 8.58: Percentage composition of particle and surface dissolution to 
total solution ion concentration for tests 1 2 and 3 at 333,000s (3d 20h 30m), 
666,000s (7d 17h) and 1 million seconds of testing (11d 13h 19m). 
 
For each of the three tests, the percentage of ions attributable to particle 
dissolution declined over the course of time. This may reflect a change in the 
mechanisms governing particle generation. It is possible that there was a 
progressive reduction in either the quantity or the average size of particles 
produced. Since the serum was changed every 1/3 of a million cycles, only 
surface changes could affect the degradation mechanism. These could 
either be geometrical changes such as reduced conformity or increased 
roughness, or they could be attributable to the development of a 
tribochemical layer.   
By the end of the test it was apparent that metal ions were liberated in 
almost equal abundance, from both the surface and the debris. This is a 
noteworthy finding, and may be significant for the reduction of metal ion 
release from future metallic bearing designs. 
In addition, it was possible to determine the individual contributions of pure 
corrosion (C), tribologically enhanced corrosion (CW), and the sum of pure 
wear and corrosion enhanced wear (W+WC), as shown in Equation (2.11) 
and Equation (2.12). Since the bearing surface used in ‘Test 3’ was reserved 
for XPS analysis, this procedure was only followed for Test 1 and Test 2. 
The results of which are shown in Figure 8.59. 
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Figure 8.59: Contribution of corrosion towards total material loss for Test 1 
and Test 2. 
 
Pure corrosion was calculated by extrapolating the corrosion rate in static 
conditions, measured at the start of the test, over the test duration. 
Corrosion enhanced by wear was taken as the corrosion rate measured over 
the test duration minus the calculated pure corrosion. These measures of 
corrosion were converted into mass loss, as previously described, and 
subtracted from the total measured mass loss. This gave the combined 
contribution of pure wear and wear enhanced by corrosion. These two terms 
could not then be further separated without performing additional tests in the 
complete absence of corrosion.  
In both tests pure corrosion accounted for approximately 1% of the total 
material loss. This is perhaps larger than expected, given that CoCr is 
considered a passive alloy. However, it should be considered that 
measurements of the passive current may contain a large amount of error 
due to the difficulty in accurately measuring such low values of current.  
Wear enhanced corrosion accounted for between 12-13% of the total mass 
loss over the test duration. This was greater than the fraction measured by 
Sun in a pin-on-disc tribometer. During 3-body abrasion of CoCr in serum, 
Sun (166) measured it as between 1.5-2.8% depending on the lubricant 
used. 
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8.5 Elastohydrodynamic film modeling 
 
 
I would like to thank Dr Qingen Meng for running the simulations to 
determine the EHL film thickness discussed in this subsection. 
The elastohydrodynamic film profile was computed using the velocity and 
loading cycle given in Chapter 6 with the omission of axial displacement. 
Results were produced for bearings with diametrical clearances of 85μm, 
and 58.5μm. The larger clearance reflects that of the bearing prior to wear, 
whilst the reduced clearance reflects that following conformal changes 
caused by wear. Figure 8.60 and 8.61 show the variation in minimum EHL 
thickness and corresponding lambda ratio (calculated from Equation (10.2)) 
over four cycles. The surface roughness used to calculate Lambda ratio from 
the computed minimum film thickness was based on that measured prior to 
and following testing, as shown in Figure 8.50. The surface roughness 
following testing was taken as the roughness, measured after cleaning with 
acid, since this represented the roughness of the actual metal surface and 
not the adhered tribofilm. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.60: Cyclic variation of initial film thickness and lambda ratio. 
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Figure 8.61: Film thickness and lambda ratio based on clearance and 
surface roughness after testing. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 8.61-8.62 that the change in clearance did not 
alter the shape of the transient minimum EHL film thickness. It did, however, 
increase the overall thickness of the predicted film by approximately 10nm. 
There was an overall decrease in predicted lambda ratio when comparing 
the worn surface to the unworn surface, despite the increase in film 
thickness. This can be attributed to the increase in surface roughness 
measured at the end of the test (Figure 8.50), which was great enough to 
offset the increase in film thickness.  From these results it can be inferred 
that the reduction in both depassivation and particle dissolution, towards the 
end of the tests, were not caused by increased separation of the surfaces by 
the EHL film. It appears that the tribofilm present on the surface may have 
acted as a lubricant, by separating the opposing surfaces and disrupting the 
interaction between the metal surfaces and hence the 
depassivation/repassivation cycle. Figures 8.60 and 8.61 only show the 
variation of minimum film thickness. A more complete understanding of the 
efficacy of the lubrication taking place can be obtained from the complete 
film contour at a given time.  
The film thickness contour plots for the 85μm clearance bearing are given in 
Figure 8.62-8.65. Each plot shows the film thickness below 50nm across its 
polar axes, at 0.0625s increments. 
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Figure 8.62: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0-0.25s (clearance 
85μm). 
 
 
Figure 8.63: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.25-0.5s (clearance 
85μm). 
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Figure 8.64: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.5-0.75s (clearance 
85μm). 
 
 
Figure 8.65: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.75-1.0s (clearance 
85μm). 
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The figures above illustrate the complexity with which the film profile evolves 
over a single cycle. Not only is there a variation in both central and minimum 
film thickness, but there is also a variation in the shape and area of the 
displayed film profile itself. Figure 8.64 shows that the thinnest film occurs at 
approximately 0.75s, and also spans the greatest area. Disregarding sliding 
velocity, it could be assumed that at this point in the cycle the most severe 
depassivation would take place. Conversely, at approximately 0.5s there 
appears to be the most superior lubricating film. The film thickness at this 
point is consistently thicker than 50nm. Hence, disregarding sliding velocity, 
it would be expected that the least severe depassivation would take place at 
this point.  
 
 
 
Figure 8.66: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0-0.25s (clearance 
58.5μm). 
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Figure 8.67: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.25-0.5s (clearance 
58.5μm). 
 
 
 
Figure 8.68: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.5-0.75 (clearance 
58.5μm). 
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Figure 8.69: EHL film thickness contour plots between 0.75-1.0s (clearance 
58.5μm) 
 
Upon reducing the clearance changes to the shape of the film profile were 
not substantial. However, there was an overall increase in film thickness. 
Again, the regions of smallest film thickness and hence the most severe 
contact appeared to take place around 0.75s. The most substantial 
theoretical film thickness again appear to occur around 0.5s – 0.5625s. 
These points correspond well with the plot of minimum film thickness (Figure 
8.61), indicating that it is a good indicator of the performance of the film as a 
whole.  
 
 
8.6 Hip Simulator Summary 
 
 
Depassivation occurred in the simulator at the onset of simulated gait. This 
was indicated by a negative shift in open circuit potential and a simultaneous 
increase in corrosion current. 
After periods of sliding the corrosion current spontaneously reduced to a 
fraction of the value measured at the onset of simulated gait. The point at 
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which this occurred was affected by the composition of the serum solution 
used (protein and phosphate concentration).  
Under potentiostatic conditions, the current displayed periodicity at the 
frequency of the gait cycle.  The shape and magnitude of these current 
oscillations changed over the course of a long-term test and periods of 
oscillation ceased when repassivation was observed. 
Metal ions were produced from both depassivation of the bearing surface 
and dissolution of the particulate debris in nearly equal volumes. The relative 
amount released from surface depassivation increased over duration of the 
tests. 
Following a year’s simulated gait (1 million cycles), the surface roughness 
and clearance had both increased. Elastohydrodynamic film thickness was 
calculated, based on the initial and final clearance of the bearing. When 
compared with the initial and final roughness of the surfaces the calculated 
lambda ratio was lower at the end of the test than prior to testing. 
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Chapter 9 Surface Analysis 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
 
Surface analysis was undertaken on a number of hip simulator samples, 
tested both in Procedure 1 and Procedure 2. Transmission electron 
microscopy was used to observe subsurface changes to the microstructure. 
Furthermore, the composition and thickness of the adhered intact tribofilm 
was also investigated, in the transmission electron microscope (TEM), using 
selected area electron diffraction (SAED), electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) and energy dispersive X-rays (EDX). To supplement observations 
made on the TEM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to 
examine the tribofilm at a number of different splutter depths.  
 
 
9.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy of the Worn and 
Unworn Surfaces 
 
 
The sample preparation was undertaken as described previously in 6.2. Two 
surfaces were selected for analysis. One from within the wear scar of the 
femoral head, and one from the un-contacted region of the femoral head. 
SEM images of the two surfaces selected for sample preparation are shown 
in Figure 9.1. The surface were then milled away to leave a slide, which was 
then cut-out by the ion beam as shown in Figure 9.2. Once removed from 
the surface, the samples were thinned to the desired thickness (≈60nm) 
using the ion beam. The thinned samples are shown in Figure 9.3. 
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Figure 9.1: SEM images of the unworn (left) and worn (right) regions 
selected for TEM preparation. 
 
 
Figure 9.2: SEM image of TEM slide preparation from the unworn (left) and 
worn (right) regions. 
 
 
Figure 9.3: TEM slides, from the unworn (left) and worn (right) surfaces. 
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It can be seen from Figures 9.3 and 9.4 that the worn sample contains 
subsurface cracking. SEM images of the surface from the worn (contacting) 
region and unworn (non-contacting) region illustrate that damage to the 
surface took place as a result of the imposed, simulated walking cycle. 
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the formation of subsurface cracks in the 
contacting region. The crack was over 2µm in length and extended to a 
depth of approximately 200nm. Liberation of the material bordered by this 
crack (see Figure 9.4) would result in the release of a comparatively large 
particle (and possibly a number of smaller particles) when compared with the 
measured particles released from MoM articulations, both in vivo and in 
vitro. Studies have shown that an abundance of oval shaped sub-micron 
particles are produced along with larger rod-like particles, which can extend 
into the micron scale (57, 61, 62). Subsurface cracks of a similar scale to 
that shown in Figure 9.4 have been reported previously by Büscher et al 
(46). It was suggested that cracks such as these form along grain 
boundaries, resulting in delamination of the surface, however, the crack 
shown in Figure 9.4, occurred within the nano-crystalline region of the 
surface and not along a single grain boundary. No other cracks were 
observed in any regions of the prepared samples, although, the areas 
investigated by TEM account for an extremely small fraction of the bearing 
surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 9.4: TEM slide of worn region showing subsurface crack and debris 
generation (A) and a higher magnification view of the cracked region (B). 
 
TEM images of the samples revealed much greater detail, enabling analysis 
to be made of the subsurface. TEM imagery from both the non-contacting 
and the contacting regions revealed the existence of two distinct crystal 
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structures in the subsurface region (illustrated by circles labelled 1 and 2 in 
Figures 9.5 and 9.6). The dark field images shown in Figures 9.5B and 9.6B 
suggested that, close to the surface, the crystal structure was finer. This was 
established by the appearance of bright spots close to the surface, as 
opposed to the larger, uniform bright patches at submicron depths. Since 
only scattered light is captured during dark field imaging, only crystallites, 
which are orientated to give Bragg reflection at a specific angle, will light up. 
By measuring the diameter of different bright spots of the dark field image, 
the crystallite diameter close to the surface was estimated. Within the top 
150nm of the unworn region the crystallite diameter appeared to be 
approximately 40nm, compared to 20nm diameter in the worn region (based 
on an average of 50 measurements of each). These observations are in 
agreement with published research by Pourzal et al (183), which identified a 
nano-crystalline layer with crystallites ranging from <15nm to 40nm in the 
worn and unworn regions of MoM prostheses tested in vitro. Furthermore, 
finer grains were identified within regions of the wear scar that had 
succumbed to either stripe wear or severe scratching as opposed to 
polishing (183, 184). One difference between those observations and those 
made in this study is that Pourzal et al (183) found finer crystallites in the 
non-contacting region than the contacting region. In addition the EDX 
revealed high amounts of silicon and carbon in this region and may be 
attributed to the polishing procedure undertaken in the manufacturing 
process. 
 
 
Figure 9.5: Bright and dark field TEM images of the unworn surface (A and B 
respectively). 
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Figure 9.6: Bright and dark field TEM images of the worn surface (A and B 
respectively). 
 
For added clarity, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were 
examined at different locations of the subsurface as demonstrated in Figures 
9.7 and 9.8. The diffraction patterns observed in both the unworn and the 
worn surfaces both support the idea of a fine nano-crystalline structure 
existing in the uppermost layer of the surface. This is demonstrated by the 
ringed patterns shown in Figures 9.7A and 9.8A, indicative of multiple 
crystallites much smaller than the 300nm microscope aperture. The 
diffraction patterns shown in Figures 9.7B and 9.8B are indicative of a single 
crystal with a diameter greater in length than the aperture. The diffraction 
pattern in Figure 9.7B was indexed against ε-cobalt and indicates a 
hexagonal structure indicating the presence of strain-induced phase 
transformation, possibly caused in the manufacturing process. The 
diffraction pattern shown in Figure 9.8B was indexed against cobalt and 
indicates a cubic crystal structure demonstrating that even close to 
Martensitic bands (visible in Figure 9.6) there are regions of cubic structure.   
The diffraction patterns taken from the nano-crystalline region were also 
indexed against the hexagonally structured ε-cobalt. Comparing the ringed 
diffraction patterns from the unworn surface and the worn surface, it can be 
seen that the contacting region displayed a much more complete ring 
pattern. This supports the measurements from the dark field images, 
showing that the contacting region contained crystallites of a smaller 
average diameter. Observations of the depth of the nano-crystalline layer 
showed that it extended deeper in the contacting region to (approximately 
250nm) compared to (150nm) in the non-contacting region. Pourzal et al  
(183) found that the formation of strain-induced phase transformations and, 
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consequently, a nano-crystalline layer, are caused under shear stress and 
have alluded to its significance in particle detachment and wear. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.7: Selected area electron diffraction patterns taken from regions 1 
and 2 of the unworn sample. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.8 Selected area electron diffraction patterns taken form regions 1 
and 2 of the worn sample. 
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9.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy of the Tribofilm 
 
 
9.3.1 Introduction 
 
 
Slides were prepared from areas on the femoral head displaying the most 
substantial tribofilm formation. These were identified as dark black regions 
located at the edge of the wear scars (see Figure 9.9). Upon rinsing the 
samples, it was discovered that a substantial amount of white precipitate 
was residing in the bearing interface. This was removed by rinsing and was 
stored in a desiccator for 24hrs, by which time it had formed a brittle black 
flake. This was placed in distilled water, ground into a powder and pipetted 
onto a TEM support grid to enable microscopic inspection and chemical 
analysis to be taken. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.9: Illustration of femoral head, showing tribofilm and wear scar. 
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9.3.2  Tribofilm Images 
 
 
TEM images show that the tribolayer thickness varied across the sample, 
depending on the topography of the underlying surface. In regions where the 
surface was flat there was little variation in tribolayer thickness; however, in 
regions where the surface was rough the layer appeared to fill in the 
crevices (see Figure 9.11). The could be due to material being forced into 
the surface cavities caused by the material roughness, or transformation of 
the surface into the observed tribofilm by chemical reaction, this is illustrated 
in Figure 9.10 Case 2, shown in Figure 9.10, and is supported by the 
apparent absence of a nanocrystalline layer beneath the tribofilm (see 
Figure 9.11). The nanocrystalline layer has been shown to exist on both the 
worn and unworn regions of the surface where the tribofilm is not present 
(see Figures 9.5 and 9.6). This implies that its removal was caused by a 
corrosion process as opposed to a purely wear process. 
 
 
Figure 9.10: Mechanisms of tribofilm growth on the bearing surface 
 
The range of thickness of the tribolayer was 200nm-740nm. The tribolayer in 
each case was found to contain embedded particles, these were either: 
 
• Located at the surface/layer boundary (see Figure 9.12),  
 
• Agglomerated within the layer (see Figure 9.13). 
 
• Independently suspended within it (Figure 9.14). 
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Particles were typically smooth and oval shaped, however, some larger, 
jagged particles were identified at the surface/layer interface. The average 
length of oval particles was 24.2nm with a range of 8.3nm-75.7nm, whilst the 
average breadth was 14.9nm with a range of 3.6nm-34.4nm, giving an 
average aspect ratio of 1.7. These results were obtained from the 
measurement of 130 particles, identified from TEM images taken of the 
tribolayer. 
 
 
Figure 9.11: HAAD TEM image of bearing surface and tribolayer. 
 
 
Figure 9.12: TEM image of particles located at the surface/tribolayer 
interface. 
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Figure 9.13: TEM image of agglomerated particles in the tribolayer. 
 
 
Figure 9.14: TEM image of particles suspended in the tribolayer. 
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9.3.3 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
 
 
EDX mapping of the tribolayer revealed that it consisted of: carbon, calcium, 
cobalt, chromium, sulphur and oxygen. The particles embedded within the 
layer comprised cobalt and sulphur as shown in Figures 9.15 and 9.16. This 
was observed for each of the three types of particle described earlier. When 
employing EDX analysis there is overlap of the 2.293keV spectral peak of 
molybdenum and the 2.307keV spectral peak of sulphur. Figure 9.17 shows 
the absence of the 17.445eV spectral peak associated with molybdenum 
and confirmed that particles were indeed rich in sulphur, not molybdenum. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.15: TEM image and corresponding EDX map of particles 
suspended in tribolayer. 
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Figure 9.16: TEM image and corresponding EDX map of particles 
agglomerated in tribolayer. 
 
 
It is possible to calculate standardless semi-quantification values from EDX 
spectra and maps using k-factors from the Oxford Instruments software 
(INCA). Absorption of light X-rays (i.e. from light elements) can result in 
errors in quant results, the magnitude of which is both sample and 
instrument dependent, more accurate results may be obtained using 
calibrated EDX, however for the purposes of this study this was not required. 
When this was applied to the particle agglomerates, it was found that their 
average elemental atomic composition was 59% cobalt and 41% sulphur. 
Particles at the surface/tribolayer interface (Figure 9.12) had an almost 
identical composition of 58% cobalt and 42% sulphur despite having a very 
different morphology. In regions of the tribolayer where particles were not 
observed, the average elemental composition was: 63% oxygen, 10% 
chromium, 14% carbon, 6% cobalt, 5% phosphorus and 3% calcium (total 
composition exceeds 100% due to rounding). Compositions were calculated 
from an average of 5 spectra collected at different locations. The probe size 
used was approximately 50nm. Example EDX spectra for the agglomerated 
particles and tribolayer are given in Figure 9.17. 
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Figure 9.17: Example EDX spectra of tribolayer and agglomerated particles. 
 
EDX spectra were taken from the base alloy at depths between 50 and 
500nm beneath the tribolayer. It was found that at all depths the composition 
of the alloy was within the specified composition given by ASTM standard 
F1537-08. This indicated that a measurable amount of preferential leaching 
of alloying elements had not taken place. Spot EDX was also performed on 
the dehydrated protein precipitate. This revealed that it was predominantly 
comprised carbon, oxygen and nitrogen. The agglomerated particles within it 
contained chromium sulphur and cobalt in a ratio of 3.7;1.4;1 respectively. 
 
EDX confirmed that the tribolayer was organometallic in nature, and rich in 
carbon, which is consistent with previous findings (102). From Figure 9.11 it 
can be seen that the tribolayer exists as a smooth layer across the 
roughened metal surface. Its appearance demonstrated that it smoothed the 
surface asperities. This is consistent with theories that suggest that it may 
operate as a solid lubricant (100-102). In addition, selected area electron 
diffraction patterns were obtained from regions of the layer deficient in 
particles, shown in Figure 9.18. 
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Figure 9.18: Selected area electron diffraction pattern from tribolayer 
containing no embedded particles. 
 
 
Selected area electron diffraction patterns (as explained in section 6.4) taken 
from the tribolayer appear similar to those reported by Liao et al (100), 
however, the dominant spacing differs; d being measured to be 
approximately 0.25nm as opposed to 0.34nm. The 0.34nm spacing reported 
by Liao et al (100) correspond to the inter lamellae spacing found between 
the graphene sheets within graphite. When TEM images were taken of the 
tribolayer, at higher magnifications, no evidence of ranged ordering was 
observed (Figure 9.19), suggesting that graphitisation had not taken place 
within the tribolayer. 
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Figure 9.19: High magnification TEM image of tribolayer. 
 
 
9.3.4 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) 
 
 
Core loss EELS spectra were obtained of the carbon k-edge from within the 
tribolayer. Figure 9.20 shows spectra collected from within the tribolayer, 
alongside spectra obtained from amorphous carbon and highly ordered 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), supplied by Agar Scientific. The spectrum 
obtained from the tribolayer has an appearance similar to that of amorphous 
carbon. It contains a sharp π * peak close to 285eV followed by a broad σ* 
peak. Whereas, for HOPG both the π* and σ* peaks are sharper and more 
clearly defined. 
It is well known that electron beam damage can affect the sp2/sp3 bonding 
ratio within carbon species (100, 185-187). To ensure that this was not 
taking place, a damage series was performed on a separate sample of the 
tribolayer. EELS spectra were taken periodically at a point within the 
tribolayer following exposure to the electron beam for 0,1,2,3,4,5 and 10 
minutes; hence, the effect of electron fluence on EELS measurements was 
observed. The normalised periodic spectra obtained from the damage series 
are given in Figure 9.21. This shows that no discernable change in the EELS 
spectra was observed up to a total electron fluence of 1950e/nm2 (t=600s). 
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Single spectra taken from different samples of the tribolayer were taken, at 
lower electron fluence, hence they were assumed to be free from significant 
beam damage. 
 
 
Figure 9.20: Electron energy loss spectra, taken from highly ordered 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), the tribolayer and amorphous carbon. 
 
EELS C K-edge spectra taken from the tribolayer contained a prominent π* 
pre-edge peak, similar to that measured in previous studies (100). However, 
the C K-edge spectra obtained more closely resembled that of amorphous 
carbon (100) rather than that of crystalline graphite. Using the Gaussian 
fitting procedure presented by Zhang et al (100, 187) the fraction of planar 
sp2 bonded carbon atoms (planar sp2 bonded carbon)/(total carbon), and 
hence the degree of graphitisation, was determined to be of the order of 
≈65%. For comparison, the same technique was performed on an area of 
amorphous carbon TEM support film, which gave an sp2 bonded carbon 
fraction of ≈73%.  This was a considerably lower value than that determined 
by Liao et al (100) and this discrepancy may be attributed to the different 
fitting procedure used to determine the sp2 bonded carbon fraction. 
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Figure 9.21: EELS spectra taken after increasing electron fluence.  
 
It is noticeable that the measured π* peak at the EELS C K-edge of the 
tribofilm was both asymmetric and also broad (relative to that observed in 
amorphous carbon or graphite).  It was concluded that this π- peak was, in 
fact, made up of two distinct peaks (see Figure 9.22). The lower energy loss 
peak (at ca. 285eV) may be associated with non-planar sp2 bonded carbon 
and possibly also carbon (singly) bonded heteroatoms such as hydrogen, 
nitrogen and/or oxygen. This is supported by both the amorphous 
appearance of the region at high magnification (i.e. there is substantial 
curvature in the carbon-carbon bonds) as well as the high percentage of 
oxygen found to be present in the film (62.5%) as determined by TEM-EDX 
analysis. In addition, there may be hydrogen (and hence C-H bonding), 
which is extremely difficult to detect. Note if it is assumed that the π* peak at 
the EELS C K-edge of the tribofilm is composed of just a single peak caused 
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by planer sp2 bonded carbon, the values for the degree of graphitisation 
calculated are much higher and may even exceed 100%. We believe this 
finding provides support for the interpretation of the π* peak as being 
comprised of two separate peaks. 
 
 
Figure 9.22: Fit used to estimate sp2 bonding ratio in tribofilm. 
 
 
9.3.5 Particle Composition 
 
 
Particles suspended within the tribolayer were on average just 24nm in 
length and 15nm in width, which are smaller than typical particle sizes 
produced in MoM bearings, during simulator testing (the range of average 
sizes, reported for similar conditions, was from 20-135nm) (13, 62, 96, 108). 
In addition, the oval particles in the tribolayer appeared smoother than the 
oval particles previously imaged by Catelas et al (62) or Bowsher et al (96). 
The environment within the tribolayer could be responsible for this 
difference. Particles may be smoothed due to repeated impacts with one 
another caused by high shear rates across the tribolayer. Whereas those 
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that were liberated into the bulk solution were dispersed over a much greater 
area, and therefore particle-particle interaction is less likely. This is a similar 
mechanism to the saltation process that leads to the size reduction and 
smoothing of suspended pebbles in rivers (188, 189). Particles that were 
observed close to the interface between the alloy surface and the tribolayer 
(Figure 9.12), appeared more jagged and larger than those suspended 
within the layer. These could be newly formed particles that had not yet been 
dispersed throughout the layer, and had not reduced in size through 
abrasion induced smoothing. This mechanism is partly supported by the 
presence of particle agglomerations. Agglomerations show that particles do 
translate within the layer and come into physical contact with one another. 
EDX revealed that particles comprised purely cobalt (58.2-58.6% - atomic) 
and sulphur (41.4-41.8% - atomic). No known sulphides of cobalt have a 
concentration of cobalt that great. This indicates that particles must also 
contain an amount of pure cobalt. Since the percentage composition of 
particles was independent of particle size, it is not feasible that particles 
contain a cobalt core surrounded by a cobalt sulphide layer. Instead, it 
appears that particles consist of a mixture of cobalt and cobalt sulphide. 
Electron diffraction patterns taken from the agglomerated particle were 
indexed against cobalt sulphide (Co3S4) as shown in Figure 9.23. 
 
 
Figure 9.23: Electron diffraction taken from agglomerated particles, indexed 
against cobalt sulphide (Co3S4). 
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The absence of chromium within the embedded particles may explain the 
high level of chromium within the tribolayer. In the base alloy, the mass ratio 
of cobalt to chromium was between 2.8 to 1 and 2 to 1, whereas the average 
ratio detected in the tribolayer was 0.71 to 1. Measurements of the 
composition of the base alloy just below the tribolayer indicated that no 
preferential leaching of alloying elements had taken place. This suggests 
that particulate debris was the chief source of cobalt and chromium within 
the tribolayer. Furthermore, it appears that the concentration of cobalt within 
the embedded particles reduced the amount of freely available cobalt to 
distribute about the film, explaining the high ratio of chromium to cobalt 
within it. EDX indicated that preferential leaching of alloying elements did not 
take place in the bulk alloy beneath the tribolayer. This indicates that the 
presence of cobalt and chromium within the layer originates from both 
particles and oxidation of the topmost surface. The exact mechanism by 
which cobalt and chromium are separated from one another to leave cobalt 
rich particles embedded within a chromium rich tribolayer is still unclear. 
 
9.3.6 Protein Precipitate 
 
 
TEM images of the protein precipitate, collected from the bearing interface, 
revealed that it also contained particle agglomerates. They were observed to 
exceed 100nm in length and breadth (see Figure 9.24). The agglomeration 
of particles in these instances could be an artefact of the sample 
preparation. Dehydrating the precipitate and grinding it into a powder may 
cause agglomeration of particles contained within it. 
Initially, the protein precipitate appeared milky in colour, but upon 
desiccating for 24 hours it became black and solidified. EDX confirmed that 
the solid precipitate was rich in carbon and contained metallic particles. 
EELS spectra of the carbon k-edge (see Figure 9.25) of the layer indicated 
that it also displayed a prominent π* pre-edge peak and 74% planar sp2 
bonding.  
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Figure 9.24: TEM image of dehydrated protein precipitate containing 
agglomerated particles. 
 
 
It is clear that there are a number of similarities between the precipitated 
protein and the tribolayer. The presence of a high-carbon content and 
sulphur containing metallic particles may indicate that the precipitation of 
proteins from the solution is a precursor to tribolayer formation. The 
tribolayer itself contained cobalt and chromium and its entrapped particles 
were rich in sulphur, whereas the precipitate only contained cobalt and 
chromium within the entrapped particles, which were free of sulphur. This 
suggests that particles can react within the tribofilm and change in 
composition. 
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Figure 9.25: EELS spectra of desiccated protein precipitate. 
  
 
9.4 XPS of Tribofilm 
 
 
XPS was used to complement the TEM observations made of the tribofilm. 
Since XPS can be used to determine bond energies, more information about 
the chemistry of the film can be obtained compared to EDX. An XPS sample 
was prepared from the bearing surface of the 3rd test sample used in the 
long-term tests with buffered serum (Procedure 3). The sample was 
prepared as described in section 6.5. XPS spectra were taken at 23 depths 
following etching. The etching rate of the sample area was not uniform. 
Wyko non-contacting profilometry was used to confirm this following XPS 
analysis. The profile of the surface is shown in Figure 9.26. In addition, the 
tribofilm under examination was non-uniform and consisted of a complex 
chemical composition. This made prediction of an accurate etch-rate 
impossible. It is also important to consider the potential damage caused by 
argon ion beam etching on the tribofilm. 
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Figure 9.26: Sample surface following XPS 11,500s of etching. 
 
 
In addition, the area investigated by XPS was approximately 0.5mm2. This 
was very large relative to this thickness of the inhomogeneous tribofilm. As 
the etch depth was increased the amount of base alloy exposed to XPS 
analysis increased. For this reason percentage quantifications (which are 
only semi-quantitative of the base alloy relative to the tribofilm were not 
particularly useful, as they simply reflected the amount of base alloy 
protruding at a given etch depth. This is illustrated in Figure 9.27. 
Some general trends can be, nevertheless, observed from the varying 
elemental compositions. The only elements found to increase in abundance 
were the main metallic elements found in the base alloy (Co, Cr and Mo), 
whilst all others decreased. The process of etching removes the tribofilm 
thus exposes more of the underlying surface as shown in Figure 9.27.  
Spectra obtained confirmed the presence of metal oxides as is constant with 
previous findings (34, 66, 68). The atomic composition of the tribofilm 
following different etch times is shown in Figures 9.28 and 9.29. 
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Figure 9.27: Diagram of XPS sample area following two different etch times 
highlighting their effect on the exposure of the base alloy. 
 
 
Figure 9.28: XPS elemental variation with etch time. 
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Figure 9.29: XPS elemental variation with etch time (reduced atomic %). 
 
 
 
9.4.1 Sulphur  
 
 
Sulphur was detected within the first 6000s of etching, after which its 
abundance was below the detection limit. The only species of sulphur 
detected was a sulphide (Figure 9.30) (190, 191). This can be attributed to 
the cobalt sulphide particles previously observed within the tribofilm film 
(Figure 9.16). This supports the SAED images suggesting that the cobalt 
and sulphur rich particles found within the film contained cobalt sulphide  
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Figure 9.30: Deconvolution of sulphur 2p peaks. 
 
 
9.5 Summary 
 
 
Nanocrystallites were within the range reported by previous authors (46) and 
appeared to refine with strain. The tribological film produced on the surfaces 
contained both organic material, pure metal and metal oxides. 
Analysis of the surfaces following long-term testing (Procedure 1 and 
Procedure 3) revealed the presence of recrystallisation and formation of a 
complex tribological layer at the bearing surfaces. This layer was measured 
between 200-740nm thick. 
TEM imaging also revealed the presence of cobalt sulphide particles within 
the tribological layer, which were supported by XPS. Electron energy loss 
spectroscopy showed no evidence of graphitisation within the layer and was 
supported by selected area electron diffraction and transmission electron 
microscope images.  
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Chapter 10 Discussion 
 
 
10.1 Tribometer and Simulator Comparisons 
 
 
The tribometer was used to obtain an initial indication of the performance of 
bearing materials in conditions approximating those found in vivo. This 
enabled assessment of materials without undertaking the considerable time 
and expense of testing them in the hip simulator. The simulator was then 
used to perform a smaller number of tests in a more realistic environment. 
Although both systems were designed to approximate the in vivo 
environment, there were number of noteworthy differences between them. 
For this reason it is important to consider the validity of determining the 
tribocorrosion performance of bearing materials based on tribometer testing 
compared to simulator testing.  
 
 
10.1.1 Comparison of Tribological Conditions 
 
 
The comparative pressures and sliding velocities, produced in the simulator 
during simulated normal gait (Procedures 1 and 3) and tribometer during the 
highly loaded MoM tests (Procedure B), are shown in Figures 10.1 and 10.2. 
It can be seen that the sliding velocity (calculated from the sagittal 
displacement only) in the hip simulator reached a maximum of 44.5mm/s. In 
the tribometer, it was approximately 31.5mm/s. For an equally timed test, the 
sliding distance travelled in the simulator would exceed that in the tribometer 
by over 40%. In the hip simulator the surfaces were also subjected to biaxial 
motion. As discussed in 2.4.4 this has been shown to produce self-polishing 
of the surface, reducing the overall wear (86, 88, 91). The pressures 
generated in each system are somewhat different. The simulator produces a 
continually changing pressure, which repeats every cycle, whilst the 
tribometer maintains a pressure that does not vary over the course of one 
cycle. Initially, the pressure in the tribometer greatly exceeded that in the 
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simulator. However, over the course of the test it reduced until it fell below 
that produced in the simulator (Figure 10.2). Furthermore, the lubricating 
conditions produced in each system were very different. The tribometer 
operated in the boundary regime, with an estimated theoretical minimum film 
thickness below 1nm (calculated from Equation (2.9)). In the hip simulator, 
the bearing appeared to operate between the mixed- and fluid film-regime 
with a minimum film thickness of between 23nm and 54nm in each cycle.  
By comparing the imposed tribological test conditions, it was clear that there 
were a number of different factors affecting the tribological severity of the 
two systems. It could be reasoned that the conditions imposed by the 
tribometer were the most aggressive. The fluid film conditions produced in 
the simulator, mean that the surfaces were partially separated during parts 
of each cycle, and hence were much closer to the conditions encountered in 
vivo.  
 
 
 
Figure 10.1: Instantaneous sliding velocity in hip simulator and tribometer. 
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Figure 10.2: Variation in pressure between normal the hip simulator and  the 
highly loaded tribometer. 
 
 
10.1.2 Comparison of Electrochemical Responses. 
 
 
In the tribometer, initial depassivation caused a rise in corrosion current, up 
to approximately 5μA (Figure 5.50) resulting greatly increased current 
density within the wear scar. In the hip simulator, the rise in corrosion, 
caused by depassivation during Procedure 1, which used the same un-
buffered 25% serum lubricant as was used in the tribometer, was more 
modest; it rose to between 0.5μA and 4μA (Figure 8.34).  
It has been demonstrated that galvanic coupling can occur between a 
depassivated wear scar and the surrounding passive alloy (114, 158, 176). 
For stainless steel submerged in sulphuric acid, this produced enhanced 
corrosion in regions adjacent to the wear track (158). During the analysis of 
the tests studied in this thesis, the lubricant was substantially less corrosive 
and there was no evidence of enhanced corrosion outside of the wear scar. 
Hence, increased corrosion, as a result of depassivation, has been 
considered to arise solely from within the wear scar. These values are 
average current densities taken over the entire wear scar. In reality the 
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current density varies across the wear scar itself. This is caused by the 
moving contact point between the surfaces and the continuous 
depassivation/repassivation cycle that takes place. It has been discussed by 
previous authors, and it has been suggested that galvanic coupling may 
occur between different locations within the wear scar itself (176, 192).  
In the tribometer, 98% of the corrosion current was produced due to 
depassivation of the wear scar, despite it only accounting for 3-5% of the 
working electrode surface area. This resulted in a corrosion current density 
within the wear scar of between 30μA/cm2 and 40μA/cm2. The simulator 
responded quite differently. Between 85-87% of the corrosion current was 
produced from depassivation within the wear scar. The wear scar in this 
case accounted for 3.6% of the total exposed working electrode area, giving 
a corrosion current density within the wear scar of approximately 1	  μA/cm2.  
The considerably lower wear scar current density produced in the hip 
simulator, compared to the tribometer, indicated that mechanical 
depassivation was less severe, despite producing similar total corrosion 
currents. This can be attributed to the larger area of the hip simulator test 
samples. The substantial reduction in corrosion current density, despite a 
greater sliding velocity and peak pressure, highlight the importance of 
lubrication between the surfaces. 
In addition, the generation of debris within the joint simulator may cause a 
positive feedback with regards to wear. Yan et al (151) demonstrated that 
the introduction of cobalt nano-particles into the joint interface of an 
instrumented hip simulator  caused a negative shift in OCP. The presence of 
3rd-body abrasives was also found to affect the tribocorrosion performance 
of CoCr in a pin-on-disk tribometer (148, 166). This may have important 
ramifications when comparing findings from both the tribometer and hip 
simulator. The boundary lubricated conditions within the tribometer are likely 
to produce debris with a different morphology to those produced in the hip 
simulator. Furthermore, the egress of such particles from the sliding 
interface would be affected by the differences in geometry between the two 
systems.  
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10.2 Analysis of Simulator Test Protocol for Tribocorrosion 
 
 
The development and use of hip joint simulators in the UK was first seen 
around the mid to late 1960’s (193-195). These early machines did not 
closely resemble those in use today, and relied on hydraulics and spring 
loading to reproduce the loads experienced in vivo (194). Figure 10.3 shows 
one of the early simulators used by Duff-Barclay and Spillman (195), whilst 
that used by  Dowson et al (193) is shown in Figure 10.4. It was not until the 
late 1980’s that the modern style multi-station hip simulator was introduced 
into laboratory studies (196). Use of these early machines, was centered 
around the testing of materials that could be used as alternatives to PTFE 
for MoP hip replacements. Although wear was measured, the emphasis 
centered on the search for a material combination that produced low friction, 
approaching that achieved in natural mammalian joints (197). Whilst these 
simulators were designed to replicate conditions encountered in vivo ever 
more closely, there were no indications at the time that electrochemical 
conditions encountered in the body may contribute to implant performance. 
 
 
Figure 10.3: ‘A human joint simulator’ used by Duff-Barclay and Spillman 
(195). 
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Figure 10.4 ‘ The upper part of the machine into which the joints are 
inserted’ used by Dowson et al (193). 
 
There has been recently some concern that modern hip simulators 
reproduce a ‘best case’ scenario (198) since the placement of the joint can 
be rigorously controlled, and the gait cycle imparted typically follows 
standard walking conditions. Attempts have been made to increase the 
severity of loading in simulators, with the view to achieving wear rates that 
are closer to those produced in vivo (96, 155, 199-201).  
 
Until recent years, the degradation of metallic bearing surfaces had been 
viewed as a purely mechanical process. It is now understood that this is not 
the case. The material degradation may also occur though a tribocorrosion 
mechanism (88, 89, 95, 104, 146, 147, 150, 161, 202, 203), where oxidation 
of the surface can also contribute significantly to material loss. This occurs 
both directly, as pure corrosion, and through the synergenistic interactions 
between wear and corrosion. Despite this, little effort has been made to 
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refine hip simulator testing techniques so that they can accurately reproduce 
the corrosion damage produced in vivo.  
 
 
10.2.1 Effect of Simulated Gait Cycle on Corrosion 
Measurements 
 
 
There are two obvious limitations that affect the level of corrosion damage in 
hip joint simulator tests.  
The first concerns the level of pure corrosion. In the passive bearing surface 
this is generally extremely low, however, it occurs constantly irrespective of 
whether the bearing surfaces are in relative motion or not. Hence, when 
calculating the level of metal ions released due to pure corrosion the current 
must be estimated for performance over an entire year. In hip simulator 
studies, a year (31.5 million seconds) of use is typically represented by 1 
million seconds of gait (or 1 million steps). Although this may represent, with 
fair accuracy, the amount of mechanical wear taking place, it only represents 
about 1/31.5 the level of pure corrosion taking place in a year. The static 
corrosion current was obtained from the long-term hip simulator tests 
(Procedures 1 and 3) and the increased ion release, caused by an additional 
30.5 million seconds in static conditions, was estimated. When un-buffered 
25% serum solution was used (Procedure 1), this would have produced an 
increase in mass loss between 0.8mg and 3.6mg. When phosphate buffered 
serum (Procedure 3) was used, it was between 0.3mg and 1.2mg. This 
considerably increases the contribution of pure corrosion to material 
degradation.  
The second limitation relates to the level of wear enhanced corrosion. 
Following periods of depassivation the current is increased. When 
mechanical depassivation ceases the current reduces. It has been shown 
that for passive materials the current will decay exponentially (67, 204, 205). 
For stainless steels repassivating in tap water, following jet impingement, the 
repassivation kinetics have been found to obey a bi-exponential decay law 
(Equation (204)(10.1)(204). In this instance, the 2nd term relates to very rapid 
processes, such as the formation of a thin oxide layer, whilst the 3rd term 
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represents slower processes, such as the growth of the passive film. CoCr in 
bovine serum, following microindentation, was found to repassivate 
according to a first order exponential decay (Equation (10.2))(67).  
 
 𝑖 = 𝑖! + 𝑖!𝑒𝑥𝑝   − 𝑡𝜏! +    𝑖!𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑡𝜏!    (204)(10.1) 
 
 I = I! + A!exp − t− t!τ  (10.2) 
     
Where, 
I – Current generated by indentation/abrasion 
I0 – Baseline current 
A1 – Constant determined experimentally 
t - Time 
t0 – Time at 0 seconds 
τ – Time constant for repassivation 
i – Current density response to single particle impact 
is – Stable current density in the absence of impingement 
 
This does not imply that there is a progressive film growth whilst in bovine 
serum. However, the measurements that correlated with Equation (10.2) 
were only observed for 10 seconds of repassivation. It is possible that the 
term governing passive film growth for CoCr in bovine serum only becomes 
significant over a longer time frame and was unobservable in the study. 
 
After periods of motion, follows a phase of time in which no motion is taking 
place, but the corrosion rate is still elevated (shown in Figure 10.5). In vivo, 
this would occur following every period of activity. Practically this may occur 
many times a day, and hence thousands or possibly tens of thousands of 
times a year. In a hip simulator this is only reflected once the gait cycle is 
interrupted. Interruptions occur when the simulator is stopped, to allow the 
serum to be replaced, and typically occurs between 2 and 4 times per million 
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cycles. This causes the amount of wear enhanced corrosion to be 
underestimated. This concept is supported by the work of Wimmer et al (87), 
who reported that in MoM pin-on-ball tests the total material degradation was 
greater in tests that had a 15s rest implemented between every 30s of 
motion, than those where motion was continuous. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.5: Schematic depicting the increased charge transfer during the 
repassivation of an active surface. 
 
 
These concepts are illustrated in Figures 10.6 and 10.7. In Figure 10.7, the 
motion is split in to 3 segments; however, a much greater amount of 
discretisation is more realistic as long as it satisfies Equation (10.2) when 
considering the equivalent period of one year. 
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Figure 10.6: Simplified corrosion current diagram for an uninterrupted 
simulator test. 
 
 
Figure 10.7: Simplified corrosion current diagram for an interrupted test run 
for 1 year. 
 
 𝑖(𝑡!!!!! ). 𝑡! = 𝑖 𝑡! ×10!   (10.3) 
 
Where, 
tj – Time of continuous gait 
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The total degradation can also be thought of as the combination of chemical 
dissolution and mechanical wear, shown in Equation (10.4) (202, 206, 207). 
 
 Vtot  =  Vchem  +  Vmech   (10.4) 
 
Where, 
V – Volume loss of material 
 
In Equation (10.2), Vchem is the sum of alloy dissolution from both passive 
and active regions of the sample and can be thought of as C (pure 
corrosion) + Cw (wear enhanced corrosion). Vmech is the material loss through 
wear, and can be thought of as W (pure wear) + Wc (corrosion enhanced 
wear) Previous studies have characterised the degradation mechanism by 
the ratio of Vchem/Vmech (202, 206, 207). From the long-term measurements 
made in buffered serum solution, Vchem/Vmech was between 0.15 and 0.16, 
which is categorised as ‘wear-corrosion’. If the Vchem is adjusted to include 
the additional contribution expected from 1 year (31.6M seconds) of static 
corrosion as opposed to just 1M seconds worth, then Vchem/Vmech increases 
to between 0.5 and 0.52. This is still in the ‘wear-corrosion’ regime (202, 
206), but the amount of corrosion expected in vivo is still underestimated. It 
does not include the increased corrosion caused as a result of time 
dependent repassivation following brief periods of motion. It is feasible that 
during a testing procedure that represented the duration and frequency at 
which 1M steps are taken in vivo, the contribution of Vchem could become 
similar to Vmech, shifting the regime to one of ‘corrosion-wear’. This would 
also distort the measurements of ion release from particles and 
depassivation. A more representative test would cause increased levels of 
metal ions, from both the additional corrosion of the surface and the longer 
exposure of particles to the serum. 
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10.2.2 Effect of Lubricant Composition 
 
 
Two different lubricant compositions were used. The first comprised of 25% 
v/v bovine serum and distilled water, whilst the second was diluted to 18mg/l 
total protein concentration (approximately 33% v/v) with phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS). The choice of lubricant, for simulator testing, is not a simple 
decision, as a number of competing factors must be considered.  
Ideally, the lubricant should behave as closely as possible to that found in 
vivo, in terms of both rheology and electrochemical properties. However, it is 
also important to be able to compare results with those already obtained in 
different laboratories and international standardisation should be as realistic 
as possible. Finally, practicality, in terms of cost and availability of certain 
fluids, can limit their use for in vitro studies. 
Although 25% bovine serum diluted with distilled water is less physiologically 
relevant, in terms of osmolality, than bovine serum diluted to 17g/l with PBS 
(117), it has been used in many studies of MoM components (13, 98, 106, 
111, 112, 150, 151, 177).  This enables reasonable comparisons to be made 
with other studies. However, another factor to consider is the wide variability 
in the protein concentration of different types of bovine serum.  
In the hip simulator, the differences between the un-buffered lubricant used 
in the Procedure 1 and the buffered lubricant in Procedure 3 produced some 
clear differences in the measured corrosion damage. The increased 
osmolality of the serum diluted with PBS resulted in a greater shift in OCP at 
the onset of motion (-303mV as opposed to -253mV), and a greater increase 
in corrosion current (≈7-8μA as opposed to 0.5-4μA).  
Another difference observed between the two serum solutions used, was the 
unsteady nature of the current and potential when tested in the PBS 
containing lubricant. Rapid ennoblement of potential and simultaneous 
reductions in current were observed within the first few hundred thousand 
seconds, but were short-lived, as depassivation again followed. This did not 
occur for the tests conducted in serum that had been diluted with deionised 
water (Procedure 1), and partial repassivation did not usually occur until 
around 400,000 cycles (4d 15h 7m). The surface then appeared to remain in 
a state of partial repassivation for the remainder of the test. 
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These differences, observed between the two different procedures, may be 
attributed to five separate influences. 
 
• The effect of protein concentration on corrosion. 
 
• The effect of phosphate/chloride concentration on corrosion.  
 
• The effect of different protein concentration on wear. 
 
• The effect of increased phosphate ion concentration on wear 
 
• The influences of phosphates and proteins on each other 
(synergy between the two). 
 
The bovine serum used for the experiments discussed in this thesis 
contained 30g/l of serum albumin and 14,3g/l of serum globulins The 
addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA) to PBS has been shown to affect 
both the corrosion current and the OCP of CoCr alloys (42, 208, 209). The 
addition of the protein causes the OCP to shift in the negative direction. This 
has been explained by adsorption of albumin to the metal surface, which 
blocks the active sites available for oxygen reduction and reduces the 
cathodic current. However, it simultaneously increases the dissolution of the 
alloy, acting as an anodic catalyser (42, 208). Karimi et al (208) investigated 
the effect of BSA concentration on the OCP and corrosion current of CoCr. 
Upon increasing the concentration of BSA it was found that the OCP shifted 
negatively, but this effect reached a plateau at 4g/l. This was explained by 
the increased coverage of the adhered protein film blocking oxygen from 
reaching the surface. The effect on corrosion current was less clear. 
Corrosion current was determined by both electrical impedance 
spectroscopy and linear polarisation resistance. It was found that although 
the initial addition of BSA increased the corrosion current, there was no clear 
relationship between concentration and corrosion current. This is possibly 
attributable to competition between the diffusion barrier and increased 
anodic dissolution caused by the protein. Furthermore, it was also shown by 
Karimi et al (210) that the weight loss caused by the corrosion of CoCr alloys 
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was largely independent of albumin concentration between the range of 1-
4g/l. The albumin concentration in this investigation was varied between 
7.5g/l and 10g/l. The remaining protein concentration was made up by 
alpha- beta- and gamma-globulin. 
By diluting serum with PBS solution as opposed to distilled water, the 
electrolytic properties of the lubricant were varied considerably. The 
increased concentration of dissolved ions causes an increase in osmolality 
of the solution (117). Osmolality is a measure of the direct ionic strength of 
the solution, and is roughly 6 times greater for PBS than distilled water. In 
addition, the increased concentration of phosphate and chloride ions has 
been shown to influence the corrosion rate of CoCr.  
It has been shown that the presence of phosphate ions can inhibit the anodic 
dissolution of CoCr in an aqueous environment. However, this effect is 
inhibited by the presence of albumin, due to competitive adsorption on the 
material surface (42). It is well known that the presence of chlorides enhance 
pitting corrosion for many metals in aqueous conditions. Hoar and Mears 
(211) demonstrated that the current density of CoCr exposed to a 
physiologically representative salt and pH solution (known as Hank’s 
solution) was increased upon increasing chloride concentration.  
Proteins influence the tribological interactions between opposing surfaces in 
a number of ways. The presence of serum proteins can reduce the friction 
and wear between CoCr surfaces due to their boundary lubricating 
properties (128, 129, 134). Proteins also effect the tribological interaction of 
the opposing surfaces by forming adhered layers on the surfaces. These 
have been identified on both explants, and following in vitro testing (46, 87, 
100-102, 106, 133). In addition, the presence of proteins has been found to 
increase the surface separation by a lubricant, resulting in a superior 
lubricating film when compared to more viscous solutions devoid of proteins 
(81, 135). The known influence of proteins on wear and lubrication, could 
suggest that their presence would result in a decrease in wear-induced 
depassivation and hence is the total measured corrosion response. During 
sliding, it has been shown that by increasing the serum concentration from 
25% to 50%, the total wear rate can be reduced (44, 166). This was also 
found to occur when increasing albumin concentrations from 10g/l to 30g/l 
(212). Sun (44, 166) further demonstrated that, under abrasive wear, the 
increased protein concentration served to increase the total material 
degradation rate. However, the proportion of degradation attributable to 
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wear-enhanced corrosion was reduced. This resulted in a reduction in the 
measured corrosion current, in 50% serum when compared to 25%. 
Because of the competitive adsorption that exists between phosphate ions 
and albumin (42), it is feasible that they could affect the formation of a 
biofilm on the bearing surface. It was shown that the organic layer formed on 
CoCr in the presence of albumin was thinner when phosphates were 
present. This may limit the lubricating properties of protein, which could 
result in a greater amount of wear-enhanced corrosion.  
These competing factors may explain the differences observed between the 
results obtained for the two different serum solutions used (in Procedures 1 
and 2). The greater protein concentration may explain how ennoblement of 
OCP occurred quicker. However, the interactive effects of phosphate ions 
could explain why this was short lived. Overall current densities were greater 
in the solution containing phosphates and an increased protein 
concentration (Procedure 3). This suggests that the improved lubrication 
afforded by the increased serum concentration was offset by the increased 
osmolarity of the solution caused by dilution with PBS. 
In order to accurately reproduce the level of corrosion related damage 
produced in vivo, careful consideration must be exercised when selecting 
the lubricant used. As shown in this study, by replacing distilled water with 
PBS solution and slightly varying the protein concentration, vast changes in 
the corrosion current, and hence total damage, can be obtained. Hence, 
using currently accepted lubricant solutions (such as 25% bovine serum 
diluted with distilled water), the level of corrosion related damage can be 
grossly under represented, which results in an underestimation of the 
degradation as a whole. 
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10.3 Cyclic Depassivation Severity Factor 
 
 
10.3.1 Introduction 
 
 
It was shown in sections 8.2 and 8.3.3 that the potentiostatic current varied 
cyclically over a single gait cycle, and that the operational gait parameters 
influence both its shape and magnitude. The positions of maxima and 
minima in current were identified each cycle between 0.1-0.2s and 0.75-0.9s 
respectively. To explain these observations a mechanism for the generation 
of corrosion current over a single cycle is proposed. 
 
 
10.3.2 Tribo-Corrosion Mechanism  
 
 
It is proposed that the potentiostatic current produced is proportional to the 
instantaneous rate of passive film removal, due to increased charge transfer 
from the exposed alloy. This is determined by both the severity of 
mechanical, asperity contact between the opposing surfaces, and the 
relative sliding velocity between them. The applied load and the gait 
frequency/range govern this. However the relationship is complex owing to 
the presence of the EHL film generated in the interface.  
In dry contact conditions, the contact between a loaded ball and cup can be 
thought of either in terms of real or apparent contact area. For an ideal 
elastic-plastic material the real contact area is the area over which the 
applied load is just supported elastically without further plastic deformation 
(see Equation (10.5))(10.2). This gives a real contact area that is 
proportional to the applied load.  
 
 𝑤 =   𝑝!𝑎   (10.5) 
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Where, 
w – Load 
p0 – Yield pressure 
a – Real contact area 
 
An EHL film reduces the real contact area by supporting a proportion of the 
load, by hydrodynamic action, reflected by the lambda ratio (Equation (2.7)). 
Determining the change in real contact area as a function of minimum EHL 
film thickness is not a trivial undertaking and beyond the scope of this study. 
For simplicity the degree of contact is assumed to be related to the lambda 
ratio and hence the minimum EHL film thickness. For a given degree of 
contact in mixed lubrication during the dynamic conditions encountered in 
each cycle, the severity of asperity contact is considered to be related to the 
applied load, the rate of passive film removal and the absolute sliding 
velocity of the joint. 
By considering these points it is possible to produce a simple model to 
estimate the variation of the corrosion current over a single cycle, referred to 
as the severity factor. As an initial approach the severity factor as been 
defined in Equation (10.6).  
 
 
 𝐼   ∝ 𝑤𝛺  ℎ!"#     (10.6) 
   
 
Where, 
I – Current generated by indentation/abrasion 
w – Load 
Ω – Angular velocity 
hmin – Minimum elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
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The variation of the severity factor over a single cycle is shown in Figure 
10.8. 
 
 
Figure 10.8: Variation of severity factor over a single cycle. 
 
From Figure 10.8 it can be seen that there are three major peaks in 
depassivation severity, of different magnitudes, that occur at during each 
cycle. One peak at approximately 0.1s another at 0.2s and the third one at 
about 0.4s. From 0.6s onwards the severity factor drops to very small 
values. This reflects the comparatively low, and reasonably uniform, swing 
phase load. In this region the current would be expected to decay 
exponentially as previously discussed. This can be approximated by 
incorporating the repassivation model presented by Sun et al (67) (Equation 
(10.2)) for CoCr in 25% bovine serum solution, with a time constant of 
180ms. The current decay has been included from the apex of the major 
peak (approximately 0.4s) to the start of the initial peak the cycle lasting 
about 1.1s (Shown in Figure 10.9). 
Figure 10.10 shows the severity factor plotted on the same axis as the 
potentiostatic current responses already shown in Figures 8.48, and Figure 
10.11 shows the severity factor combined with the repassivation current 
decay effect on the same axis as the current response. The current 
response bares some similarity to both the severity factor and the modified 
severity factor. Both contain two peaks per cycle and drop to a minimum 
within the swing phase. In particular, the modified severity factor most 
closely resembles the current response. However, there appears to be some 
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lag between the peaks and the current response, by approximately 0.2s. The 
initial peak in current at about 0.1s occurs almost simultaneously with the 
small peak in severity factor, although the reasons for this are not clear.  
 
 
Figure 10.9: Variation of severity factor including the effects of repassivation. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.10: Severity factor and current response at approximately 400,000 
cycles (4d 15h 7m). 
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Figure 10.11: Modified severity factor and current response at approximately 
500,000 cycles (5d 18h 53m). 
 
Throughout the long-term tests the exact shape of the potentiostatic current 
responses changed. The exact reasons for this are not clear, but may be 
associated with progressive changes to the bearing surface caused by 
material transfer. Figure 10.11 shows the modified severity factor plotted 
against a current response measured later in the test. In this instance the 
current response has 3 clear peaks, which have been matched with the pre-
peak, and the two major peaks of the severity factor. Although the relative 
magnitudes of the current peaks do not reflect the relative magnitudes of the 
severity factor, it produces a better fit than that shown in Figure 10.12. This 
is because the current slightly lags the severity factor, which can be justified 
by reaction kinetics. 
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Figure 10.12: Modified severity factor and current response 2. 
 
There are clearly differences between the shape of the severity factor and 
the measured current response. This may result from a number of factors.  
 
• The system has been modeled around the initial bearing surface. 
However, the bearing surface changes rapidly, and continues to do so 
for the duration of the experiment. 
 
• Debris is also generated, as discussed in 2.4.6. The debris size can 
easily exceed the minimum EHL film thickness. This can influence the 
mechanism of depassivation, and may either reduce it if the debris 
acts as mildly loaded rolling element bearings, or increase it by 
producing points of increased pressure and asperity interaction 
 
• In addition, the film was considered to be Newtonian. This is a 
reasonable assumption for the bulk solution under the high shear 
rates encountered in the joint, but there may be issues with this when 
proteins precipitate from the solution, or adsorb on to the bearing 
surfaces. As discussed in 2.4.8, under some conditions proteins can 
form a gel-like layer at the bearing surface (120, 127, 132, 133). This 
layer may separate the surfaces at periods in which the EHL film is 
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thin, such as these at low entrainment velocities and high loads. 
Figures 10.13 and 10.14 highlight the differences between the 
theoretical system used to develop the lubrication model and the 
actual system encountered at the bearing interface. 
 
 
Figure 10.13: Theoretical model of lubrication within the bearing surface. 
 
 
Figure 10.14: Representation of the lubrication when proteins and particles 
are present on the real bearing surfaces. 
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• Furthermore, the formation of a tribochemical reaction layer would 
serve to increase the complexity of the wear and lubrication reactions 
within the joint. This is discussed in more detail in section 10.4. 
 
 
10.4 Tribofilm Formation and Importance 
 
 
Formation of the tribofilm shown in 9.3 can have significant effects on the 
degradation of MoM hip prostheses. It was shown in both sections 8.1.2 and 
8.3.2 that over extended periods of motion, within 1 million cycles, there was 
a spontaneous reduction in the corrosion current within the joint. This is 
shown in Figures 8.9-8.11 (from Procedure 1) and Figures 8.40-8.42 (from 
Procedure 3). The potentiostatic current traces shown in 8.3.3 indicate that 
upon reduction of the corrosion current, there was a disruption to the 
periodic current signal produced by the gait cycle. This must reflect that the 
surface depassivation/repassivation equilibrium was interrupted. 
Observations of running-in made by previous authors (14, 80, 83, 90, 93-96) 
would appear to confirm the observation that running-in is generally reflected 
in an increase in lambda ratio, caused by simultaneous smoothing of the 
surfaces and the increase in conformity, which facilities a shift to fluid film 
lubrication (20, 62, 92, 98). This could explain the electrochemical 
observations made, however, surface analysis of the bearing surfaces does 
not support it. It was shown in section 8.4 that, although the surfaces did 
increase in conformity, they also increased in roughness. By comparing the 
effects of increased roughness and increased conformity, it was shown in 
section 8.5 that there was an overall reduction in lambda ratio, caused by an 
increase in roughness of the underlying bearing alloy surfaces. This points 
towards the separation of the surfaces by a tribological film, rather than 
separation by the bulk lubricant.  
The tribological layer, identified in Chapter 9, was found to exist mostly 
outside the wear scar (Figure 9.9). This may suggest that it does not 
participate substantially to the joint lubrication process. However, by 
considering the mechanism of growth of the wear scar, this can be shown to 
be incorrect. Figure 10.15 represents a top view of the wear scar and the 
location of the tribofilm. When wear proceeds, the wear scar grows 
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outwards, increasing in diameter. Figure 10.16 shows a side view of the 
worn femoral head. It is shown that the border between the wear scar and 
the unworn surface forms a wedge. This is due to the difference in radii 
inside and outside of the wear scar. For wear to proceed, this wedge must 
advance into the unworn region. However, the location of the densest 
regions of the tribofilm are at the border of wear scar and the unworn region 
of the head. Images taken of the tribofilm (see Chapter 9) show it is in 
excess of 700nm thick in places. This is substantially greater than either the 
maximum worn surface roughness (<70nm), or the maximum EHL film 
thickness (<65nm). Due to the thick coating it provides on the surface, and 
its ability to engulf wear debris, it appears to act as a solid lubricant or a 
grease. The idea of tribologically formed layers acting as solid lubricants has 
previously been proposed by Liao et al (100). 
 
 
Figure 10.15: Location of tribofilm and growth of the wear scar. 
 
 
Figure 10.16: Diagram illustrating inhibition of wear by the tribofilm. 
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The model of lubrication proposed by Liao et al (100) proposes that the 
carbon-rich tribologically formed layer, on the surfaces of the bearing, is 
partially graphitised, forming nano-crystalline graphite. It was suggested that 
the lubricating properties of this layer are derived from the favorable 
lubricating properties of graphite in aqueous environments. The mechanism 
for graphitisation was not fully recognised. However, it was mentioned that 
high shear, elevated temperature and cobalt catalysis may be contributing 
factors. 
Typically, graphitisation of amorphous carbon takes place between 2500-
30000C (140, 141). It has been shown that this can be reduced by the 
presence of certain transition metals, such as cobalt, or by exposure to high 
shear rates (140, 141, 213, 214). Two mechanisms have been proposed for 
the catalysis of graphitisation by transition metals (214). The first relies on 
the metal acting as a solvent for carbon. Amorphous carbon is dissolved in a 
metallic melt. In this mechanism, graphite is formed by crystallisation from 
the melt upon cooling. The second is caused by the decomposition of 
carbides. Carbides decompose to produce metal and graphite (140). It has 
been suggested that both of these mechanisms may occur in tandem (214).  
Decomposition of cobalt carbides has been shown to occur above 5000C 
(213, 215). This is considerably greater than temperatures in the joint 
capsule. Frictional heating in MoP and CoP contact caused the bulk 
lubricant to increase to	  ≈430C (216). Even flash temperatures resulting from 
asperity/asperity contact are much lower than the temperatures required to 
decompose carbides. Using the Kuhlman-Wilsdorf approach (217, 218), the 
maximum flash temperatures were calculated for asperity interaction 
expected between metal-metal and carbide-carbide contacts in total hip 
replacements (87, 102) For opposing metal asperities, the flash temperature 
rise was only ≈5K. For opposing carbide contacts, it was considerably 
greater, rising to ≈34K. However, both of these temperature elevations are 
too low to promote the decomposition of metal carbides.  
The action of shear has been shown to reduce the level at which 
graphitisation takes place (219). It was shown that graphitisation of 
anthracite could take place at 9000C, with structural changes beginning at 
7000C, under the action of shear. At a pressure of 1GPa, and shear rates 
between 105-106s-1, graphitisation was promoted by enhanced alignment of 
the basal structural units. For comparison, the shear rate of the EHL film 
over a single cycle in the hip simulator is shown in Figure 10.17. This was 
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calculated using Equation (10.2). Although the shear rate of the EHL film is 
great enough to enhance graphitisation of anthracite, the temperature 
required for graphitisation under these conditions is considerably greater 
than that found within the joint. 
 
 𝜏 =    𝑣ℎ!"# (10.7) 
 
Where, 
τ	  – Shear rate 
v	  – Linear sliding velocity 
hmin – Minimum elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
 
 
Figure 10.17: Shear rate of the EHL film over a single cycle. 
 
Graphitisation was not observed within any of the tribolayers investigated in 
this study. In addition, possible mechanisms put forth by Liao et al (100) 
appear to require greater temperatures than can possibly be achieved within 
the bearing interface. Nevertheless, evidence for graphitisation was 
observed by Liao et al, and a lack of understanding of the mechanism may 
only highlight the specific conditions required for its formation. However, an 
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issue remains about its function as a lubricant. The lubricating properties of 
graphite arises from its layered graphene sheets, either by roll-up or shear of 
them in aqueous or atmospheric conditions (143, 220). In nano-crystalline 
graphite, these sheets are not present, as it does not contain long ranged 
ordering (221). This is shown in Figure 10.18. 
 
 
Figure 10.18: ‘Three-stage model of the variation of the Raman G position 
and the D to G intensity ratio I(D)/I(G) with increasing disorder. The dotted 
left pointing arrows in (B) mark the non-uniqueness region in the ordering 
trajectory. (C) Shows the variation of the sp2 configuration in the three 
amorphisation stages.’ (221) 
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The location at which the tribofilm forms is defined by a sharp border. This 
may be explained by the contact mechanics at the border of the wear scar. 
As previously discussed, the head and cup wear together and the surfaces 
become more conformal within the wear scar. Conformal changes manifest 
themselves as an increase in effective local radius on the femoral head and 
a decrease in radius on the acetabular cup. This theoretically produces a 
very slight wedge at the border between unworn surface and the wear scar, 
which can be seen when the scales are greatly exaggerated (Figure 10.19). 
 
 
Figure 10.19: Wedge formation at edge of wear scar. 
 
The angle alpha is close to 900 since the changes in radii are small, relative 
to the initial radius. However, it is not negligible and increases as a function 
of the half-width of the wear scar (a), shown in Figure 10.20. As the wear 
progresses, the radii of the head and cup tend to converge to a value 
midway between the two. The effect of wear scar half width on wedge angle 
(α) can be estimated. The change in (cot α) with respect to wear scar half 
width is shown in Figure 10.20. 
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Figure 10.20: Effect of wear scar half width on wedge tip. 
 
Johnson (222) has described the contact between a blunt-shaped wedge 
and a semi infinite elastic solid as depicted in Figure 10.21. The pressure 
distribution is represented by Equation 1, when α is close to 900 (222). 
 
 
Figure 10.21: Contact of blunt wedge (222). 
 
 
 𝑝 𝑥 =    !! !"#!!"#$!!! !!     𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑃 = 𝛼𝐸! cot𝛼 (222) (10.8) 
 
Where, 
E’ – Effective elastic modulus 
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From Equation (10.2) and Figure 10.21, it can be seen then that, under dry 
conditions, the pressure rises to ∞ at x=0. By considering the presence of a 
blunt wedge on a worn femoral head, it is evident that there exists a region 
of increased pressure, at the border of the wear scar. It is this predicted 
region of very high pressure, which is where the thickest tribolayer formation 
occurs. The scraping action of the blunt wedge may serve to accumulate 
debris at its tip, or the increased contact pressure, and associated flash 
temperature it causes, may contribute to the formation of the tribofilm at this 
location. As the wear scar increases in diameter the wedge becomes more 
defined and the contact pressure increases.  
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Chapter 11 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
11.1 Conclusions 
 
 
The study reported in this thesis represents the first known simultaneous 
investigation of the tribology and corrosion governing important features of 
metal-on-metal hip joint replacement performance. Novel and significant 
findings are reported. 
•  Simulator measurements of tribocorrosion in a metal-on-metal joint. 
 
• Mechanical wear loss. 
 
• Corrosion current 
 
• Elastohydrodynamic solutions for the specific conditions of simulator 
testing. 
 
• The initial steps towards the development of a ‘severity factor’ which 
reflects current flow in a complete cycle of loading and motion have 
been achieved. 
 
 A number of concepts are presented regarding the tribocorrosion of 
biomaterials in different simulated conditions. Where results have been 
summarised some concluding points have be noted. However, a number of 
more general points relating to the key findings of the study as a whole are 
listed below. 
 
• In the tribometer, polymer sliding will affect both the open circuit 
potential and corrosion current of a cobalt chromium alloy counter 
body. Although this produced an increase in the release rate of metal 
ions into the surrounding solution, when compared to MoM systems, 
the effect was trivial. 
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• For MoM systems, the corrosion current produced in the tribometer 
was influenced by the applied load. Larger loads resulted in more 
severe depassivation, due to the increased contact severity. 
 
• The relative contribution of wear and corrosion, to total material loss, 
are influenced by the geometry of the working electrode and the 
sliding interface. The ratio of the size of the wear scar to the total 
electrode area should be considered when comparing results from 
different systems. 
 
• The tribological conditions produced in the tribometer were more 
severe than the hip simulator for comparable contact pressures. This 
caused more severe depassivation leading to an increased corrosion 
current density in the wear scar. 
 
• The severity of the boundary lubrication developed in the tribometer, 
was mitigated by the lubricating properties of serum proteins. Despite 
increasing corrosion in static conditions, proteins reduced corrosion in 
dynamic conditions by protecting the surfaces from depassivation. 
 
• In the hip simulator, the electrochemical response was influenced 
substantially by the serum solution used. When a solution more 
physiologically representative than 25% V/V bovine serum was used, 
the corrosion current was increased. 
 
• The corrosion current measured in the hip simulator varied 
considerably over a single cycle. This was caused by the effect of 
sliding velocity and load on the EHL film thickness and depassivation 
mechanics. 
 
• Metal ion release from MoM bearings can be attributed to both 
surface depassivation and particle dissolution almost equally. 
Particles appear to release ions rapidly upon formation. They then 
became passivated and their dissolution rate is reduced.  
 
• Tribologically formed layers are produced on the bearing surfaces 
following periods of wear. These layers contribute to the reduction of 
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wear and corrosion over time by acting as an interposition between 
the opposing surfaces. 
 
• The thickness of tribologically formed layers can greatly exceed the 
height of the surface roughness and the EHL film thickness, thereby 
supporting a portion of the applied load.  
 
• Wear debris is trapped in tribologically formed layers. These particles 
are subjected to mechanical abrasion and chemical oxidation, which 
produces smaller, smoother, cobalt sulphide ellipsoidal particles. 
 
• Current hip simulator test protocols need to be revised for 
tribocorrosion systems in order to reflect more accurately the 
contribution of corrosion towards metal bearing degradation. Present 
methods are liable to under represent the influence of corrosion.  
 
 
11.2 Future Work 
 
 
There are many avenues of investigation which would build on the concepts 
developed in this thesis. A number of further investigations that could 
produce worthwhile information regarding the tribocorrosion of THRs are 
identified. 
 
• Study the effect of bearing diameter on the tribocorrosion of either 
MoM or CoM systems. 
 
• Large diameter bearings demonstrate favorable tribological properties 
due to increased EHL film thickness, however, larger bearing 
diameters produce an increased working electrode area with a larger 
wear scar. These two conflicting influences make it difficult to predict 
the performance of larger/smaller diameter bearings, and this 
challenge could be investigated. 
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• Study the tribocorrosion performance of bearings beyond the ‘running 
in’ phase could provide useful information relating to the long-term 
performance of metal-on-metal hip surfaces. Reductions in corrosion 
were observed which coincide with running in, however, tests were 
not continued past 1 million cycles. Analysis of the general corrosion 
current as well as its cyclic variability past 1 million cycles would 
provide information on the long term performance or hip joint 
bearings. 
 
 
• Investigate the exact causes of cyclic current variation produced at 
the bearing interface. Combine EHL modelling with experimental 
measurements of cyclic corrosion current, to develop a complete 
model for cyclic depassivation could be obtained. 
 
• Further investigation of the role of tribological formed layers should be 
undertaken. Study further the mechanisms leading to the formation of 
tribological films are still not fully understood. Information relating to 
their formation, and function, in the mitigation of corrosion and wear, 
could provide insights valuable for the development of new hip 
bearings. 
 
 
• Investigation of multiple tribological interfaces that are 
electrochemically linked. Within a total hip replacement there are a 
number of interfaces that may become depassivated such as, the 
bearing, neck and stem. In vivo these interfaces are electrochemically 
linked and my drive or suppress corrosion on one another. Studying 
them together is paramount in understanding the system as a whole. 
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